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Chapter 1•
•

The Research: Background, Cantext and Themes

The Research: Background. Context
and Themes

Mast youth workers would claim that the most important aspect of their work is - the process
of informal engagement with individual yaung peaple and groups which far responsive young
people. involves them in a journey ofpersonal and social undef5tanding travelled in their own
terms, on their own route and in their own time.
(Research Proposal)

1.1 The principle. of youth work

The core purpose of youth work has been defined as the personal and social development of
young people through informal education (Merton et ai, 2(04). Young people are at the centre
of youth work practice which is fundamentally concerned with their education and welfare.
There are different forms of youth work including for example. centre based provision, detached
work on the streets, outreach work, activities-based and faith-based approaches. The profession
is value-driven IHarland et ai, 2(04) and there are a number of principles with an historical
pedigree underlying all youth work. practice which distinguish it from other related practices
such as social work and teaching ISmith, 200]; Davie~ 2005a).

Practitioners and theorists generally agree that the voluntary participation of young people,
in their free time, is the principal which most ch:arly distinguishes youth work. from other
interventions (Jeff~ 2001, Smith, 200]; Davies. 2005a1. The development of negotiated
relationships between young people and yauth workers, based on mutual respect is a defining
feature. In th~ process of r~lationship building, the emphasis is upon the activ~ participation
of young people. The voluntary principle implies that young people are free to enter and leave
youth work facilities and relationships and that they are therefore able to exercise a degree of
power in the youth work context (Spence, 2004; Davie~ 2005a).

Youth workers have always spent time supporting individual young people in response to
personal or ag~-r~lat~d concrrns and is.su~s. How~~r, such int~rv~ntions art perceivtd as a
consequence rather than a motor of the practice process. The informal educational approach
of youth work stresses the importance of young people learning collectively with their peers
(Ministry of Education, 1960; Doyle and Smith, 1999; Bren~ 2(04). Therefore group association
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focusing upon enjoyment, challenge and learning is prioritised. This approach begins with
a sympathetic understanding of the community and cultural location of the young people
involved whilst offering opportunities to widen and deepen experience, to pursue interests and
to develop critical understanding of the self in relation to others.

Youth work is thus underpinned by a commitment to working with an open, potentiality model
of young people, beginning with their present experiences, responding to their present needs
and enthusiasms, and building upon this to situate their learning within a wider social context.
This contrasts with problem-based interventions with individuals which derive from a deficit
model of young people and which respond to youth as a 'risky' time of 'becoming' rather than
as a time of 'being' (Davies, 2005a). However, it is the deficit model which has been dominant
within the social policy developments which have shaped the practice environment of youth
work in recent years. This is manifest in a shift away from open, voluntary, associated and group
based learning towards targeted, individually-based support designed to smooth the 'transitions'
of vulnerable, 'excluded' or 'at risk' young people towards successful adult citizenship (Mizen,
2003; Jeffs and Smith, 2002, 2006; Spence, 2(07) Ironically, given the focus upon the individual,
one of its consequences is a de-centring of the young ptrson in professional practice in favour
of a range of specific outcomes for individuals. This implies a fundamental destabilisation of the
professional heart of youth work.

The research project which is reported in the following pages was undertaken during a period
in which policy decisions made on the basis of assumptions which are in tension with key
principles of youth work, were beginning to impact upon the practiet environment, forcing
workers to adjust priorities and to raise questions about the extent to which their practice was
understood or socially valued.

1.2 Background

I1n Everyday Journey: Discovering the Meaning and Value in Youth Work' emerged from
a series of conversations between representatives of Weston Spirit and Durham University
Community and Youth Work Studies Unit. Initially, the dialogue was motivat~d by the possibility
of evaluating the youth work methods of Weston Spirit. A5 the discussion developed to cover
the policy context in which youth workers were practising, it became apparent that there were
other, broader and more urgent issues to research which related to the very nature of youth
work itself in contemporary condition~

From the different organisational perspectives of youth work practie., th~ory and education
within Weston Spirit and Durham University, there was a mutual awarrness of disquiet amongst
youth workers about the changing nature of th~ conditions of face-to-fae. practice. Anecdotal
and research evidence (e.g. Crimmens et ai, 2(04) suggested that those aspects of youth work
which workers most valued, and which differentiat~d it from other professional approaches to
work with young people were being eroded by poliCy and funding decisions made by outsiders.
Youth workers habitually claim that their methods facilitate meaningful contact with young
people otherwise defined as excluded. Ironically, poliCy aimed at ~ncouraging social inclusion
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ISEU, 1999a; 1999b; 2000) app<a" to b< undtrmining a ctntral principle of generic youth work
practice through its emphasis upon targeting thast defined as excluded.

The univmal and voluntary aCctSS which has traditionally marked the youth work environment
is clearly contradicted by targeting but in a climate of streamlining whtre organisational
'efficiency' is the main criterion of succrss in the public stetar, youth work.ers risk accusations
of naivtte and idealism when they attempt to assert the importance of univtrsalism in their
approach. With a core principle of proftsSional practict excluded from the policy agenda, debate
about the meaning of universalism in the youth work context is silenced and without this,
youth workers struggle to ddine what is unique: about their approach. Expressions of disquiet
are divtrted away from the terrain of principles and onto the frustrations of everyday practice.
So worke" will often b< heard worrying about the problems of short ttrm funding or about the
time spent on pap<r work (Crimmens et ai, 2004; Spence, 2(04). Disquiet is voiced as 'complaint'
and 35 such their concerns can ~ dismissed simply as negativity about change itstlf, or as an
unrealistic demand that their work should n:main unaccountable, claiming some privileged
status for youth work not accorded to other welfare or educational proftssionals

Preliminary convtrsations with practitioners supported the proposition that youth workers
were not averse in principle to change or to organisational accountability. Rather it was the
terms of referenct which informed thepr~ of change and the systems of accountability
which were problematic. There stemed to be a lack of correspondenet between the knowledge
and unde"tanding relevant to the informal realitits of fact-terface youth work practict and
the terms in which youth work is b<ing formally discuSstd and reshap<d in the outside world
of policy making. partnership work and funding allocation. Organisational requirements loom
over face-to-tace practice unsympathetically, distorting or marginalising what youth workers
believe are the central and most valuable features of their approach. The key problem which
emerged for the rtsearch was therefore how to unde"tand the relationship b<tween youth
worker knowledge, principles and unde"tanding and the realitits of practice which nectSSarily
,ncompaSstS the P<"P"ctives of young p<ople as well as workers

If the central principlts which inform youth work practice are silenctd by the policy discourse,
then youth work can be nothing more than a method, a stt of instrumental interventions. or
asp<cialism within other proftsSions such as health and education. In thtse circumstanct>
it will b< difficult, if not impossible to sustain the proftssional distinctiventsS of youth work,
which n=rily includes principlts and values Youth work will not thrive and indeed, might
not survive under thtse circumstanctS It will simply become 'work with young p<ople' (Davies.
200Sbl. Yet it is because youth work does stem to b< able to connect positively with some
young ~ople who refusr or are invisible to other srrvi~ or whOst behaviour exclud~ them
from full participation, that its methods are valuable. Delineating the sourre and nature of such
positive connections and their relationship with the principlts and values of the proftssion
is therefore an important exerriS<. If thast asp<cts of youth wor1c which make it attractive to
particular groups of young P"Ople are undermined, this is not only a problem for the youth work
proftsSion. Young p<ople who might otherwist exp<rienct b<nefits, and policy-make" who have
intertsts in addressing social exclusion and raising levels of civic participation within the youth
population, also stand to last out
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1.3 Policy cantut

The submission for research funding was prepared in the wake of the Governmenrs
Tronsforming Youth Work initiative (DfEE 2001; DfES, 2002) relevant to English and Welsh youth
services After years of resource cuts and professional marginalisation, Tronsforming Youth Work
promised more resources and recognition to youth work in return for a greater alignment of
objectives with the terms of reference of the recently introduced Connexions Service for England
(DfEE, 20001. Included in this agenda was a demand for accountability measured with reference
to recorded and accredited outcomes of work.

In January 2003, Stovin Hayter, editor of Young Prople Now asked the question, 'Can youth work
be fully accountable~ (15-21 Jan. 2003:13). Whilst being careful not to question the importance
and significance of Transforming Youth Work, he went on to say:

There is a discomfort with what many frel is a commodification and 0 bureaucratisotion
of youth work. There is 0 feeling thot reol youth work - informol education through
association in groups - has been squeezed out by the State's desire to 'fix' individuals.

... the more we become obsessed with targeting and meosuroble outputs, the greater the
tendency to push resources only towards the things thot can be measured.

Hayter captures something here of the dilemma which is particularly acute in statutory youth
work but also has implications for the VOluntary sector if it is to win support from the State.
Like all publicly funded service~ youth work is required to contribute to the success of policy
initiatives. It must therefore respond to the questions and issues which such initiatives are
designed to address: it has a responsibility towards externally defined objectives At the same
time. if it is to succeed in meeting these objectives, it needs to maintain that which makes it
potentially useful in the first place. There is no necessary reason why the two requirements
should be in conflict or tension, but by the same token there is no necessary reason why they
should correspond. Hayter's comment suggests a diSjuncture between 'real youth work· and the
objectives of the state regarding young people.

The generic practice of youth work inherited a dual tradition of concern for young people in
relation to structural inequality on the one hand and a desire to facilitate positive experiences
with reference to universal characteristics of 'youth' on the other hand. The contemporary
objectives of government with regard to England and Wales have been shaped by the agenda
delineated by the Social Exclusion Unit (SEU, 1999a; 2(00). This shifted the emphasis from
the principle of equality of access to a universally available service, towards targeting specific
categories of young people identified as socially unequal in order to solve social problems
The shift is a subtle one in practice. There has been room for overlap and manoeuvre between
the old and the new categories of understanding, with similar concepts such as 'equality' or
'exclusion' being interpreted differently in different contexts The ways in which this conceptual
ambiguity has manifested itself in fieldwork practice is another concern for the research, and the
analysis which follows draws attention to the tension in meaning and the significance of this for
the coherence of youth work practice.
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Optimism amongst English youth worke" around Transforming Youth Work during 2002-3
respondrd primarily to the promise of improved funding to a hitherto resource-starved service
ISmith IAI. 2(03). However, for some, this promise was compromised by the related requirement
to fulfil Objectives which did not seem to capture, and might even contradict the principles
of youth work.. Critics argued that targets and outcomes set with reference to the primacy of
Connexion~ would not only obscure, but destroy the collective and process-based features
of youth work, because despite pretensions to universality, Cannexions was fundamentally a
targeted, individualised, support-based service working on a deficit model. In this context, Smith
12003!asserted that the informal educational aspects of youth work were being undermined
and that government policy was designed to replace youth work with youth development work.

By 2002-3 it was apparent that to fit into government agendas for a coherent policy approach
to young people,lMizen, 2(03) youth worke" would be required to target their work specifically
towards young people defined as NEH INot in Employment. Education or Trainingl. who
could be categorised as socially excluded or as 'at risk~ Increasingly their energies were being
directed towards meeting numerical targets for recorded and accredited outcomes. This
included retaining appropriate record~ including the evaluations made by young people of their
experience of youth work, ostensibly to provide the evidence which would make the youth work
intervention accountable to young people and to the state.

Whilst Transforming Youth Work was absorbing the attention of youth work commentators and
practitioners in 2003, another policy initiative was set to become more significant. Every Child
Matters IDfES, 2(03) was published in response to the recommendations of the Laming Report.
provoked by the death of Victoria Climbi,; which indicated that vulnerable children were being
failed by public services ITSO, 2(03). Every Child Matters presages a complete reformation of
;ervices for children in England and Wales and although it does not specifically address youth
Nork, youth workers are inevitably drawn into its provisions insofar as they work with children.
Ihe statutory changes underpinned by The Children Act 12(04) are based upon the needs and
Interests of individual children. They require that services should be integrated and information
ihared across a continuum of provision in which at one end, open, leisure-based facilities are
~ffered to childrtn who have no identified needs and at the other end, focused, specialist
interventions ro-ordinated by a lead professional, is required for children who have complex
needs. Under the terms of reference of Every Child Matters all services must focus on five
outcomes expected for children: that they should be healthy; stay safe; enjoy and achieve; make
apositive contribution; achieve economic wellbeing. Th~ ha~ betn almost universally adopted
as organising categories within youth work management and practice. corresponding easily with
the concern of youth worke" for the well-being of the children and young people who engage
with youth projects and services.

The five outcomes were reiterated in 2005 in the most recent policy initiative to apply directly to
youth worke" in England. The title 01 Youth Matters IDlES, 2005; 2006) signifies the relationship
with Every Child Matters and confirms the expectation that youth services are to be reformed in
line with children's services in general. In addition, Youth Matters, apparently echoing some of
the concerns of youth worke" in relation to the Transforming Youth Work debate and in a nod
10 its informal educational approach, focuses upon the question of 'things to do and places to
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go: It also incorporates the recommendations of the Russell Report [ISO, 2004, 20051 referring
to the desirability of youth volunteering.

Needless to say Youth Matters has provoked serious discussion in the field. leg. Youth and Policy,
89,2(05). The terms of debate have been little different from those which were beginning to
emerge in the wake of Transforming Youth Work. It is apparent that Every Chifd Matters and
Youth Matters in many ways continue, but with more rigour and greater Clarity, the intentions
which were already inscribed within Connexions. As Jeffs and Smith 12(06) argue, there is
an important question about whether or not youth workers can maintain their informal
educational appraach in a climate which stresses support for individuals and implies activity and
leisure-based provision for those young people who have 'no' problems. Bernard Davies asks in
the context of Youth Matters. 'If youth matters. where is the youth work~ IDavies. 2005bl. There
is anxiety that circumstances are being created by policy in which the traditional meanings
and practices associated with youth work might not survive. The movement towards Extended
Schools within the formal education field is adding to these anxieties as this seems set to take
over some of the informal educational functions of youth work (Davies. 2006).

The policy context in which the research was designed related primarily to the situation in
England and it was this policy environment which had sparked the principal debates about the
nature of youth work and who should define its parameters and meanings. Whilst there are
inevitably differences related to regional circumstances and history, the direction of policy in
Wales and Scotland is consistent with England. Welsh youth workers hoped that their alternative
to Connexions. Ext.nding Entitlement, INational Assembly of Wales Youth Policy Unit, 2(00)
would enhance the Youth Service in Wales (Williamson, 2002; Murphy and Urack, 20031. This has
been shattered by the closure of the independent Wales Youth Agency and the absorption of
it> powers into the government. In Scotland, the development of a national strategy for youth
work is proceeding with explicit reference to Youth Mott.rs and to Transforming Youth Work
(Youthlink Scotland, 20051. Only in Northern Ireland, with its specific concern for community
relations and peace-building is there positive affirmation that youth work, supponed by a youth
service, has an important and relevant contribution to make in its own terms to social stability
(DoENI, 1999; 2(05). Recent moves towards greater collaboration with Southern Ireland in the
validation of professional training seem to presage a further movement away from the direction
of change elsewhere in the UK.

In the predominantly English model for coherent state intervention into the lives of young
people, youth workers are to be more fully incorporat,d in centrally managed networks of
services which use a common framework of assessment and information sharing and which seek
to offer integrated suppon to children and young people in need. In this process. developing
strategies and programmes of action, and setting clear priorities and targets to which workers
are accountable and which measure the effectiveness of their practice, are integral. It is the
debates which have emerged in relation to these issues which have directed the concerns of
the research. However, critical analysis of policy is well advanced. What is urg,nt in the light of
policy direction is to articulate the voice of practic, in order to draw attention to those aspects
of the youth work intervention which youth workers and young people most value and which
make it 'work: In this repon policy will therefore be discussed with reference to the concerns

6
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raised by practitioners. rather than for its own sake, The question is 'what works' in the practice
environment, rather than 'what works' for politicians.

1,4 R6<:an::h ronlm

The development of the research questions was also informed by two significant studies of
youth work. The first was the Joseph Rowntree Foundation (JRF) funded analysis of the sro~

of detached and outreach youth work in England and Wales, Reaching Socially fxclud~ Young
P<opl~ ICrimmens et ai, 20(4), The second was An Evaluation of th~ Impoct of Youth Work in
England (Merton et al 2(04) funded by the DfES.

The JRF r~arch project was undertaken in the wake of the introduction of the Connexions
Service and with reference to the role which might ~ taken by detached and outreach work in
that context. The data indicated that most of the yOuth workers who participated accepted the
need for initiatives to addr~ the question of youth transitions in acomplex society IFuriong and
Cartmel, 1997) and that in particular they understood the importance of targeting those defined
as 'socially excluded: Th~ workers gen~rally ~li<Vtd that yOuth work could playa positi"" and
constructi~ role within the Connexions partnerships and th~ were willing to hdp in facilitating
the acr~ of socially excluded yOung prople towards education, training and ~mployment

Over the 18 month course of the r~arch it was possible to demonstrate real progress in a
num~r of areas of their lives for a sample of young people associated with youth projects
ICrimmens et ai, 2004:45). Such progr~ could ~ very simply map~d against the five
outcomes required by E""ry Child Morr~rs and Youth Morr~rs.

Despite the good will amongst workers towards policy intention~ and despite evidence of
succ~ in formal term~ participants in the JRF r~arch consistently referred to difficulties
and tensions in the conditions of practict. Many of the issues which wert identifirrl arost from
the imposition of organisational practices and terms of reference which did not match the
priorities of the work.er in the rtal world of practirt. For example. it was evident that insufficient
recognition was given to relationship building with young ~ople, to the rhythms of time in
youth work which is responsive to young ~ople, and to the problem of power in partn~rship

arrangements with other prof~ional services IS~nce, 20(4). So even when the practice,
aims and objtttivrs complemented the intentions of govtrnm~nt policy, youth work~rs W~rt

rxperi~ncing a disjunctur~ ~tw~~n th~ir own priorities and th~ ~mphasfs(d in organisational
planning, d~cision making and ~aluation.

The second study, An Evaluation of the Impoct of Youth Work in England was designed to
provide a comprehensi"", ~idence based analysis of the impact of English yOuth services
on young ~ople, th~ir local communities and related services (pS). This study demonstrated
variabl~ resourcing across local authorities and a lad of invtStm~nt in th~ mat~rial

Infrastructure of local authority youth services. Despite thi~ and a numbrr of contextual factors
which worked to inhibit its effectiven~ the input of youth work was found to contribute to
po~tive and tangible outcomes for yOung ~opl~.
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Crucially, the authors of the evaluation identified five significant factors which facilitated the
positive impact of youth work. These were, firstly the establishment of positive relationships
between young people and youth workers in a local community context; secondly the ability
of youth workers to negotiate the terms of the relationship with young people, even when
absolute voluntary engagement was absent. in order to enable young people to make their own
choices; thirdly, the determination to treat young people holistically as persons rather than with
reference to specific issues or problems; fourthly the willingness of youth workers to engage
with other services and representatives of local communities in order to mediate on behalf
of young people, centring young people in the process; and fifthly, conditions which enabled
sustained contact over the long term.

These five contributing factors run against the tide of policy. Despite the fact that the evaluation
was funded by the DfES, it is difficult to see where it has had any impact upon government
thinking. Nevertheles~ the study does make a contribution to the mounting evidence that

generic youth work even in straitened and challenging circumstances can make a significant
contribution to the well being of young people. At the very least. it offers a basis for youth
work.ers to continue to make the case for their principles and values. It is in a similar spirit
that the Everyday Journey research has been undertaken. Whether or not the findings affect
policy decision~ it is hoped that the research can make a contribution to a broader public
understanding of the relevance of professional youth work and that it can further help to clarify
the youth work 'voice:

1.5 Research themes

If youth workers believe that their practice understanding is not being recognised or valued
in public debate and organisational decision-making, there is a danger that they will lose
confidence in their professionally based understanding and skill, and become confused,
demoralised and angry. Because youth workers are struggling to have their voices heard by
those in decision-making position~ their frustrations sometimes are being expressed negatively
and with less than constructive results. If they wish to avoid adopting reactionary and negative
positions on the one hand, or internalising external definitions and language on the other,
it seems crucial that youth work practitioners articulate clearly for themselv~ and in terms
which can be understood and legitimated beyond their own professional enclav~ what it is
that makes youth work practice distinctive and effective. As a starting point. the knowledge and
understanding generated in effective practice needs to be made coherent, explicit and publicly
accessible.

Such work is already proceeding from a range of different perspective~ including a retrieval
of the history of youth work (Davi~ 1999; Gilchrist, Jeffs and Spence, 2001, 2003, 2006), the
development of the theory of informal education (Smith, 1994; Jeffs and Smith, 1999), and
the identification of some fundamental youth work principles (Davie~ 2(053). The research
discussed in this report intends to make a contribution to that emergent body of knowledge.
It does SO by interpreting and giving shape to the meanings which emerge in the practice
environment in relation to four key themes where the language of practice is underdeveloped
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and in which it is possible to locate tension in the field.

The first theme concerns the dimensions of everyday practice which do not appear to
correspond directly with certain aspects of policy. In relation to this theme, the research
focuses upon relationship, dialogue, time and space. Important aspects of this include the
unpredictability of the practice environment, the significance of the informal aspects of the
work, the place of programmes and buildings and the responsive approach needed in the
everyday youth work selting.

The second theme considers the narratives of everyday practice which operate at a variety of
levels but which are not accommodated fully in the abstract professional language of 'informal
education' or support. Here the research focuses upon the management of expectations
between young people and youth work.ers. and upon conversation associated with day-ta-day
negotiations between young people, youth workers and other significant adults in the practice
environment.

The third theme concentrates upon the question of exclusion. This picks up the language of
policy, discusses how this is interpreted in the youth work environment and asks what issues it
raises for youth workers and young people.

The fourth returns to the question of accountability. Here the research question relates to the
terms and processes of accountability and asks why it is that this element of the work seems so
fraught for workers. In doing so, the research considers the place of bureaucracy and evaluation
in relation to the demands and principles of face-ta-face practice.

Ihese four themes have been used to structure the analysis of the data. They run throughout
:he Report and also provide the focus for its main section~ These follow from the next Chapter
Nhich discusses the methods used in the research.
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Chapter 2:

Research Methods and Issues

It's hard to be bath researcher and youth worker - the immediacy of the yaung people means
that I resort to this {youth worker] role first.
(Research Diary)

2.1 Ov.rvi.w

The fieldwork was undertaken between february 2005 and July 2006. It involved the researchers
participating in the everyday life of a range of youth projects and organisations as a basis for
describing and interpreting the experiences of young people and youth workers in the practice
setting. This was supplemented by recorded discussions and interviews with young people and
youth workers relating to their experiences and understanding of youth work.

A variety of practice situations were included within the research with the intention of
ascertaining cammon concerns, themes and processes which transcended the particularity of
each situation. It was anticipated that commonalities would indicate aspects of the youth work
which might be considered 'universal' and which would therefore contribute to an exploration
of the meaning of youth work from the perspective of practice. The focus of the research was
upon the informal and unstructured processes of practice as well as upon its more easily defined
programmed features in order to gain a comprehensive picture of the work.

The organisations and youth workers who participated expressed their active interest in a
research project which aimed to explore the 'real' nature of youth work, and in particular to
think differently about evalualion and accountability in this context. Participants have therefore
provided excellent access to their projects and activities, facilitating researcher engagement witl
young people who use their projects and freely discussing the nature of their work, its meaning,
and its frustrations both formally in interviews and focus groups, and informally in everyday
conversation.

2.2 Stag. On<: Focus group discussions

In order to ensure that the research themes as identified in the initial proposal were meaningful
to practitioners and to add further detail to these, the research began by conducting semi-
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structured focus group (FG) discussions with four groups of young people and four groups of
youth workers. These were: undertaken in five different region~ including each country in the
UK. In total, twenty six young people aged between 10 and 18, and twenty seven youth workers
participated. The discussions were recorded, transcribed and analysed thematically in relation to
general categories.

For youth workers the main categories identified were:

• the purpose~ processe~ and values of youth work,
• programme Issues,
• professional concerns.

Within each category, youth workers made some strong assertive statements which were often
debated in relation to ideas about how things 'are' in comparison with how they 'ought to
be', particularly in relation to professional issues. For example, and reinforcing a points made
both by Crimmens et al (2004) and by Merton et aI12004!. short term organisational agendas
were frequently contrasted with the youth workers' belief in the long term efficacy of their
interventions.

For young people the discussions were organised into four categories:

• positive aspects of youth work,
• what young people seek from youth work,
• what youth work offers,
• criticisms of youth work.

As might be anticipated from young people who volunteered to participate in a focus group
discussion, they were very positive about their engagement with youth organis,ations and
many of their expectations and experiences were congruous with the claims of the youth
workers. For example, where youth workers suggested that one of their purposes was to offer
'encouragement', young people indicated that they received 'encouragement', 'support', 'smiles'
and had their voices heard. Notably, their main criticisms concerned the requirement that
they complete evaluation form~ and the way in which paperwork and computers diverted the
attention of youth workers.

IA paper based on the results from this stage of the research was produced and sent to all
Iparticipating organisation~ plus professional commentators organised into 'Advisory' and a
'Corresponding' groups (Devanney and Pugh, 200S). Their responses and the research team's
identification of major emergent categories and themes were used to inform questions for the
next stage of the research.

The focus group data has been incorporated into the overall analysis of the research findings in
Ihis report.
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2.3 Stage Two: Main study

The main study involved fifteen youth projects with a range of different characteristics. These
were selected with reference to their perceived success in engaging with different groups of
socially exeluded young people. Key contacts from Higher Education youth and community work
training agencies throughout the UK assisted the process of selection by identifying projects
with whom they had worked and which they believed represented high quality youth work
practice, according to their own terms of 'qualitl The research team selected the final sample
from these suggestions.

The intention was not to make any claim that the sample would be 'representative' of the whole
field but rather that it would cover a range of different approaches with different structures and
in different locations. The choice was guided by a number of identified criteria. Firstly, in order
to make allowances for difference in policy context, it was necessary to ensure representation
from across the UK. Secondly, issues relating to physical location, socia-economic circumstances
and structures of equality and identity factors, which might impact upon the nature of social
exclusion were considered. Thirdly, the choice was guided by the range of different organisations
offering youth work services. Thereafter, selection was based upon different types of explicit
aims and objectives, programmes and methods. Finally, it was necessary to consider the practical
issue of travel and resources. This meant that, especially in the second year of the research, a
larger number of participating projects were located in the north and north east of England
than elsewhere.

Envisaged in terms of a variety of continua, selected projects ranged from:

• National to local initiatives;
• Unstructured to highly structured interventions;
• Generic to issue-based approaches;
• Detached to residential locations;
• One-to-one intensive to loose group contact;
• Universally available 'drop-in', to highly targeted provision;
• Open-ended to outcome-led processes.

In each of the projects selected, workers defined their practice as 'youth work: A number of
projects delivered a range of provision and the researchers were able to observe the different
parts of this work. The research has examples of work that includes:

• accredited alternative education projects for young people who have been excluded from
school;

• adult education type courses, delivering word processing qualifications with older young
people (up to the age of 25);

• centre based provision, including summer activity programmes;
• community arts theatre based approaches, with focus on dramatic skills;
• detached youth work, occasionally leading to focused group work;
• drop·ins; some based around information provision, others around a leisure approach;
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• intensive support for targeted young people incorporating case work;
• personal development programmes, with an emphasis on residential activities;
• support work undertak.en in a school setting, including one-to-one intensive support and

after school clubs;
• targeted work for Lesbian. Gay. Bisexual and Transexual (LGBT) young people. Black and

Minority Ethnic IBMEI young people. young mothers, and also work targeted on issues
such as reduction of anti-social behaviour and school exclusion.

The fieldwork was divided into two phase~ selecting eight projects for the first intensive phase
in year one, and visiting the remaining seven in the second phase. Both researchers visited the
first project in order to increase comparability of approach and the remaining 14 were divided
between them.

To ensure confidentiality, projects are not identified in this report and individuals quoted have
been given pseudonyms..

2.4 Researcher involvement with projects

Initial contact with projects involved explaining the purposes of the research and outlining what
participation would entail. Organisations were given written information about the research,
an agency agreement form, information sheets and consent forms for young people and youth
workers. and consent forms for young people's involvement. The preliminary meeting enabled
the workers and researchers to arrange schedules for future research visits..

Ethical considerations were addressed through the University of Durham's procedures and
researchers had been screened through the enhanced Criminal Records Bureau procedures for
lhose working with children and young people.

From the outset, it was acknowledged that researchers would need to fit into projects and make
~very effon to not distort the youth work or the dynamics of the situation. Thu~ the duration
and regularity of engagement was negotiated with reference to the circumstances of the project
oncerned as well as with regard to practical travel restrictions and the stage of the research.
esearcher participation varied from one visit in one project to the continued involvement
ith another over one year. The depth of engagement also varied according to time available
nd La the breadth of the work of the agency. In some location~ in-depth understanding was
thieved in relation to a specific piece of work. In others. a broad and more general appreciation
f the work of the agency was gleaned from participation in a range of 'snapshot' activities
nd sessions. Consistent emphasis was given to collecting evidence by adopting a flexible and
ser-friendly approach which in itself borrowed from the methods of youth work and regularly
volved the researchers in using youth work-related skill~ This enabled the researchers to

ecome acquainted with youth workers and young people in many of the participating projects
nd to be trusted by them.

• h~re were two aspects to the fieldwork in the main study:
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• Observation, participant observation and diaries
• Directed data collection

2.5 Participation, obs~rvation and diari~s

The researchers spent time participating in the everyday work and activities of thirteen projects
as observers and participant-observers. In the remaining two, data was gathered through
visits to the projects and interviews with youth workers and young people. The aim of the
participant observation approach was to facilitate an informed understanding of what goes on
in the everyday life of youth projects including both the practice with young people and the
organisational aspects of the work. Within this process researchers were involved in numerous
activities including residentials, drop-in sessions. detached sessions and summer programmes.
They observed staff meetings, and partnership meeting~ debriefing sessions and associated
administrative work, and collected copies of project documents, such as annual reports..

The daily observations were recorded by the researchers in semi-structured research diaries
IRO). These were written mainly from memory outside the youth work environment although
occasionally it was possible to jot down notes in situ. The diaries focused on the processes
and practices of youth work including the environment created, the people present and the
conversations and dialogues between young people and youth workers. They were designed to
draw out any particular moments which had seemed important to youth workers and young
people, and to recording any particular lines of narrative pursued by project participants..

The participation of the researchers involved them in informal discussion with youth
workers and young people and other individuals who were associated with the agency. In
these discussions. the researchers mainly sought clarification from participants about their
understanding of youth work processes and practices and about the place which youth work
occupied in the lives of young people. The main points of these informal discussions were
documented by the researchers as supplements to the diaries

This open-ended approach to data collection was complemented by directed data collection
with young people and youth workers.

2.6 Directed data collection

The researchers recorded 51 directed discussions (00) with youth workers. These explored in
more depth with individuals and groups themes which had been discussed in the research
proposal, pursued in the focus group~ and recorded in the fieldwork diaries and notes Full time,
part time and trainee youth workers as well as managers and co-ordinators participated in the
discussions Youth workers were particularly asked to reflect upon the meaning and relevance of
their work to the young people involved.

Interviews and directed group discussions were conducted with 105 young people, aged
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between 12 and 22 yrars in ord.. to record accounts of their understanding of Ihe natu,. of
th<ir engagement with youth work. The pr<Sl'nc. or ab"'nc. of youlh workers during Ih<Sl'
sessions drprnded on the circumstances encountered in the r~arch setting. Youth workers
gen..ally ",Iected the young prople to be involved and took rrsponsibility for the ,.turn of
young prople's con",nl forms This suggrsts that the majority of th= who took part in the
r<s<arch w..e mo.. likely to be well known to the youth workers. 10 have been involved in
projects for some lime and to be particularly engaged or organi"'d. How..... this was not
always the case. For example. in two projects the researchers were involved from the brginning
of the initiative and we.. as well known to the young prople as the youth workers. and in one
project. the youth work.. ddib..ately made an effort to involve th= young prople who do did
not normally come to the fore in other activities

When the situation allowed. r<s<archers u",d a range of methods to gath.. and ,.cord Ihe
directed data with young prople. Th<Sl' included. 'photo walks'. time and space lin" drawing,
and group discussions between young people and youth workers (Apprndix 1).

2.7 Comments and considerations

The r<s<arch data providrs detailed acrounts of a wide range of youth provision as well as direct
..flections from young prople and youth workers. However. it is important. both in rdation to
thIS project and futu,. r<Sl'arch in this a,.a. to acknowledge some of the issues which aros< in
felation to '<s<arch methods during the course of the fieldwork.

n 'nltial aim of the r<s<arch was to gain di,.ct examplrs of dialogue within the everyday youth
ork setting. A first point to note about this is that th..e a,. a'PeclS of everyday youth work
ractice which a.. not oprn to ob"'rvation. The ,.",archers w..e not able ..cord the procrss<s
f one-to-one work, which we.. by their very natu.. confidential. Nor w..e they able to obsrrve
hose occasions when youth work occurred outside the formal practice a,.na - at a bus stop.
nChristmas day - when professional work spilled into the prlSOnal a,.na. Secondly. it was
metimrs very difficult for the r<s<archers to move beyond obsrrving and noting topics of

onversation and commenting on the tempo and environment. Although there a,. verbatim
xamplrs of conversation in the data, the details of many mundane, everyday conversations
ave been lost beeau", th..e was no way of di,.ctly recording them. Thirdly. the 'noi",' within
me ""'ions both obliteratrs many conversations and limits the range of the obsrMr to their
mediate prlSOnallocation. This verbal cacophony is integral to the informal everyday youth

ork environment, and can slip o~r into mort formal structured ~ons. This is one of the
alitirs of youth work. One of the skills of the work.. is to achieve meaningful communication
such an environmen~ to discern from 'noi",' what might be said which is significan~ to

ecide which conversations a,. worth pursuing or ,.-di,.cting. and which young prople a,.
riving or suff..ing in this context. This was ob"'rved during the r<Sl'arch:

Ir con get very busy... There we.. many diffe,.nr conversations going on at the some time.
The worker was negotiating the diffe,.nr conversations, most of which we.. di..cred or him.
Others we.. among groups of young prople. He hod to sho.. his attention among the young
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people, some of whom were demanding a lot of his attention and not considering that
other people needed to talk to him too. It was impressive to see him move from the different
conversations, going backwards and forward and picking up on certain points mentioned by
the young people. (RDI

Fourthly, possibilities for communication in the research were dependent upon the verbal skills
and the extent of reflexivity amongst participants. Youth workers were highly articulate about
their principles and practice,. However, whilst some young people could easily verba lise their
understanding, others were less assured. Some were almost monosyllabic in the process of
directed data collection. Others were not interested. Again, this reflects something of the reality
of youth work itself. To work with young people who are confident and skilled in the use of
language in particular settings is a different matter from working with those who are shy, who
are unused to expressing opinions, whose: verbal skill is under~developed or who resist intrusions
into their personal time. There are clearly issues in this with regard to representation and the
quality of data in relation to consultation with young people and young people's evaluations of
their experience of youth work.

On occasion, participative methods such as a 'photo-walk' which involved a young person
walking around their local area with the researcher and photographing places which had
meaning for them, added a different communicative dimension and sometimes encouraged
a mort': relaxed discussion. However, in other situations, young people wert': unable to move
beyond describing particular activities which they had enjoyed through youth work, highlighting
its 'extra-ordinary' rather than its everyday qualitie,. They were not self-conscious about the
place which youth work occupied in their lives other than the opportunity offered for new
experiences and activitie,. It is possible that this may indeed be a truthful reflection of the
benefit of youth work to them. However, the observations of the researchers suggest that other
things happen in their informal contact with youth workers which are taken-for-granted,
unremarkable for young people even though they may be of some significance in terms of their
life-course.

The quality of the data collected was directly related to the method used and to the time spent
in any given situation. Where observation and participation occurred over the long term, the
level of trust built between researcher, youth workers and young people facilitated particularly
privileged insights into the qualities and problems of the everyday world of young people and
youth workers in the youth work setting. Where the participation was short term, workers were
more likely to attempt to talk about the best of their practice and to offer whatever information
was needed. In such situations too, the young people chosen to speak to the researchers were
more likely to be those who were most clearly benefiting from the youth work process In the
short term research engagement, directed data collection sometimes provided a somewhat self
conscious view of youth work practice. This is useful, but by definition it does not include the
silences - those aspects of practice which are suppressed or unacknowledged in the discourse.
In this sense, it is the diary recordings of the longer term observations which yield the most
revealing insights.

In those projects where the researchers spent most time, developing informal conversation with
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orke" and young people encouraged reflexivity in discussions. Sometiml3 worke" offered
etrospective information. This was particularly relevant when their route to professional
outh work had been via their experiences of youth projects as young people. However, it must
e recognised that the research presence inevitably impacts upon the everyday dynamic. In
articular, it is possible that the process of directed data collection provoked discussion of issues
nd themes which would not ordinarily arise in practice. It was important that the research",
ere sensitive to the underlying principles of youth work practice values and informed about
rofessional processes and boundaries.

, researche" as participants were subject to the sam, rhythms of youth work and young
ople's lives as the youth worke" and it was necessary for the research to be responsive. This
metimes meant adjusting plans and timetabll3 for as one youth worker remarked, 'Every day is

'fferent" The researchers learned about the intricacies of practice by sharing the young people's
d youth workers' space in projects, by listening to and participating in the conversation~ the
allenges, the humour, the questioning and the relationship~ the unpredictability, the silences
d the chaos.

·8 Research complementing youth work

edata collected during this research project is multi-layered and reflects the complexity of life
the youth work setting. Whilst the notion of focusing on 'the everyday' has some problems
terms of recording and prioritising data, its openness to the informal, the unstructured, and
inarticulate has facilitated documentation of some of the 'realities' of life in youth projects

ich are seldom otherwise recorded.

open-ended process of data collection has provided evidence of workers dealing
ntaneously with situations which arise unplanned, reacting constructively to whatever
e a young person may arrive with and having to stop whatever else they were doing to

dress this. There are records of 'nothing happening' such as spending a detached session on
pty streets, of 'difficulties' such as young people refusing to engage in structured sessions.
erwhelmingly though, the data shows positive and constructive interaction between workers

young people. For example, it includes observations of 'small moments' such as a young
n apologising to a worker during a detached session. It also records different levels of

eraction such as the process in which workers manage to give patient care and attention
one individual whilst simultaneously working with a group and a programme. Other
ervations describe youth workers attempting to balance their time between organisational
tters. such as attending meetings and completing paperwork, maintaining a building whilst at
same time not only undertaking face-to-face practice, but also preparing for sessions with
young people.

m the beginning the research has aimed to be a complement to the youth work itself
thereby contribute to the reflectiv~ practice of youth workers and to the developmental

cesses of young people involved in the research. In gaining the trust of youth worke" and
ng people, the researchers have been privileged to glimpse aspects of the principle~ practices
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and negotiated meanings of the work which are seldom available outside the practice situation.
One of the values of the research is that it has been able not only to appreciate the difficulties
and down-sides of the work, but also to observe the foundational work which underpins much
of the visible practice. Ultimately, the data discussed here offers some insight into the realities
and intricacies of everyday practice rarely considered in final, official accounts of youth work.
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Chapter 3:

~very Day is Different

e dIScussed how young people are often unpredictable and it's impossible to determine if
ey're going to turn up - porticulorly for structured events. He said that it's Just young people'
he gave on example of a football event that had been planned with some young people and
a one turned up. It happened that the mackerel hod come in - which doesn't happen very
ften, so all the young men hod gone mackerel fishing. He described this as a ritual that was
'gnificant to the young people.

D)

1 Behind the ...nos

ploration of the everyday world of youth work involved consideration of the informal as
II as the formal, on the less obvious aspects of the daily life of youth projects. It meant
king 'behind the sceneS; beyond the public narratives of practice and considering the ways
which practice coincided with the daily lives of young people. So for instance, the research
s interested in the processes leading to an 'extra-ordinary' event such as a residential, which

ight be the culmination of many weeks, if not month~ of preparation and development, as
II as the event itself.

e voluntary participation of young people presents opportunities for creative and spontaneous
uth work interventions which can lead to developmental and structured work. However,
luntary participation also makes the everyday unpredictable. Regardless of the planning
programm~ organisation of events and the regularity of groups and opening hours of
ilding~ the underlying rhythm of practice is subject to the rhythms of the everyday lives
young people and must be responsive to the parameters of those lives. Youth work is only
e feature of their social landscape. Other institutions such as family and school dominate

different formal and informal relationships impact upon their actions and emotion~ Thus
circumstances and conditions of young people's contact with youth projects are regularly
ject to events 'off stage~

fact that there is no such thing as a typical day was seen by many youth workers as one of
attractions of the job. 'I love it because I think my days are so different every day' 100).
rkm are adept at dealing with changes of tempo and mood, of responding to crise~ of
ating form and shape from mundane or volatile situations- This adaptability is a feature of
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their professional creativity which workers understand as crucial to their ability to respond to
and affect the lives of young people. Not surprisingly therefore, the workers experience tensions
between this and pre-determined agendas which they often discu.-.sed with the researchers, and
which was observed to take the form of a struggle between the realities of face-to-face practice
and the abstractions of bureaucratic requirements.

3.2 Responding to young people

The willingness of young people to access youth projects is responsive to what is on offer and
to how far this meets their needs and interests. Even when young people are referred and their
participation is not voluntary, as Merton et aI12(04) imply, youth workers adapt and work in
such a way as to encourage a voluntary engagement. A number of instances were observed
when it was apparent that despite their voluntary presence in a building, young people were
refusing any meaningful communication with the youth worker.

By the same token there were other occasions when despite having been referred to the agency.
the young people reacted positively to the sympathetic approach of youth workers. These
observations do not undermine the argument for the voluntary principle but rather suggest
that the terms in which it is generally discu.-.sed are too simple. What is significant in the ideal
of voluntarism is that youth work can only proceed effectively if the young people involved
actively participate in and take some responsibility for the relational elements of the youth work
process.

It could be argued that such active participation is necessary to s.atisfactory outcomes in any
person-centred service and that what is true of youth workers in terms of the need to 'win'
young people to the process is also true of teachers for example. However, youth work takes
place in a different environment from that of compulsory institutions such as school~ and
predominantly in time and space which young people identify as their own. The youth project
must therefore hold some attraction. Even when young people are present as a result of referral
it is e.-.sential that they experience something different from and better than the alternatives on
offer if they are to cooperate. However projects are accessed, youth workers are constrained to
offer something which young people cannot find elsewhere.

3.3 Responding to young people in their own time and plact

The motivating idea of the universalism which has traditionally characterised youth work, is
that young people in general have leisure time needs and interests specific to their youthfuln~
which ought to be met at a collective, public level. However, a range of social factors, inclUding
finite resources in the public sector, the recognition of specific social needs in specific locations
and the exercise of political power at a local as well as a national level mean that in reality, loca
provision has alwayS been targeted at those areas and those groups of young people where
leisure time needs have been thought to be greatest. Put simply, youth projects are much more
likely to be found in poor than in affiuent area~ a larger concentration of resources are to be
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ound in urban rather than rural area~ and youth work has dealt as much with the social and
ersonal problems of specific groups in specific locations as with the developmental social
ducation of youth per se.

et because of the ideal of universalism, it has been possible for youth work to avoid being
erceived by young people as simply a 'problem-orientated' institution. If any young person can
cess youth provision voluntarily in their leisure time and simply for its own sake, then any

roblems which they bring with them can be contextualised, and dealt with in a manner which
negotiable. Crucially this avoids labelling the young person as 'a problem' and enables them to
ntral the pace of discussion. The importance of the leisure-based approach and the primacy of
e potentiality model which feeds into the informal educational approach are highly significant
r youth work in this context. However, this set of principles and practices has practical
plications for the work in the field.

any youth workers operate predominantly in locations which are defined by social and
onomic problems and frequently by a lack of public provision not just for young people, but
r anyone. Photographs taken by three young people in the research to highlight significant
ces in their lives suggest a distinct absence of leisure facilities in their locality. Those facilities
ich do exist frequently exclude the young and other group~ For example, an Asian young
n identified a public house which he did not feel free even to photograph, as 'whitemanland:

one location, a young woman photographed a local garage and a shop which she explained
re important places where young people could complete forms with a detached youth worker
en they were attempting to access Keyfund ' money (Appendix 1).

se who use youth provision in such areas might do so simply for lack of alternatives and
ht not be seeking anything other than opportunities to spend some time in space which
rientated towards their leisure need~ Youth workers perceive this as a legitimate use of
ir reSOurces They also understand that not every young person who comes into their ambit
uires or would bt responsive to personal attention:

People talk goad stuff about youth work. but sometimes it's just, yaung people came and
they get absolutely nothing. They just come and they go again and that's it ".sometimes
that's just the neolily of what we do. Sometimes it's just providing a service for people. They
come one week, and go away and never come back again, or even remember, or ever even
talk about it again. That needs to be highlighted somewhere really
(FG - youth worker!

n when young people are simply accessing youth projects as a space in which to conduct
~ r social lives in safety and away from the supervision of more controlling authoritie~ those
~ ects are providing a social srrvice. In one cast, detached youth workers were concerned
I ut the dangers to young women in an area where they were congregating, and issued
:i nal alarm~ Mainly the service offered is understood as a sacial benefit by outsiders and by

,
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young people themselves as 'keeping them off the streets:

Without the {project} there would be a lot of unhappy tccnagers running about. going
mental, smashing things up, and because they don't have anything else to do.
(FG -young woman)

Young people frequently understand the primary meaning of youth projects and the input of
youth workers in terms of recreational opportunities:

Tom: There's not much to do. The only good thing is the (project). That's why we'", here evel)
day
Mark: And the footboll court
Tom: Yeah and the footboll court that's the only two good things..
(DO - young men)

Youth workers acknowledge the importance of recreation to young people and they respond by
offering programmes, activities and events which they perceive to be of use and interest to the
young people in their localities However these are seldom ends in themselves for workers, but
rather a means towards the development of other aspects of their work.

3,4 Programmes and timetables

The art of programming allows for the possibitil)l of recruitment for development work.
Recreational opportunities provide a baseline for encouraging some young people to form a
deeper association with the project, including the participation in planning and organising
future events and activities Project timetables can thus provide a dynamic framework in which
the recreational and educational interests of different groups of young people can be negotiate<
and realised, Meanwhile, the content of programming can facilitate the achievement of policy
directives, but only if relevant in the immediate circumstances:

_ it's alwayS changing and if young people don't wont to do a project it's changing and it
has to alwayS be with their nccds as well. Like the health and fitness programme that I do
it was something that the young people wonted plus it's something that the government's
trying to tackle as well with obesity and kccping fit So if something else comes and young
people are interested in that then it's alwayS got to change,
(DO - youth worker)

Creating order and opportunil)l through timetabling and programmed activities is an integral
aspect of professional youth work. Here the expectations of young people, youth workers,
managers and politicians might overlap and be achieved. However, it makes a difference
whether these timetables emerge from the exigencies of face-to- face practice, or from the
managerial demands of organisational planning. In both cases, the content of programming is
relevant to issues of social exclusion and problems of youth 'transitions' (MacDonald et ai, 200
but whether these respond to the real situations and issues identified in the practice process,
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r to abstractions based upon 'objective' evidence has implications for how a youth project is
erceived by young people and workers, for the type of young people who participate, for the
pe of outcomes emphasised and for the structure of the working day.

.5 Centring young people

e researchers sometimes observed tension between the expectations of young people
r simple recreation and the anxieties of workers relating to their responsibilities towards
ucational process and policy expectations. When this occurred, the self-consciousness of the
rker and the instrumental nature of their interventions were sensed by the young people who
ply discontinued the conversation:

The session was running when we got there. There were eight young men playing pool and
using the microwave ta heat up lunch (chicken wings and pot noodles). One worker had
brought in a salad and was showing the young people her dinner. asking them what they
would eat and what they thought was healthy food. Mostly the lads played pool and the
workers supervised. There was a little bit of discussion about respec~ talking about the
language the young people used towards their parents. The young people talked about a

. young woman who was getting a police escort to school because otherwise she was going
to 'get battered: The workers challenged this, asking how they would feel if they were being
bullied or isolated at school. The young people didn't really engage with this conversation.
(RD)

ilst opportunities can be seized in a recreational situations to introduce organisational and
icy agendas, great skill and sensitivity is required to do so successfully. Essential to this is that
workers know and are comfortable with the young people involved. Learning about young
pie as people is the crucial underpinning of developmental educational work. As one young

an explained, youth work is different from other services because: 'youth workers get to
w you: 'go out of their way to help you: and they 'treat you as an individual' (RO). Similarly
young man told the researcher, 'You have as much of a say as them: He said that this was
ut having respect for each other and that they 'Don't talk down to you like a teacher; that

are 'friendly' (RO). However, achieving such levels of mutual respect and trust is not always
asy process:

Malcolm: You can be just chatting and it can be just an attitude change, somebody's taking
time to speak to you, asking how you're doing rather than ignoring you or giving you some
verbal, that's a change, progress ...

ary: Sometimes young lads will come in. 'How's it going?' 'Grunt: :4re you looking for
job?' 'Grunt: Eventually -if you keep it up. But it's up to us to keep being positive and

we/coming..And maybe that's what's been lacking in some yaung people's experiences up to
hat date...
DO-youth workers)

ning about young people does not always take place in conventional settings. Workers
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who understand practice as informal education are alert and responsive to opportunities which
present themselves in all the everyday situations when they have contact with young people:

A lor of conversations - serious conversation takes place when the worker is driving. There
is less eye contact with the worker- and the young women know that they are not going to
stop the cor - SO 'they feel they can ask you things:
(RD)

In building relationships, it is impossible to force the pace, and although the youth workers in
the research were nothing if not persistent and optimistic, they often had to step back as well
as forward in order to bring young people to trust them. Despite their personal investment in
the process, they also had to adopt a professional approach and not take slights or setbacks
personally:

One young woman was talking to the youth workers about what they do as their job and
was joking that all they seem to do 'is sit around: She was asking about how they feel wher
people are sometimes not very nice to them. The worker told a story about how one young
person left one day after calling him a dickhead. The following day the young woman rom,
back in and didn't mention it as ifshe didn't even remember soying it. They talked about
how they need to treat every day differently They did not want to bring that issue bock up
with the young person SO they moved on from it.
(RDI

Centring the young people themselves is crucial to the process of winning their voluntary
engagement. To move young people forward whilst at the same time affirming this centrality
usually involves grounding developmental and educational activities in their world and ceding
to them some control over the pace and direction of conversation and future planning:

We're doing a programme. It's about looking at them, and their community and where the,
are. And some of it's just about sitting down, like last night it was just about telling their
story. about their group, when they first met. And we did a road map of where they went tr
and what friends left and who came in and who joined and what did they get up to when
they were 12, and what did they get up to when they were 13. And when did they start
doing different things, and when did girls come on the scene and that son of thing. And
got to now and looked at where they are going, and we were looking at other stuff like the
relationships and next week we're going to do this thing with sond and Lego and stuff one
build their community on the square
(FG - youth worker)

Keeping young people at the heart of youth work practice requires constant vigilance especiall,
when their culture, expectations and personal attitudes are disharmonious with the rationality
and schedules of organisational life and may be antagonistic to any expression of adult or
official authority. Although many of the young people who participated in interviews and
discussions with the researchers were able to understand and respond to organisational rhythn
and expectations, and as such 'performed' well in terms of explicit organisational agendas, not

I
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II were and the everyday lives of youth projects were frequently marked by unpredictability,
nreliability, dissent, and sometimes disorder.

,6 Unp~dictability

rop-m and detached sessions are by nature unpredictable - even if the youth workers
emselves have aims and objectives for the session. They do not know which young people
if any -they will be dealing with and in what combination and mood. A flavour of this can be
eaned from extracts from the research diary relating to a session in a youth unit attached to a
hool:

Throughout the morning young pl:ople keep popping in ... There seems to be a core group
01 young people who olwoys come in at break times to talk to the workers. There is a lot
01 negotiation with the young pl:ople, for example this may be getting them to go to their
lessons on time because they will get in trouble which then may jeopardise whether they
can come bock over to the mobil<. One young woman in particular keeps leaving notes lor
the warker...(she come in lour times during the day)....

The [activity] group did not toke place today os the young pl:ople hod other activities on,
including droma. Most hod come during the day to let the worker know that they could not
attend. They were going to go through ground rules for the cornival with the group during
the session. The workers used this time lor planning. There are a lot of things that need
to be arranged. including getting more young people involved. advertising the workshops,
parental consent, safety of young people, consent from the school as the workshops are
during school time.

Two 01 the troinee youth workers were around today. They both seem to be struggling with
the NVQ course ...

One young woman who hod come into school to sit on exam come into the mobile to talk to
the worker. He hod done one-to-one work with this young woman Ishe is the one who they
took to a hostel). They talked about lots ofdifferent issues, what she was doing for a job. her
plans lor college, how things were at home with her mother. her relationship with her step
lather. her social activities ...

... The group 01 young peopl< who put the gig on lost week come in. The workers hod
supported by helping with the arrangements and also going along to sUpl:rvise on the
evening. They brought a thank you cord for the workers lor supporting them. As they were
about to leave he asked one of them about their behaviour at the gig. Apporently she had
spent a lot of time with a young man who olreody hod a girlfriend. The worker asked how it
looked to be with someone else's boyfriend. il this was right, how she would have le/t how
his girlfriend would have felt. This was all done in a humorous. light hearted way
(RDj
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Whilst timetabled and programmed sessions create a background sense of predictability and
help create boundaries. there can be no way of second guessing when a crisis will erupt or wher
the immediate needs of young people will impinge on this ordered framework. Similarly, both
workers and young people use timetabled contact for discussions which sometimes have very
little, if any relationship with programme content but which are responsive to the developing
worker-young person relationship or to a particular issue raised by the young person. Bringing
the external, abstract agendas of policy and management into the frame can be diversionary
and counter-productive to this process.

3.7 Un~liability

Unreliability and unpredictability are related in youth work:

Over lunch with the two youth workers we were talking about the unpredictability within
youth work and the worker gave an example of the boys group they had been working
with. They had been planning to go kayaking with the group two Saturdays ago (they had
been trying to arrange this on my last project visit). When it came to the Saturday the
young people who were supposed to be going did not turn up, some were grounded, others
did not want to go or had other things planned. It so happened the male worker was able
to meet up with six other young people on the street and arranged to take them instead.
This included some new contacts for the project and young people who they did not know
particularly well but they all had a good day out kayaking.
(RD)

Whilst unpredictability can be and is used constructively by youth workers. the unreliability of
some young people can be disheartening. A great deal of work and effort might be put into a .
particular activity or event, including by the young people themselves, only to have some people •
fail to show up at designated times and places:

There had been seventeen young people coming on the trip but seven had dropped out
either that morning or the Friday before. Young people had expected others to be there,
particularly the young woman who was the only one from her school and didn't know
anyone else.
(RD)

The martial arts session was cancelled because only two young people showed up... The
workers decided that it was not worth going ahead with it. One of the young men from
yesterday had planned to come but his dad had contacted him at the last minute and so hI
changed his plans.
(RD)

Despite the discouragement which it brings, such unreliability is understood as an intrinsic part
of the everyday world of youth work: '
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You come in and you go, 'Nobody turned up last night" And you go, 'Dh, that's happened to
me loads of times, I bet you they'll all be there next week.' And then you find aut, 'Oh there
was such a thing an and they all got a free lift to it.' And you go, 'Oh, that's why!'
(DO - youth worker)

I think it's difficult for youth workers not to be hurt by the foct that sometimes people don't
turn up or people sometimes do things differently or soy things they shouldn't. And I know
it sounds quite cold and blunt but you've got to learn to balance that so you've got to see
where you're coming from with the young person bectJuse a week's a long time in a young
p<rsan's life and they mightn't turn up but they mightn't turn up because they don't want to
speak to you or anything, they mightn't turn up because something's happened in their life
and they've completdy forgot. They don't all walk around with Filofaxes and computers and
stuff like that. And I think we've got to realise that and some people do and some people
don't.
(DO - area manager)

is important to the youth work process that such unreliability is not allowed to impact upon
e quality of the continuing investment of time and energy of the young people involved.
hilst it is undermining of outcome-led work and appears to indicate failure to establish
young people the importance of a particular social rule relevant to employability, what is
tually significant in youth work is that the worker d~s not use unreliability as an excuse to
thdraw and thus affirms the importance of the young person apart from their behaviour. This
kes an important contribution to winning loyalty which in the long run can affect the young

rson's attitude towards reliability.

Di""nl

n when young people do 'turn up; their full participation in programmed activities can never
guaranteed. Expressions of dissent can range from simply 'switching off to active aggression:

But you know, if they're not enjoying it you know, because they start speaking through it.
And you've got to say to them, 'Right, come on. Listen.' Because it ran be quite embarrassing
if there is someone doing a bit of a spiel and they start yapping through it or their mobile
phones go offand they start speaking into their mobile phone. And you know right away,
that they're not interested in this.
(DO - youth worker)

The other group of young lads were hanging around outside when we were leaving the
o building. Some were hiding around the corner and waiting until we left to try and get in.
Apparently they had been allowed in the building by the female worker earlier for a couple
of hours. This did not seem to stop them behaving bodly. They threw chips at us as we
walked down the street. ._They had been used to being allowed in the building by a worker
who has since left and it seems they have not adopted to the way the project had changed.
(RD)
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In the main, workers attempt to manage dissent through negotiation. Although voluntary

participation gives young people some power, this is not absolute and there are conditions and
responsibilities consequent upon the use of youth facilities When the dissent is simply related
to disinterest in an activity then it is usually possible for workers to use the situation for further
conversation about ground rules for social behaviour and also about why particular subjects are

of little interest.

However, there are occasions when dissent signals a break-down in relationships between youth
workers and young people. Sometimes it is important for youth workers to admit that they can
make no headway with particular groups. Their interventions are not appropriate for all young
people at all times Changing the conditions of provision for young people or ending youth
worker support can, on the other hand, provoke dissent because young people perceive this as a

betrayal of their trust. There are important issues here for organisations in relation to changes in
policy direction, staff changes and teamwork and relationships with partner organisations

3.9 Disorder

Disorder can occur in a variety of contexts and is related to unpredictability. Sometimes it
appears when workers attempt to introduce structured, outcome-led activity with groups who
have volatile relationships with each other or who have not yet established settled inter
personal relationships with the workers:

They were going to be making chicken curry with rice and noon bread and then chocolate
cake. The worker suggested that they do the curry in twa batches 50 that everyone could
have a go at the cooking. The twa girls who are goad friends took over immediately and
began the cooking. There was loads of noise and people moving from one jab to the next,
getting bored with doing what they were doing, telling others they were doing their jobs
wrong and trying to intervene. The two sisters were bickering a lot during most of the
session. The workers were trying to help them out and keep calm and for quite a while
let them get on with the cooking themselves. The rest of the group arrived about fifteen
minutes later and this again caused disruption. All of them were camplaining about cuttine
onions and started to open the windows, climbing on the tables, at one point a computer'
keyboard was dangling out of the window!
(RD)

It might also erupt when young people are taken out of their normal environment, when
they have no pre-knowledge of social rules of behaviour, when they are excited by the new
experience, Or when they are together in large numbers and in groups where there is no
leadership or direction for their behaviour.

Persistent disorder was most noticeable amongst referred groups of young people. For example.

There were a number of behavioural issues while the young people were ot the pork- one
young man got involved in intimidating same skaters- (apparently the worker hod quite
strong words about this- I was with onother port of the group ot this time). Some of the
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skate" let the young men borrow a skate boord- they had a bit of a go and then tried to
steal it. As we were leaving they went on to the basketball court, there were some younger
boys on th~ court who they gave some hassle to, an older bloke come over and intervened
telling the young men to 'fuck off-which didn't go down well. One of the young men got a
stone and was going to throw it but didn't.
IRDI

hat was significant here is that in such group~ all participating young people were
aracterised in relation to 'problemS: Whereas in open groups, present on the basis of
iversality, there was a mixture of young people and variability in behaviour, with some young
ople leading and apparently influencing the behaviour of others, in the referred group~ the
ncentration of behavioural difficulties and the absence of long-standing friendships or even
sociation between the young people involved meant that there were no internal moderating
ctors. All responsibility for order was thus transferred to worke" whose roles began to
itt from befriending and advocacy towards policing and controlling. militating against the
ssibility of gaining the trust and co-operation, and therefore the voluntary engagement of
e young people. The difficulties of maintaining order observed when youth worke" took
ponsibility for referred groups highlight issues relating to youth work methods which are
med in educational rather than therapeutic or policing terms. Youth work is not the most
propriate approach for all groups of young people and it is important to recognise this in the
ntext of partnership working.

o Small steps

ignificant role played by youth worke" in the research was to act as a bridge between
everyday world~ irregular life styles and insecurities of the young people concerned and
se representatives and features of the outside world which were perceived as antagonistic,
lIenging or threatening or which were simply unknown. This might range from intervening
ctly to divert young people from dangerous activitie~ through offering opportunities to
ticipate in events, activities and excu"ions which might otherwise be outside the range of
everyday, to the development of cross community work in relation to ethnicity or faith,
ugh encouraging those who were alienated from or refusing school back into the classroom:

The girl... come back over ...agoin asking for a letter from the worker to get out of her lesson
for the teacher. She was being really negative, looked unhappy and said that she was going
to go home. The worker tried to reason with her and encouroge her to stay in school, then
followed her out of the room to talk fa her.
IRD)

because youth work includes an informal flexibility that it is able to connect with and
ourage ongoing contact with any young people who are in danger of exclusion from, or are
ady excluded from more structured social institutions and it is because of this that it is able

ke up successfully its 'bridging' role between institutions and between young people and
outside world.
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Youth workers are, like, in between a teacher and a porent because they're not so official
but they're there to kind of help uS take the right paths. A lot of the time when there's older
people in positions of power you tend nat to listen to them, it's just that rebellious streak /
suppose. But when you've got somebody that's informal and they talk to you on your leve/
and give you advice, it's a lot easier to listen to it because you can see that they sympothise
- they know where you're coming from and whatever they soy really is in your best interest.
and not something else:
(DO-Young woman}

One of the contributions which seemed to be of most consequence to young people and their
potential for dealing with the wider social world and other institutions was the way in which
youth workers were able to recognise and work on the 'little things' which could be major
obstacles to young people's confidence and achievement.

The short steps. Its about breaking down barriers that they put in their own way. '/ can't
do that because, I can't make a phone call because: and you take the barriers away from
them, '/ can't. / don't know how to get a house because I don't know where the housing
deportment is.' Well we'll take you, we'll go with you. Trying to break dawn the borriers to
make it easier for them. Because sometimes they put up this shield, 'I can't.' There's no such
word 05 'con't:' won't' or 'don't want to:
(DO - youth worker)

/ basically had, like before I came, it was an opportunity to get out of the house because
before / didn't have the confidence at all. / mean I wouldn't go to put the bin out I've got
two dogs and f wouldn't stand in the garden with the dogs or anything, and that went on
for over a year. f never left the house unless I went for a doctor's appointment or something
like that and now pretty much all the time, I'm in a day if that. So it's just sort to get used te
going out again where I felt safe,
(DO - young womanJ

It took us 18 months just to get a young woman to take her coat off.
(DO - youth worker)

Similar accounts of the amount of time which might be taken to establish trust or to encourage
one individual or a group of young people to participate actively in the youth project in order
that they might deal more effectively with the wider society can be found in other research and
accounts of practice IBrew, 1943; Crimmens et ai, 2004; Montagu, 1954; Redfearn, 2(03). The
start of the developmental journey is usually described in terms of a pre-history which involves
patient and sensitive efforts on the part of the worker to listen to the young people concerned
and to acknowledge the significance of their fears and difficulties and to encourage them to
take small steps forward.

When a trip is suggested this is often met with a scared response, She soid they have to
find a 'canfident moment' before suggesting something like this, an 'educational trip: They
spend a lot of time investigating the young women's hopes and fears before a trip would
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take place. this con include fear of going aver a bridge. sleeping away from home. using
esrolataf5, sleeping an the ground floor of a building, sleeping in a bed, 'real issues~ They try
co accommodate people while also addressing fears.
(RD)

e amount of time taken to achieve a small and almost intangible outcome can be long and
rluous and the efforts of the worker may flounder along the way. Yet. time and again worker-;
oke of young people contacting the project after absences - sometimes of years - based upon
e young person acknowledging a need that the youth project fulfilled, when the worker-; had
ver been sure that any significant outcome had been achieved in the initial contact.

The most prolific things I've got sitting in my office a", letter-; that we've hod from young
folk, saying. 'Oh my god! Just walking in through the (door/. the thing the project gave me
was a smile every day.' Because she was in a situation where everything wos really negative:.
Walking in far twenty minutes every day. the", was a smile. a face glad to see her when
everything else was out to get her as for as she was concerned. And it was at the time.
Leeters that will make you bleed with tears and it's just. its simple things like thor...
IfG -youth worker)

unstructured or partially-structured natu", of just 'being there' and of being able to be
ponsive in the moment. is not just an important feature of youth work practice, it is a founda
nal element of that practice. And it is a feature of the voluntary participation of young people.

it is difficult. if not impossible to accredit the input of time in the immediacy of the
ryday in terms of its longer term consequences or even necessarily to recognise it as
nificant for the purposes of recording. Som~ moments can only be judged significant with
dsight. Consequently, a key element of the youth work approach is relegated to its margins
rganisational systems. This in turn impacts upon the assessment of youth workers about

at is important to managers. funder-; and policy makers and in order to 'perform' effectively,
y 'talk up' the significance of some aspects of their work and muffle or silence other aspects
ording to this assessment (Williamson, 2(03). Even when organisations might be sympathetic
small steps' and everyday achievements, the dominant 'performance' discourse makes it
Icult for worker-; to value their own achievements at this level. The realities of everyday
ctice are often conceptualised by worker-; as belonging to a different category of information

that required for the purposes of publicly justifying their work.

1 Real life and organisations

rnal, abstract policy and management agendas can be counter-productive if they are
ght instrumentally into the process of relationship-building. Moreover, the everyday life

oUlh projects which are responsive to young people. and which are dealing with behaviour
erns which are not necessarily in the control of the youth worker, can never fully correspond
the linear and mechanistic character of organisational rationality which suggests a

ematic approach involving predictability, reliability, conformity and order. Managing the
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tension between reality and organisational demands is therefore an inevitable and inherent
part of the youth worker's and youth work manager's responsibility. This task is particularly
significant in view of the nature of many of the young people who come to the attention of
youth workers and whom youth workers seek to influence.

Anderson et al(2oo5) have suggested that different groups of young people view and
experience time differently in relation to their experiences, security and expectations of life.
Those who do not expect any significant change in their social or physical location over their
life time live much more for the moment than do those who have expectations of an improved
life in the future, who plan their present lives according to future reference points. Many young
people who might be defined as 'socially excluded' and who make most use of youth projects
fall particularly into the former category. They are entirely present-orientated in both time and
place and they often find it difficult to engage with organisations which are future-oriented
in their planning processes and requirement for pre-determined outcomes, or which make
demands upon them in relation to the social rules of an 'external world' which lies outside both
their experience and their imagination.

The other aspect to time constraints is that young people... see time as the here and now.
Its not two years down the line, its not six months down the line. Its what's happening
tomorrow, this week, and that's why trying to engage them into the process of funding
programmes and long term strategies to develop skate parks and develop youth enquiry
centres and music centres and so forth and you're saying this is four years of time at a
minimum that you're committing yourself to. I'm not going to be here in four years time, I'n
our of here... I'm going to do somerhing but I'm not going to be here in four years.
{FG - youth workerl.

In dealing with young people who are 'at risk' or 'socially excluded' youth workers are
constrained to work. with their present-orientation and to represent youth work. organisations
to them in an unthreatening light. At the same time, the educational perspectives of youth WOr,
intend to bring about positive change for the young people concerned. Therefore the inclinatior
of the youth worker is also to encourage future orientation, and to broaden experience in order
to stimulate the imagination of young people towards wider possibilities for their live~ Howev..
this is always dependent upon the quality of work in the present. Ironically, as one worker
implied, when youth work is successful in moving a young person beyond the needs of the
present, it is likely that the youth project will be no longer needed, or as other workers noted,
the success might be claimed by another organisation!

I'm always up for partnership work, but because they find it hard to reoch their targets. Fo,
example the PeT, the sexual health team are expected to work with so many young people.
How are they expected to work with so many young people if they don't know any young
people? So I'm finding aver the years more ond mare agencies are linking in with us to get
the young people. But then they're going away with the targets or the credit but then the
youth service are not. But it's us that sort of gets them to speak 10 the young people, build
up the trust
(DD - youth worker)
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he dynamic, responsive characteristics of youth work, which is manifest to a large extent in the
ersonalities of workers, do not renect the static and bureaucratic rationality of organisation~
ven if the aims of workers and organisational policy are fully in harmony. In order to maintain
heir ability to work with yaung people in their everyday realities, youth workers must firstly
eal with the present. They recognise that there are times when young people are at their most
raductive and engaged when they are allowed to pursue their legitimate interests and desires,
whatever order they wish, and in a space of time to be determined by the young people
emsclves - until their interest wanes or until something else diverts their attention. It is from
eopportunities presented in such youth-directed space that youth workers begin to forge
lationships of trust upon which more directive and outcome-led involvement may be pursued.
is accords with one of the principles of youth work identified by Davies 12005a) - to work with
ung people as young people rather than as future adults When this happen~ young people
rceive that youth workers are more understanding of their world than other professional>
is this which facilitates the possibility of youth workers being able to support young people
participate more effectively in personal, family and institutional life. In a comprehensive
proach to young people, this is important because the trust which they invest in youth
rkers can facilitate privileged access to their private world:

The worker had been working with 0 family. as part of this she attended a case conference,
during this she was warned off going to the house - other agencies would not go there
alone and hod found the family to be extremely difficult. The worker hod a really positive
relationship with the family. One of the parents hod offered to volunteer with the project
The worker felt this was portly because of their informal approach {and} that they go there
to 'offer a service' rather than 'do terrible things' which is how social services/ police etc are
often viewed.
IRD - partnership meeting)

emphasis here upon 'service' is related to the value of centring the young person and
ritising their needs over that of the organisation or policy. However, to achieve this demands
e looseness of time and space in the working day of youth projects to allow for the
redictable, unreliable. dissenting and disordered so that workers can respond adequately and
ropriately to those young people, defined as socially excluded. whose lives are not shaped by
rationality which corresponds with that of formal organisations.

does not mean that the work of youth projects is running counter to the objectives of
anisations and poliCy makers, but rather that the time frames, the rhythms and the structures
outh work are not synchronic with those of centralised organisational bureaucracies.. It
has consequences for short, medium and long term view> In particular. the investment
orker time required in the informal spaces of the everyday in order to work towards the
ibility of young people participating in more structured and goal-orientated programmes
activities is much greater than can be reasonably accommodated by the conditions of
ent practice. This has enormous implications for the relevance of organisational techniques
valuation and for the place which bureaucratic systems occupy in the landscape of youth
k. It contributes towards explaining why administration is experienced as being 'oppositional'
ace-to-face practice.
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I ran a project for fifteen weeks. for seven of those weeks I sat around _.on my own for an
hour while nobody turnrd up. Thr other right weeks werr brilliant; wr got loods donr. But
that wholr, 'Yes, this is hopprning; 'Fifteen weeks wr hod full ottrndaner'; 7hry complNrd
whotrve(- it has to be morr real' Statistics and outputs don't interest mr; thry interest the
funder or thr policy-maker. It's, what issues werr thrrr? How did you drol with thrm? Why
did thr young people thrn keep coming bock? What werr thry gNting out of it' Breouse
that's what you're going to use for your group.
{DD - youth workrrl

Yet workers do have responsibilities towards their employing organisations and they are faced
with the realities of organisational time and rationality. Their own everyday reality would in any
case include administration in order to run programmes and to initiate and follow up face-to~

face work. Working at both a face-la-face level and an organisational level is therefore intrinSic
to youth work practice. In current circumstances, this involves working at one level with a
perspective which relates to the social inclusion agendas of policy. These highlight institutional
participation and outcomes for young people and measure this through target setting and
evaluations. Simultaneously they work at a level which is open and responsive to whatever
emerges from the contact with young people on a daily basis. The two dimensions can appear
seamless in practice as workers strive to manage and accommodate sometimes competing
priorities but the 'everyday' level is more difficult to define and measure, and as organisational
priorities become more insistent the informal is open to 'colonisation' by more formal and
structured agendas.

Structured agendas are part of practice, and are dominant in some organisations. particularly
those which are orientated towards youth opportunity and challenge rather than social
exclusion. Moreover, they can be highly successful in meeting organisational targets and
outcomes as they attract young people who are already self-confident about their relationship
with social institution~ who are already future orientated and are therefore able to take full
advantage of the opportunities offered. Young people who had benefited from youth work in
this regard value the youth facilities and can gain a great deal from them. They were articulate
and reflective in their discussions with the researchers and they gave an account of the value O'

youth work to themselves which in itself demonstrated an important social function for youth
projects.

However, the perception of youth workers is that their interventions should be relevant to a
range of young people, and that different interventions and time frames are needed to deal Wit'

different
groups:

I think that young people are seasonal and I've done this work for a long, long time and
you're more than likely get different young people from thr summer and thr winter
which is great for overoll targets for how mony young prople you're grtting in but even
more difficult to reach your other targets. So your recorded outcomes are good but your

accredited outcames can be quite difficult brcause you know you nrrd to spend quite a I"
months with them young people to just get them to the stage of doing accreditation. I thi",
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that's the side that needs reviewing...5troight away if a yaung person walks into this centre
tonight, introduce ourselves, oh we've got these accreditations to do and this and this. And
I'd just go an and bombard them or within a couple of weeks, we do get yaung people came
through who are very confident and yeah I'm up for rhot. Bur or rhe same rime we've gor
two or three who are not like that who need three or four months to work with... before
they're even or a srage ofstanding up in a group ond being quite vocol and delivering stuff
(DO - youth worker)

rmal organisational demands for particular types of outcome inevitably gear youth projects,
wardS working with young people who are more likely to meet those outcomes. This shapes

, e work which takes place within the organisation, privileges some methods over others
d situates some organisations in a position to better succeed than others. Particularly
advantaged in these conditions are local youth projects situated in areas defined by
privation working with young people who lack alternative recreational resources and who
'ght be defined as 'excluded: More than this, the worker who prioritises 'the everyday' over

anisational bureaucratic demands, who values service to young people over service to the
.. anisation is likely to find their work load increasing as they struggle to meet the demands of

ir principles and values as well as bureaucratic demands.

2 Being there

th workers are forced in the immediate reality of their work to find ways of coping with
erent levels of input, with different types of young people, with different expectations from
resentatives of other professions. communities and institutions. In addition, they must marry
at they perceive to be the competing demands of their employing organisations and the
.ryday expectations of young people. To deal with this involves a combination of levels of
ience, humour and optimism which ultimately might be claimed to be personal rather than
fessional in provenance.

You have to have a really good sense of humour when for some reason you're left with two
young people and you've agreed to moke a buffet for 120 young people and you spend hoff
your day going to cash and corry in your car and then you spend half the day in the kitchen
buttering breod. And you think 'Did I sign up for this?'
(FG - youth worker)

n workers lack appropriate personal qualitie~ or when these qualities fail them for whatever
on, youth work can become painful and wearisome, resulting in an atmosphere which lacks
gy. Sometime~ the absence of young people, or their failure to respond to the efforts of
kers to engage them in conversation or structured programmes and activities can reflect
kof enthusiasm amongst workers. These characteristics were evident in a minority of
tions observed within the research. For example, the researchers observed workers who had
me disheartened as a result of changes in direction associated with funding-led deciSions
come mare involved in formal partnership work in which the participation of the young
Ie was compulsory. Removal of the voluntary element of their attendance resulted in some
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young people refusing to participate in the interpersonal dialogue necessary to the success of
youth work. Young people sometimes withdraw or become disruptive in such circumstances. The
amount of energy required to even 'make a start' sometimes required enormous and sustained
patience on the part of workers:

Thore seemed to be a series of 'small bortles of will' between the young people and the
workers. One young man tipped his crisps on the floor- he was asked to pick them up, at
first he ignored the request, there wasn't really a big deal mode, the worker found a dustpon
and gave it to the young man, who then tidied up. Another young man put his rubbish in
the reiling, and was asked to remove it. One young man asked if he could put his rope on,
the female worker said no as it was time to start, she then left. Another young man went
behind the counter and put his tope on- but couldn't work the machine. Another workr
come over and helped the young man figure out how the machine worked. The first worker
returned and asked the young man ro turn the tope off. He ignored her. she and the mole
worker repeated the request probably about ten times, each time calmly and quietly until
the young man did as requested.
(RDI

The data consistently points to the significance of mutuality in the young person-youth worker
relationship which involves personal engagement on the part of the worker as well a, on the
part of the young person. Put simply, if youth workers do not or cannot give of themselves,
neither will the young people. 'Being there' in the broadest sense of the term - being alert and
responding at an inter-personal level is equally, if not more important than being able to access
resource~ plan effectively and keep up-to-date record~ Indeed, without the former, the latter
becomes irrelevant in everyday practice.

Acknowledging the amount of energy required to 'be there' highlights the importance of there
being time to not be there. Time for rest, for personal privacy and reflection are crucial in a war
situation which requires the constant use of a 'positive' self in face-to-face work. This involves
a consideration of the time and space available within the working day for workers to not only
create and sustain relationships, and accomplish tasks but also to think and reflect. It also rai..,
questions about the relationship and boundaries between private time and professional time.
There is some evidence that because of their personal as well as their professional commitment
to improving the lives of young people, and because many of them also live in the loralities of
their projects, the management of private and professional time is a serious issue for workers.
The following records a conversation between two youth workers:

Fiona: They turned up every week didn't they?

Mike: They were there every week. They enjoyed it. It was something different for them to Ii
But they were colling at my house, They called at my house Christmas morning.

Fiona: We were talking about this yesterday working - where you live. Even young prople
having ocress to knOWing where you live. Because we were talking about phones, your
own private number, and I was thinking about this lost night you know wher~ all your
young prople live, most of them. I know where mast of them live ~couse I lift them and

.
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leaV' them at home. It's about them knowing where you live and that's a bi~ the line's
blurred there isn't it? You can't ignore them and go, 'Get away fram the door. It's Christmas
morning!' or 'Get away fram the door. I'm nat working: They're there for a reasan.

Mike: And Isuppase that was hard for me because they were always at the door. They were
always calling and calling to give me their parental cansent farm and I'd say. 'GiV' it to
me next week: Christmas morning one of the young men had left a pair of trainers at the
residential and I picked them up. The residential waS the start of December. Sa he said, 'Have
you got them?' and / said, 'Yes, came and get them: And it was Christmas morning and it
was snowing and the door went and they were all standing in the snow and asked for his
trainers and I gave them to him. One of them goes, 'What's wrang with you;>' and I said, 'Oh
I'm tired: and then I closed the door because I think they would have stayed there a while.
But they went up the street and they were doing samething, and they came bod and they
see no problem with it.
(00 - youth warkersl

ne and space away from face to face practice, both within the workplace and with regard to
ivate life, are necessary for youth workers to enable them to step back fram the subjectivities
everyday engagement with the unregulated features of young people's lives and to enable
em to 'be there' fully when they need to communicate with the young people at their projects.

,naging the need to be flexibly available, to provide unstructured as well as structured
cess and to create time for paperwork and for self-reflection, reading, pursuing information
improve professional practice requires a high level of awareness, skill and self-confidence

1m workers In one of the agencies which participated in the research, it was apparent that
built-in' self-evaluation process, involving external researchers. waS making a significant
ntribution to the management of time in the workplace and to the workers' abilities to
ce themselves in relation to the demands of face to face work. However, in most cases. and
;pite acknowledgement of the importance of non-managerial supervision in the discourses of
lfessional practice, workers mostly were forced to rely upon their own resaurces to manage
: competing demands of their work.

naging personal and professional time effectively is particularly difficult in environments
ich are often characterised by run down facilities and limited resources. When a project is
lular with young people and when it successfully involves those young people targeted in
ponse to policy imperatives, there can be enormous pressure upon the use of space and upon
amount of time which the worker can allocate to developing effective relationships with

109 people.

lire-based workers are alwavs involved in the managemen~ supervision and maintenance of
Idings which mayor may not be fit for purpose, which mayor may not be controlled by the
Ith project, which mayor may not be in suitable environments. and which mayor may not be
manent residences for the project. Questions of health and safelY, insurance, disabled access.
JfilY, and cleaning are nearly alwavs part of the daily administrative load of youth workers
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My job is as a youch and community learning worker and I'm sole full time worker for the
{name] project. And my roles is numerous {laughs] to soy the least cleaner. odmin assistant,
youch worker. manager. driver. anything and everything that comes up, And the roles kind at
vary really. My role as a day time worker is that I'm the only worker in the project and I see
it as split in three ways really. There's a large odmin side to the project to keep the project
going. That's all the evaluation forms and all che things Choc we need to do Co monitor
and record che stuff and all the money aspects. But also we hire the minibus and I have to
monitor all that and keep everything up to dare and all sorts SO its all that stuff as well. As
well as report writing etc, etc. And then the second bit is to be on advice and information
worker for the day time drop-in. And that's being an hand for anybody in the community
to come and use, get my expertise or if I haven't got the information then I'll refer them an
to a different agency. So chat's kind of individual stuff and then it's the ocher scuff in the
day time is as a youth worker and managing group~ whether that's a residential group,
whatever comes up so irs about that. And then in on evening I become a detached worker
manager and I manage the detached team which works Mondays to Thursdays on the
streets.
(DD - project manager)

Workers are also involved in a network of relationships with other adults which are building
related. These adults might be for example, managers of a community centre, caretakers. local
residents, or co-residents and they are not always sympathetic to young people's needs

Youth workers can become 'building-bound' but usually their activity extends beyond any
building which might be associated with the project. For example, they undertake visits to
families accompany young people to clinics participate in partnership meetings take young
people on trips and stay with them in residential facilities and of course some spend their
time on detached sessions They must be clear about their roles in different spaces if they are
to be effective within them and sensitive to different expectations being prepared to explain
themselves and act accordingly.

In the process of adapting and adjusting, of performing different roles in different situations
and of maintaining a constancy of presence in unpredictable situations youth workers can
become buffeted by the expectations of others This threatens their sense of the centrality of
their own personal and professional priorities and points to the importance of maintaining a
professional discourse which affirms the principles and reflects the priorities in the realities of
everyday practice. Availability of time and resources for workers to communicate regularly, to
associate and to organise in terms which derive from practice is essential for the affirmation 01
professional values and principles

3,13 E~ry day has muning

.
Working at the level of the everyday is volatile and dynamic and is asou~ of creativity in
youth work. However, it can also be mundane and ordinary, subject to marginality or invisibi"~
Seldom are everyday informal interventions perceived as an outcome or a success story.

•
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metimes they are not even perceived as particularly interesting. In this srnst, they cannot be
valuated and they do not become the stuff of narratives explaining the youth work in the same
ay as the extraordinary. The ordinary cannot be evaluated like the extraordinary.

the apparently unremarkable world of the everyday there is significant value and meaning to
outh worke", young people, and their communities from 'the youth work process: Meaningful
outh work practice does not end when a target has been reached - or missed, or when a
rmal structured session has ended and everyone has appeared to switch off. The everyday of
uth work is as much - if not more - of a location of meaning-making, boundary setting and
velopment through listening and dialogue, as are those more readily defined aspects of youth
ork that allract and respond to formal scrutiny.
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Chapter 4:

Communicating and Performing

The female worker soid she had been thinking about what the yaung people said last night
about they would be causing trouble if they weren't involved in the projecr. She said she didn't
think this would be the case, but that this is what they think people expect them to soy.

(RDl

4.1 The language of youth workers

The field of practice for youth work comprises a series of crass-cutting and different levels of
communication and meaning-making. This depends upon the environment and context, the
different methods and objectives involved in any given pari of a youth work programme and
the inter-relationships and purposes of the different groups and individuals who participate
in the process. Everyday language is inevitably different from discussion about practice.
In the everyday, conversation is immediate with regard to relationships. tasks. questions.
explanations and circumstances. In discussion about the meaning of youth work, language is
more systematically reflective, shaped by a set of mutually understood concepts regarding what
participants think youth work ought to be about and what they think is expected of them in
any given situation, as well as by the realities experienced. For youth workers. such reflective
discussion is also shaped by a professional discourse which privileges certain concepts which are
part of an everyday professional language whose meanings are assumed amongst workers. The
stlf-consciousness of discussion which is intended to communicate the meaning of youth work
in a general sense is more 'performative' than the language of everyday practice because those
involved in the discussion are more aware of purpost and audience.

The presence of a research.. inevitably has an effect upon the language used. Insofar as the
researcher is perceived as an 'outsider' or an audience with a particular agenda, then it can makt
communication at any level more of a performance. This effect is apparent to some extent in
the data. For example, it was explicit when youth workers expressed anxiety about whether the
researchers were 'getting what they wanted' from the project, when one group of young people
'acted up' with a youth worker who seemed to be trying to perform for the researcher, and when
young people diverted discussions with the researchers by playing around with the microphone
. However, what is more remarkable is the extent to which youth workers and young people
seemed undisturbed by the participation of the researchers and how quickly the researcher
presence was incorporated in projects. This to some extent was dependent upon the fieldwork
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skills of the researcher, but it also suggests an intrinsic ease of communication between different
types of people present for different reasons within youth projects and a familiarity in dealing
with outsiders. The sociability of youth projects is perhaps part of their everyday attractiveness
to young people. Projects were found to be welcoming places; workers were friendly and open;
and once they had been introduced to the researchers, the young people simply accepted their
presence as a legitimate part of the life of the project.

Similarly, in the focus groups and the directed data collection, ideas and reflections were
offered freely by the worke".' who took part. Talk seems to come readily to most youth worke".'
and the fluidity of the discussions about practice and its meanings suggest that most of them
are involved in a continuous process of reflection, dialogue and information-sharing about
the work. There is an underlying unanimity and conceptual clarity across different locations
and types of agency that youth work should be characterised as informal, educational and
developmental. In practice this demands an holistic approach to young people which involves
building relationships on a voluntary basis.

Interviewer: What do you think is the main purpose of youth work?...

linda: For me on a ~f5(Jnallevel, not toking into account the principles of youth work ~t
by policy, it is working with young ~ple where they're at. giving them the information and
support they nero or require or want. request. but they're determining what they need in
order then to progress Making informed chaires

Marie: Its informal education when it comes down to it. And as Undo said it's about giving
young people information to make informed choices and using many different methods as a
medium in order to do that so anything can be a method of education.
IfG - youth workm)

Interviewer: Well what is distinctive about youth work? How would you describe it?

Ray: I think one of the most im/XJrtant things is the voluntary /XJrtici/XJtian with young people.
They come because they want to came. I think that's one of the most im/XJrtont things for us.
Anything which wr organi~ and we do usually in consultation with thrm is voluntary.
(fG - youth worke".'!

Interviewer: Do you think that there's anything distinctive about youth work that makes it
different?

fred: I think the fundamental one is that young people choose to do it and they don't need
to come near any of us

John: We aren't forced on thrm like a social workrr can be. And in some roses we're not as
fully structured as what school would be. 50 it's a young person's choice to approach us
rather than us approach them.
(fG - youth worke".')
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Workers also consistently pointed to a growing unease with conditions of change. Here their
conceptual language seemed to falter suggesting that they do not fully comprehend the
changes. For example:

With the change of youth work acrass the ten years that I'~ seen it, I mean it is massi~. It's
not what it was anywhere near ten years ago. So many things have changed. And so many
of the things that we were working towards bock then has come back on line as policy. and
has been written up with loads ofjarganistic terms and stuff But it's basically. it's ~ry. very
basic, but now the funding's not in place in a care way for us to be carrying out all the work.
And it is being pigean- holed into anti-social behaviour stuff. or into this or the next thing.
So it's all issue based, but there's a thread thraugh all of it and you need to be able to ha~
the infrastructure there to address that.
(FG - youth workers)

Whilst it could be argued that in the setting of a discussion amongst co-professionals it is
always likely that the dominant concepts of the professional discourse will come to the fore and
that therefore a certain amount of conformity is probable, the data which emerged from other
parts of the research suggested that these views were characteristic of youth work practitioners
in their individual work. environment and were incorporated in their practical approach. Indeed,
there are no examples to be found in the data where a different view prevail~ The expressions of
their beliefs were therefore more than a performance but inscribed within the communication
involved in their everyday practice.

4.2 Th~ languag~ of young ~ople

Many of the young people who participated in group discussions as part of the r~arch were
able to describe in detail and very positively the significance of their contact with youth project~

Obviously, they did not use the same conceptual language as workers. but it was clear that they
deeply appreciated the opportunity to have some say in the agenda, to meet other young people
socially and to pursue interests in a way which was not available elsewhere:

Interviewer: So how would you soy that coming here is different from other things. like
school?...

Craig: It's really different because it's really laid bock and relaxed. It's more abaut what
we would wont to do and things we enjoy doing. Like I absolutely adore skating and since
we come here it's all been centred about that, and it's been what we wont to do in the
skating. It's just been thoraughlyenjayable from the storr. like 21/2 years and I ha~n't been
annoyed once; I've ne~r came out of this place angry. It's always been a cheerful mood and
I can't wait until next week.
(FG - young people).

Interviewer: What do you think that youth workers do?
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Ian: Oh they're brilliant, wefl ours is onyway
(laughter!

Interviewer: What makes them brilliant?

Ian: They don't slover

Interviewer: They don't what? I don't know what that means.

Dave: Slover. talk about you, coli you names.

Dave: They let you do any, well not anything you want, but, they gave us bikes. They took us
out places, and they IN us do two weeks of our own choice. Where we get to choose what
we want to do.
IFG - young people!

Interviewer: 50 even though it's in school do you think that there are differences between
the youth workers and the teachers?

lucy: Yeah definitely becouse I think the youth workers are more, like you find with the
teachers they're making you realise your potential academicolly and they're trying to bring
out the best in you for grades, whereas youth workers are trying to bring our. like make you
realize your self-worth and your potential but not just for your academic side, it's about you
as a person. And I know from my point of view I think in a way every time you meet with
them you always come away feeling good about yourself You feel good that you've worked
with them just because, they don't necessarily have to tell you, 'Oh I've really enjoyed
working with you today,' but the just whole atmosphere of the graup makes you come away
feeling good and that you can succeed.
(FG - young people)

Kim: You are doing it because you wont to not because you are being mode to

Lauro: And it's more, you get to do things because you wont to do them instead of -

Zoe: You get mare of a say

Kim: You get to choose
IFG - young people)

Most important to the young people who made such comments were clearly the positive
experiences which contact with youth workers engendered. This was related to their voluntary
participation, the power of choice offered them and the personal regard given to them. What
was crucial was that the workers 'actually seem to genuinely care' and that contact with youth
work made them 'feel good:
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Some of the young people who had long term involvement with youth projects were also
srnsitive to the changes which had taken place in recent years. One in particular was vocal
about the negative consequences of this.. She used the focus group discussion, when a worker
was present, and knowing that the discussion was being recorded, as an opportunity to air
her discontent with the new situation. The research was for her a possible vehicle for taking
her concerns into a wider field complaining bitterly about: 'Paperwork, paperwork, paperwork,
computers, paperwork' and demanding that her concerns be fed back via the research to 'the big
bosses: However, discontent with changes in youth work agendas was not necessarily expressed
performatively as in this case and not always with any self-consciousness of the researcher's
presence. The following diary entry records an encounter as the workers and researcher were
returning from a detached session:

There were three young men on the street asking if the project was open as we walked back
for the girls group. The worker soid Ihol it wosn't ond they storIed to mimic her saying 'I've
got a meeting: They soid Ihol that's olllhe worker ever soys to them and they were never
allowed in. The work" said ofterwords that they had cried to do some work with Ihem ov"
the summer but they hadn't brought consent forms bock. They do not really just leI young
people into the project, that's not really what it's about
IRD)

In projects with a history of generic youth work, some young people who might previously have
access to recreational facilities and youth work attention without the burden of organisational
demands, resent new regimes.. Notably, the young woman who complained about paperwork,
also complained about a shift to problem-orientated work:

'What if you want to tolk about the happy things, rother than people getting barr"ed ond
bullied?'
IFG)

The demand for happiness is perhaps legitimate amongst young people and insofar as it is
related to good health, a good argument could be made that there is a role for youth work in
this regard. How this is legitimated in public organisations with expenditure limits is a matter of
priorities.

The group discussions with young people in the research gave most of them an opportunity to
talk about 'the happy things' which they associated with youth work. Mostly this was associated
with extraordinary, rather than ordinary experiences. They had found in youth projects
something which they had not expected in their everyday lives - a chance to play music, to walk
to a local waterfall, to act as mentors, to go abroad or to influence council policy on providing
skate-parks- All these things were highly valued by them. However, they did not all speak in the
same way. Their approach to the researcher presence and to the recorder was highly sensitivt to
their peers and to how far they felt the need to perform. Sometimes their responses to questions
took the form of banter and joking, but even here significant points were made:

Researcher: What kind of things do you get out of coming to 0 project like this'
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Prte: Out from the cold

Wayne: Relationships
!L'lughter)

Pete: It's the truth'

Researcher: So if this wasn't here what would yOu hovt' to do instead?

Jess: Sit at home

Pete: Be cold
llaughter and joking)

Wayne: Internet I don't have that at home so I use that, snooker. I don't have a snooker
roble in my room so use that, I don't have like fifty friends in my house,
100" young people)

Other young people responded to direct discussion and the tape recorder with a lev" of shyness
not witnessed in their everyday association in the project. They still conveyed something of the
worth of the work to them but here the data loses something of its 'richness':

Researcher: Why do you come to the project?

Rosie: Why? Because I like ir,

Researcher: What do you like about it>

Rosie: I like working with Cathy and Marion (workers) ond everyone

Researcher: So you like the workers?

Rosie: Yes

Researcher: OK. Is there anything else thor makes you come to the project?

Rosie: I like to toke port in everything..,
Researcher: So what kinds of things do you do when you come to the project? I've seen you
do some stuff but not all of it,

Rosie: We do all sorts. Like, "ploy snooker and everything and all different games and that
(Interruption)

Rosie: All different games, we ploy snooker and like hang man and everything and it's good
as well
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Researcher: And what else do you do?

Rosie: En.. I don't know

Researcher: You do computer stuff don't you?

Rosie: Yes computer stuff and everything

Researcher: What do you think you get out of coming here?

Rosie: What's that mean?

Researcher: Like do you think it changes you, or do you think you learn things or do you get

nothing out of it?

Rosie: I learn things, I learn a lor.
(DO - young person)

4.3 Communicating in practitt

Making sense of the different types of communication recorded in the research is similar to the
interpretive process of stnst-making undertaken by youth workers in their everyday practice.
The youth worker, like the researcher is not faced with a blank sheet upon which individuals
make discrete and meaningful comments, but rather, people perform according to expectations,
pre-conceived ideas and whoever else is present. Communication is relational. To engage in
an educational process with young people, youth workers must read the meaning below the
surface of verbal language. Indeed, quite often, they must ignore the content of the language
- which might seem to say very little. or might be an expression of bravado, a performance, as
much as a conversation where the meanings are obviously present. They must do this not only
in order to establish effective relations with young people, but also to make interventions which
might enable those young people to grow and change. Sometimes this means puncturing the
performance:

.
But sometimes it's about them feeling confident obout how they express themselves to
another adulr. Sometimes they might not express themselves correctly to us, but they don't
get that immediate ~action bock. You kind ofsit down and soy, What are you trying to
soy?' Or 'Is there another way of soying it?' And it's good if they can use that because there
o~ certain times when they need to approach on adult in 0 diffe~nt way than kind of
confrontational. If they can work on that certainly. __ we get a lot of that where if they are
really fed up and have hod a bod day, they've hod a bod session. If they ron get over the
initial 'F offl' and on to the rest of it. then hopefully at the end of (the scheme] you would
hope that they have got a strategy in place for getting the first bit out of the way 50 that
they con achieve what they wont to achieve.
(DO - youth worker)
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It's about looking behind things and seeing what's behind the shop frant window, the centre
door or whatever. and that's important, really important. We were just talking about it the
other night with Danny And how, I told him he goes out at night time and he puts his clown
make-up on, but if you really sit down and talk to him that's when he takes the mask off
and he sits and talks. And it happened at the end of the discussion. After about an hour the
group come in and he just went straight back into his clown mask again, and he said it, he
realised. And the best thing about that night was he said 'I've done it again; to me. And that
was excellent, and that cheer.; me up, things like that. It makes a dull day with my meetings
and everything and I go home tired but I say, 'Yeah there's something that's happened:
(DO - praject manager)

When youth workers speak amongst themselves, much of the meaning is on the surface. levels
of interpretative alertness are not required as communication tends to proceed from a shared
understanding about the terms of reference:

Claire: They can come in and they make the choices. It's their time, they make up their mind
what it is they do in that time

Ed: It also allows the yaung people as participants to decide the outcome of the project that
they are involved with rother than have everything developed as a curriculum and set -

louise: Totally, which can be quite massive because if the rest of their life they feel they're
out of control.
(FG - youth workers)

Such implicit understanding includes an acknowledgement of the principles of voluntarism and
young person-centredness, of the educational approach and the difficulties of bureaucracy and
for clarification, it frequently also involves comparison with social workers and teachers.

4,4 Defining youth work

The tendency to designate youth workers as 'not social workers' and 'not teachers' is a positive
definition insofar as it makes youth work more attractive to young people who identify
with it because of its difference. However, it implies a problem if youth work is required to
become more like teaching or social work. Ironically, insofar as youth workers inhabit such a
negative professional identity, they increase their vulnerability to incorporation as a 'marginal'
profession. The consequences of this were expressed in the data. Because of their 'in-between'
Or 'marginal' location in a network of services. youth workers fear they are being transformed by
contemporary policy into pseudo- or supplementary social workers and teachers. This is an area
of uncertainty in their discussions:

Jim: I think the point that [we are] raising is that there is a culture of us taking money for
anything, and I'm scared that...we are going the way of Connexions, in England, where we
become something other than youth workers, we start to look like ...
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Kay: Social services

Kerry: Bur rhen rhar's up ra rhe sraff ra nor ler rhar happen

Frank: And nat accepr rhar

Kay: To find rhe balance, like we were on about, finding .. the money but being able to do the
quality youth work, rhat we want ra do

Sharon: Bur it is extremely hord rhough.
(FG - youth workers)

The contradiction in this negative designation for youth workers is related to other
contradictions. So just as dealing with the marginality of young people and being marginal in
relation to other services is at the centre of the work, so too is the formal approach of youth
workers informal. It is not the educational aspect of their approach which is difficult to relate,
but its informality. Related to this, if to be meaningful the work has to be responsive to the
unpredictable, then the main content of the work cannot be identified before it is brought to
attention in practice. This suggests a particular set of difficulties for the status. visibility and
naming of the reality of youth practice:

John: The hardest rhing I've ever had to do in my life is describe whot I do for a living. 11'5
reolly difficult Ir's eosier ro soy whar you don't do and what you try nor to do because
there's the assumption you ploy table tennis or pool or you work with the bad lods. Thor's
what people auramorically assume that you work with ond thor's whar you do.

Researcher: A lot of people have said it can be difficult ro exploin what they do ond how it's
about explaining what it isn't not what it is

John: £;cactly. And it is a lot easier They soy, 'So do you do this?' 'Well, we can do.' 'Well you
eirher do it or you don't! 'Well, no ir's based on the individual or the group.' And, 'Oh, righr.
So if my such and such wanted ro come in and do rhis, yeah, you do ir? But isn'r thor whar
social workers do! 'Well rhey do, bur rhey just do thor. Bur we do rhat and rhar and rhat,
and rhar.' 'Oh, righr' - (mobile phone interruption).
(DO - project manager)

This struggle suggests that the publicly accepted discourse of professional practice is not
adequate to youth work's reality, To focus upon the 'informal' of 'informal education' for
instance allows for an ever-changing kaleidoscope of possibility which is in tension with the
objective, linear and structured approach of educational 'programmes: So youth workers find
themselves organising educational programmes to meet requirements for shape and form in
public communication, to gain legitimary as educational professionals. and then attempt to
build informality into these programmes. Meanwhile another aspect of their work continues but
with little public voice. This is the informality which comes from the interpersonal friendliness.
the acknowledgement of the legitimary of young peoples' needs for space, time and recreation
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in their own terms and the openness and fiexibility upon which education through dialogue can
proceed. There are therefore always elements of professional discourse which are performative
insofar as they respond to what is required for funding or for legitimacy within policy. However,
there are other elements which are repressed or silenced and which yet reflect a significant part
of the realities of everyday life in youth projects

4,5 Purpose

Youth projects are a three dimensional canvas which a range of different people enter and
leave, upon which they communicate at different levels, simultaneously as well as separately.
The communication involves a range of different media - not only the voice, but also silence,
body language, letters and notes, games and the organisation of the environment. This is then
interpreted and developed by participants according to their information, knowledge and
experience.

The tasK of the youth worker resembles that of the researcher insofar as the youth worker too
uses their subjective perspective to make sense of the encounters in everyday practice. Whilst
theories and information from the objective world enable youth workers to explain what they
witness and experience, this cannot be divorced from the position which they inhabit as workers,
and from their personal understanding of the relations of practice. This will always bear the
imprint of their own ideas about purpose, about what motivates them and about what youth
work means to them. This might include such intangibles as 'love' or 'care' or 'concern' or 'belief

II's giving them that sort of, love's probably the wrong word to use these days right, because
its token for too much out of cantext, but they do get to on extent. One of the main things
folk need, and it isn't just young folk it's everybody, they need that certoin extent of love and
somebody that's really caring for them.
(FG - youth worker)

Here the youth work response differs from research. Except for purposes of evaluation, its
purpose is not to 'capture data' but to change people, Youth workers are attempting to organise
the cacophony and the barrage of signals into some sort of pattern and to pick out meaning
from the 'noise' in order to act and intervene appropriately and in the interests of the other
person. These acts of organisation and meaning-making OCcur at every level of practice. They
include efforts to affect the environment in which youth work takes place which involves
concern for the facilitie~ building and use of space in the project. They are inscribed in the
development of programmes and timetables They are intrinsic to the informal and formal face
to face communication with a range of different young people. And they are given particular
infiections in communication with the public, with particular reference to representative adults
who occupy different roles and powers in relation to youth work practice, The following four
chapters will consider in more detail the messages which are articulated in relation to each of
these four areas of meaning-making.
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Chapter 5:

Communicating Through Facilities.
Buildings and Space

The project is based in on old shop. There are two rooms. bath a bit battered. There is a pool
table in the front room and on old sofa in the bock room along side a small sink! fridge.
IRD!

5.1 Platts to M

In and of themselves the facilities which are available for youth work and the resource
environment in which it is practistd carry meanings which communicate value and ex~ctations..

The availability of buildings and of resourc~ for activities confirms and reinforces the dominant
meaning ascribed to youth projects as 'places to go' with 'things to do' (DfES, 200S). However,
for young people, they are also places 'to be':

There's nothing for younger children and tttnogers- It's like, The teenagers are going to
hong around the streets anyway,' No we're not! Why would we wont to hong around the
streets? There's nothing else for us to do, you know what I mean? People soy 'Why do
teenagers hong around on street corners?' But where else do you wont us to go? You give
me a nice worm room and 1'/1 go and sit in it (laughter) rather than sot on the corner, but if
it's not there? I'm lucky enough I can have friends come up to my house, but there are a lot
of people have a lot of younger brothers and sisters and their mother and father don't wont
people hanging around their house. So they've nowhere. There's nothing organised. There's
nothing. In Broomhill where I'm from, there's nothing, there's a community centre that's
open one day a week, for a mother and toddlers group. And that's great for mothers and
toddlers but what about tttnagers?
100 - young woman)

The buildings in which youth work takes place are first and foremost safe associatianal and
recreational spaces whose meanings are set against the other spaces which young people
inhabit - mainly strttt. home and school. In the context of these other places. youth projects
are rated highly and valued by the young people who use them. So for instance, a place for
young mothers to meet which offers them a cr'che as well as opportunities to create and play
themselves adds a positive dimension to their liv~ They might otherwise be isolated, alone in
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their homes with their children;

Marybeth: There are things in my living room have been mode from here, mirrors and things.

Shelly: We also did a photogrophy closs. Vou know all the children, we took them up the
field and there were nice photos of them, really good.

fi: Block and white.

Shelly: We developed them as well, in a dark room and everything.
Researcher: Could you give us an example of something thot has been important to you
while you've been coming here... ?

Shelly: Just that it lets you, you can do things for yourself as well.

Marybeth: I've become more confident, kind of thing, like I feel more like I can just ... (talking
together)

Fi: (t's funny because we all live in the some area, but we never really knew each other; did
we'l used to walk past Shelly on the street and never even speak to her, and now we're
really good pals. And we've jusl mode heaps of pals through here, and our kids love it. and
they've got heaps of friends as wefJ

Marybeth: My kid's like 'Can I go to my nursery, can I go to my nursery?' and I'm like, 'It's nal
nursery.' Because her brother goes to the nursery, so she thinks this is her nursery, because
she's got all her friends, because she's getting toilet troined because she sow all the big kids
using their patties. So she's learning something and I'm learning something in the some
respect, you know?

Shelly: We get to do a lot of stuff that we couldn't have done, being yaung mums. Like,
phatogrophy course and going to London and stuff. We got to do all that.
IDD - young mothers!

The meaning for the young people in the use of such resources is the pleasure which can be
derived from the friendship and the activity. Even though they understand that they and their
children are also 'learning: this is a consequence of the participation, not its primary purpose for
them.

Youth workers are self-conscious about the impartance of the space which youth facilities offer
to young people in terms of relaxing as well as developing:

If you look at a lot of the areas we work in, people come from difficult family backgrounds
and don't have a lot ofsuppart and don't particularly wont to be in the house all the
lime. School is a chore and is as regimented maybe as the family environment. The only
real other outlet that young people would tend to have socially would be to go down to
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the club for a few hours... Sometimes a young person has hod a really crop day and gone
home and hod a really crop evening and they don't actually wont to go out at hoff seven
and necessorily wont CO start doing a progromme. Sometimes they wont CO just sit down
and playa game ofpool, and chat to their motes and maybe put a ploy station on. And it's
maybe something they can't do at home..And not just people who come from disodvontoge
or morginolised young people it's the some across the board. Young people need their spoce,
they get very frustrated either within their own house or street or even the community and
the opportunity to be able CO be your own person for a couple of hours somewhere else and
chill out and meet people and find your own. So it really is important and I think the youth
worker creates that space and makes it comfortobk.
(DO - youth worker)

5.2 Youth worker ~pon.ibilities

The question of facilities is a recurrent theme in the everyday world of youth workers. They are
responsible for raising and allocating funds; for consulting about new buildings or adapting and
mainlaining old ones; they must choose and order specialist equipment and identify, book and
pay rent for suitable accommodation for specialist activities and residential trips; and they must
ensure that insurance, health and safety, security and disability acc~ standards and procedures
are met. And they must often do this simultaneously with other work:

[Sessional workers[ have got fifteen minutes. And that's not fifteen minutes to do the
evaluation. That's fifteen minutes to clean and tidy the building after a session, secure the
building, and I mean a building the size of this, you've got to go outside and put all the locks
on, check each room and make sure nobody's in and things aren't switched on. So it leaves one
person to do the evoluatian, doesn't put the quality in, they just read it out, has anybody got
anything else to add' And at this point they're over their hours and they just want CO ga home
and they do,
(DO - youth worker)

Sometimes buildings are experienced simply as a chore:

One of the most difficult things I have to do is try to manage a building. It takes up a lot ofmy
time and that's not youth worle. Yeah I've got to accept it as port of the job. young people use
the building so it has to be sofe but I think that's ajob for samebody else to do
(DO - youth worker)

The balance of concern for buildings and equipment changes in relation to location and
methods, but all worke~ whether building-based, detached or peripatetic have to manage
facilities at some level. Simply securing a suitable place in which to undertake the work can be a
time-consuming task:

The organisation seems to hove a number of venues in which it delivers the war!; same they
own [although these seem to tend CO be offices -with some delivery space}. Other venues are
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owntd by communiti'S or other organisations (the organisation may enter deals to access
this- the youth forum lends them a room in the city ,..ntre- but they have equippcrf this with
a computer suite in return}. This con mean it is a nightmare to organise things. Before we
met with the peer rcscorchers the worker phontd round the young people to sec who was
available, bosro on this she selccttd a venue cl=t to those who could attend- phoning to
sec if this was available, then phoning young people bock with trovel orrongements - then
driving for on hour to pick them up and another hour at the end to drop them off
(RD)

In such situations. youth workers have very little control over the quality and presentation of
the buildings and facilities which they use. The important thing which they communicate is that
they are prepared to make the effort to secure their use for young people. This is a particularly
significant message when the use of community buildings by the young is SO often restricted
and cont~st~d:

Jenna: But in Ookside there is a good few events and sruff happens in the community ,..ntre,
but there's not on awful lot for young people.

Bella: There's on awful lot of con,..rts and different stuff. bur a lot of them are aimtd at the
older groups.

Theresa: Like there is a droma thing coming up over the summer, bur it's for adults. There's no
child,~n invoMd in it.

Bella: And rhe orca is well known for irs droma- why not invalve young people, you knaw...?
IDD - young people)

As it was getting towards lunch time a couple of young men come into the ,..ntre. The ,..ntre
manager was a bit abrupt with them and told them that they couldn't stay if rhey'd just come
for free food, if they'd wanttd to be part of the day they should have got our of bffl earlier..
Over lunch other people secmtd to come and go {they secmro to be friends, relati'" of the
people who warktd at the community ,..ntre}_ One of the workers _was talking about the
way the community ,..ntre manager had rcocttd to the young men who co~ earlier. He
was nat happy that she had made them lcave. He said, What impression is that giving out to
them? We don't want your sort around here, your fa,.. do'Sn't fit· type of thing.'
(RD)

Negotiating the use of public buildings is an important part of the advocacy role performed
by youth workers. This demands that they "tablish reasonable working relationships with
community rr:pr~ntati\Jrs who exercisr proprietorial power o~r local r~urctS and who might
be unsympathetic to youth. Dnce access has been gained, youth workers then take r'Sponsibility
for the behaviour of the young peopk, somt:times maintaining their determination to continue
to use the faciliti" in the teeth of opposition:
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The community centre ... has a modern feel. The worker... talked about how she has to carry
all of her paperwork with her as previously some had gone missing from the centre. She also
talked about how she has to ask for her money tin. There are obviously some issues between
her and the stoff at the centre, which is mainly run by people who also live in the village.
She suggested that this can make you feel like an 'autsider:..She soid that the young people
in this village do need something and that is why she continues to work there...It is a new
centre which could be used a lor. {but} it isn't open access for people in the community and
is tightly managed.
IRD).

5,3 The quality of buildings

Given the amount of time and energy spent handling issues related to multi-usr buildings over
which youth worke" and young people have little control, it is hardly surprising that they prefer
to inhabit designated space. Yet even here, some facilities can be problematic. Despite the ideal of
a comfortable, accessible, safe place where young people can relax as well as learn in the presence
of friendly sympathetic adults, the reality is sometimes very different from this Youth facilities can
quickly take on a worn and shabby look from their constant use by numerous exuberant, physically
expressive and sometimes aggressive and destructive young people. Moreover, when the energy
or morale of youth work staff is low, or when projects are unde"taffed, the fabric and decor
of buildings usually refiects this Youth provision has endured a diminishing and re-prioritised
resource base since the mid 19705 and this has had a detrimental effect upon the physical
condition of many facilities Institutional poverty is manifest in their quality and condition:

Researcher: Is there onything you don'r like about coming here or anything that goes on here>

Young peMn: The building itself, it looks like its going to fall down
100)

The project manager reflected on othe,,' first impressions of the place. The bock room has
a very law ceiling and many of the ceiling tiles are broken, missing or discoloured, due to
a combination of a leaky roof and yaung people being able to easily reach the ceiling and
damage the riles He commented an the image this shows to ather professionals and young
people who come to look round, 'It's a bit emborrossing reallY. The worker felt that there
were possible pots of money to sort it our. but they are hoping to extend the building again
(they have identified possible funders for this) and don't see the point in repairing it only to
replace it.
IRO)

The workers then later wandered if they were trying to access a prostitution support service
that is also bosed in the building.
(RO)

The condition of facilities and the terms under which they are used for youth work suggest an
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underlying lack of public regard for young people and signify the very small amount of power
which their advocates have over the allocation and use of local resource~ Often workers attempt
to neutralise these negative messages by working on the fabric and decor of building~ and by
thinking carefully about how space might best be used:

The manager go"" me 0 tour of the building. There was a group of young people playing
football in the sports hall ond some young people sitting in a 'chill out' room. The monoger
does have plans for rejuvenoting the building to try ond utilise some of the spoces better.
IRO}

Everyone at the project builds 0 portfolio of achievement oround personol development
and accredited learning through progrommes They do literocy ond numerocy work ond the
project aims to gi"" the young women 0 positive experience of public exams by the sitting
room becoming the exom holl. At Christmos they hong the clock from the Christmos tree, and
the workers are the tcochers ond invigilators. This demyStifies the experience for the young
women.
(ROI

Not all facilities used by youth projects are shabby and some workers have been successful in
gaining specialist funds for new buildings and for refurbishment of old one~ Two of the projects
in the ~mple were in the process of moving during the period of the research. Although such
movement was unsettling and could disrupt the continuity of the work, workers were generally
optimistic that newer premises would improve the quality of their work. In one of these projects
the young people were 'eager for the new building and the promised facilitieS; but they 'were
sceptical of when this would materialise' (ROI.

Although there is clearly a need for more suitable and better quality provision for many projects,
not all the newer, smarter buildings encountered in the research process were unproblematic.
The messages which some communicated were not primarily about relaxation and recreation:

This wos my first visit to this project The centre lies at the end of 0 village high street The
exterior and interior of the building Ofe clean and modern. There was no f'vidence of a space
for young people to lounge in, or use os 0 social areo. The reception orco is open pion with
workers' desks off to the left In an area to the right ore information notice-boards, photo
displayS (fcoturing a (Iocal{ Fe footballer giving out owords to young people) and sofos. The
spoce looks ond feels more like 0 waiting orea thon a relaxed informol area. Upstairs was the
boardroom, with lafl)e oval toble - at which the interview took place.
IRO}

The organi~tion of some facilities emphasises the shift in priorities towards more structured
interventions as a rtS,ponse to policy and funding stream~ 'Waiting roomS; open plan office~

board room~ information boards and displays communicate that the priority use of the building
is 'busine,,' and that the use of space is controlled by the needs of workers vis a vis their
organi~tion. The implicit m=ge is that the project is used by young people in pre-determined
ways and only under conditions set elsewhere. This type of m=ge is also apparent in the
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security measures which some projects adopt. Measures adopted because of safety issues can
present an unwelcoming fa,ade and suggest to young people that workers expect the building
to be misused. Tension around access is not uncommon as workers attempt to manage buildings
which might be the only youth identified facility in the area and at the same time prioritise
certain types of work., create time and space for administration and run specialist sessions with
identified groups.

5,4 Using space: to communicate

Whatever the nature of the environment in which youth projects are to be found. it
communicates something to staff, young people and other visitors about the ethos of the
project. This is reinforced by the ways in which youth workers negotiate with young people
around expectations and boundaries with regard to the use of the facilities, in itself an
educational process.. Learning to respect collectively used resources is linked with other aspects
of youth work including the development of self-awareness and consideration for other people:

Like a few of the girls didn't respect me when they first come, and you sort of you got the
feeling thought it was like being bock to school, they wouldn't tidy up after them so you were
constontly saying, 'Look respect it. You're using the facilities. could you please tidy up after
yourselves" And then you were getting a bit of a 'Hmm, it's like being bock at school: but once
you build up the trust with them then, I would be soying to them, This is not being at school,
this is your time. If you were at home and you were doing something you wouldn't leave it in
a mess. you would respect it and tidy it up after you. And if someone come into your home,
you would wont them to keep it tidy: So I picked up on that a lot. Ikcouse there was a few of
the girls who just used it basically like a doss place, to sit, get their tea, and get as much out of
it as they could but wouldn't help, tidy up or things like that. That's some of the moments I've
seen rhot has improved a lot in attitude, in the way they talk to some people. The swearing; a
few of them hod really foul language for a while. And I was like, 'No, I'm nor here to listen to
this. You wont to do that go bock outside, but not in the building.' And they do, they respect
you now for it. Some of them still slip up, but they do they respect you a lot more.
(DO - young mothers' worker!

Liz: It also depends on the physicol fabric of the building because the youth project even this.
there's a certain amount ofownership. There's nobody else in, there's no pensioners. mothers
and toddlers. Ultimately that's what you'd hope would happen, shore and shore alike but
with vulneroble and young folk at risk we've found that the youth project has a great deal of
success because it was theirs. so if they destroy it it's theirs. We didn't have a lot ofdestruction
- there's always one or twa- but at least you con soy if you destroy that other groups will
complain, it was about This is your own stuff, and the peer group pressure come in there, thor
worked quite a lot Even theft ofmusicol instruments. the last place we had was a portokabin,
the windows just needed to be pushed in and they could be away with all the electric guitars.
Now thor only happened once in twelve years that somebody stale something and everybody
knew it was there, but they'd be depriving themselves. So you're at a disodvantage in that
building up there because it's shared and it's not purposeful
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Ian: And you con't introduce new things because pillars obscure. What you wont is on open
spoce...
(DD - youth workers)

In order to encourage a sense of ownership and belonging, and also to stimulate discussion and
debate, youth projects frequently use display boards, photographs and exhibitions representing
issues relevant to the young people, work which they have produced, or photographs of them in
the context of the project:

The session runs in the bosement ofa community centre, relatively newly done out, equipped
with pool table, OJ decks, kitchen, seating area. There was a lot ofart work on the walls,
looking like it was done by young people. There was a consultation about getting a youth
shelter on the wall, which young people were looking at and talking about There were
examples of the kinds of shelter you could get and questions about where they would like it
located.
IRDI

Where it was not possible to mount displays, it was seen as a significant failing of the facility by
both youth workers and young people:

The environment is clean and modern, and has 0= ta kitchen facilities. but it is not
porticulorly suitable for a group to meet in. There is little equipment of interest to young
people such as a pool table or drinks machine. There is a CO player and a small TV/llCR. It is
not possible to put up posters and artwork on the walls. However display boards have been
provided, which are put away at the end of each session.
(DD - youth worker!

Researcher: What would you wont to see in a new youth project'

Sam: A room l We used to have a room ofour own, but they took that off us. It was our own.
Here it's not SO good. They let us put our stuff up, but it's got to come down at the end of the
night.
(DD - young person).

In one project the business-like environment had been modified to some extent with the use of
displays involving young people. Notably, one of the groups involved in the display had named
themselves 'The Charvers':

On the landing of the upstairs area were severol photo displays related to various youth
activities - including a sea fis.hing and horse riding trip. The group nome that the young people
hod adopted for this activity, as evidenced by a bonner title through the display, was The
Charvers:' There were also stage drama images and materials from the long-running domestic
violence project
(RD)
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Claiming ownership of a label associated in the media with anti-social behaviour and
disaffection is one way in which young people can assert their right to think differently or to
dissent from prevailing orthodoxy. In this case though, the position could not be sustained in the
face of a visit from the Prime Minister to the project:

Whilst still on the spocious londing area of the first floor. I noticed thot the photo display
board that previously proclaimed 7he Charvers' was gone. It also looked as though alternative
banners had been placed across the display.

As I was abaut to leave .../ enquired as to what had happened to 7he Charvers' banner.

7any Blair's people made uS change it' Rhonda said ... Tony Blair visited us last Friday - all
week we had all kinds ofdifferent people in - cheding over the building, briefing us all, sniffer
dogs - the works.'
(RO)

The messages and meanings contained in the photographic display were clearly politically
sensitive in a way which had not been anticipated by the youth workers involved. Even if the
young people had adopted this group name only as a sign of sub-cultural identity, which other
diary notes about theirpreferred clothing style suggest was the case, other meanings with
political sensitivities are more powerful and undermine the affirmative identity adopted by the
young people in their engagement with the youth project. The youth workers had not offered
any resistance to the demand to cover the banner title- other concerns about the validity and
political recognition of the project were more dominant. Whilst the concerns to be politically
endorsed are legitimate, the exercise of power in this case signifies quite clearly that centring
young people is not at the heart of the political agenda and is not expected to be at the heart
of the youth work agenda either. In this process, the realities of the everyday in youth work are
silenced for a public image which is distorted. This is but one particularly acute example of the
ways in which the language and meanings of youth work written in the background and context
of the work can be read in ways which might not be intended.

In some ways, the messages communicated through buildings and facilities and the use of
space are accidental in the everyday language of youth work. In other ways they are consciously
created by those who have some power and control over resources for young people. In what
ever way they emerge into the environment in which youth work is practised, they carry with
them meanings which are constantly pr~nt. The environment offers opportuniti~ and limits
for prioritising particular approaches to the work, it demands time and attention and it is
worked upon, shaped and fought over in the everyday. As it emerges in the research data, the
environment of practice contributes to the unstable and contested nature of the language of
youth work.
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Chapter 6:

Communicating Through Programmes
and Timetables

I think if you tok. th••,ompl. of th. bush-croft w-.k, thot wosn't obout t.oching th.m obout
chopping wood and making things out of wood, what was important were the transferable
skills - the stuff about communication, about confidence, about working as a team.
(fG - proj.ct manag"j

6,1 'Thing. to do'

Programmes and timetables are partly shaped by resources and the space available. They are also
a referen.. point for id.ntifying the interests of youth workers and young people. On top of this,
they reflect the priorities of the project managers and sponsoring agencies and the way in which
the project interprets its response to national and organisational policy. In this sense they offer
a structured framework within which all interests in youth projects are negotiated, pursued and
represented.

Whatever actually happens within programmes, their language is mainly that of 'activitY- A
session may b. d.scribed in a tim.tabl. as 'drop-in' but it is implicit that the" will b. activity
on offer, for gam.s. arts and crafts and the ubiquitous pool tabl. ha" com. to "present the
relaxing, "c"ational features of youth work. Only in detach.d youth work is a session likely
to be lacking activity content, being represented as 'making contact' or 'creating relationships'
and even here, the outcome of the intervention is often characterised as purposeful activity. So
ev.n though young peopl. might be simply m"ting tog.ther on the str"ts, or visiting a project
building in order to associat. comfortablY, and ev.n though this is conside"d legitimate by
youth workers. projects always off" 'things to do:

Youth worke" look for opportunities for the purposeful developm.nt of th.ir practi.. with
young peopl. in th. sphe"s of both 'being' and 'doing' but it is 'doing' which most oft.n
dominates as a conveni.nt d.scriptor of practice. So for example, at the fi"t visit to one of the
projects. the researcher "corded th. characteristics of the proi-ct provided in h" m"ting with
the manager:
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The project delivers. one-to-one work, drop-in during break and lunch times and also runs after
school activities They run a multiculturol arts group which aims to give the young people the
opportunity to get involved in voriaus things around the city and to learn more about their
own and other cultures. They arrange trips to the theatre and also work towards the carnival
in the city The group aims to explore the young people's feelings and discusses issues around
them. They often do this through dance and music and they employ a youth worker who is a
dance worker.

Through the work they do young people are involved at every stage, involved in the risk
assessments etc. which makes them aware. While there is learning at the end of the work it is
informal and creative.

They also run lunch time groups and after school dubs with year 9 young people. This session
is run by two trainee youth workers. These two workers. have come through as youth workers.
from working with the workers. and are now working towards qualifications in youth work.
These sessions often involve playing pool and rookery sessions and they are working towards
the young people planning their own programme. While it is personal and social development
the emphasis is on the social side.

They are currently working with a new accreditation format/tool... This is a relatively new
implementation and was seen in relation to a restructuring in the service. They are supposed
to work through this with groups who are exduded from lessons and camplete units af
assessment. This is issue-based and is supposed to be about meeting the young people's needs
and offer them an alternative education
IRD)

The emphasis in the language of representation is of full timetables, busy workers. and engaged
young people. And indeed, this does refiect something of the reality of the everyday world of
successful youth work. A timetable of activity and 'doing things' - including the interpersonal
one-to-one work informed by counselling pers.pectives - seems to offer an objective description
of the work of youth projects. The virtues of the activities listed in programmes and timetables
are sometimes self evident. They might involve learning a skill or addressing an issue but even
when not self-evident, youth workers. are keen to explain their underlying worth in terms
relevant to their perceptions of the purposes of youth work. The choice of a particular range
of activities for a programme can be justified according to the extrinsic and intrinsic qualities
associated with the activity - such as its capacity for 'broadening experience: 'team building:
for 'challenging: for 'learning a skill' or 'gaining knowledge: or for 'contributing to community
cohesion' or 'active citizenship: Moreover, activities can be explained as both diversionary and
developmental and in this sense they fulfil the whole breadth of the youth work function - to
control young people on the one hand and on the other to lead them, and society, to a brighter
future.

The ability to think creatively about activities and programmes is therefore an important feature
of the youth worker's skill. Activities are used to attract and engage young people, as a medium
for systematic educational work and as a basis for tackling some of the issues specified as
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priorities by funders and policy-makers:

If you oslc them, the amount of times OllOr the years we'lIO consulted them, thot~ the first
thing, somewhere to go and something to do. But then sometimes they don't know what
they wont to do because their own experience is limited in young years. So we'lIO always been
prooctillO, and throw in ideas at them, often with resistance; they dismiss it as rubbish. But
cooking for instance, and arts stuff- often you get met with a negotillO, 'I con't do that I'm no
good at that' because they're coloured by whotellOr experience they've hod to dote, usually in
school. But we try and redress that by a number ofactivities. outdoor educotion stuff. cooking,
crofts. but in the music as well. But a lot of them, the music we use that as a corrot, now it~

dual-edged because there is skill dellOlopment in there as well and young people have learned
how to ploy instruments. guitars and drums, how to be port ofa band situation, that~ team
work, working together or nor. So there's a skill development but the whole bit abaut the
music, you can soy the some about the orts and crofts, thrre~ a self confidence, self esteem
that, 'I con do thi~' and that's hod a big effect on 0 number of youngsters OllOr the years. So
self esteem, confidence building, skill dellOlopment that~ the music side. And the DJ-ing, all
aspects of music seem to hOllO that too.
100 - youth worker)

Given the number of opportunities presented by activities for explaining the benefits of youth
work, it is hardly surprising that th~y are dominant in formal represrntations ISpence. 2(01). For
,xample:

{Outreach} has proved IIOry su=ful...Most of the group organise themse""'s into teams for
either a game of footboll or basketboll for 1hour. then afterwords they engage with the rest of
the group and stoff discussing ond debating issues thot offect their ellOryday lives. The group
ha~ also organi~ various activities over the yeor that helped develop their ronfiden~ and
selr esteem, communicotion skills and team building.
(Project Annual Report. 2006)

Even when importance is given to the self-directed use of space by young people, the stress of
th' text remains focused upon the activity and its relevance to some underlying purpose. This
mighl not always be stated but is implied in the text. For example, the following suggests that
one of the purposes is to inc..ase the participation of BME groups:

the project currently operates on open door policy to young people OllOr 16 with many people
using the project for their own reasons. This con include use of the computer for Job search.
Cv. writing, Internet and emoil. These are some of the reasons why members from the Muslim,
Bangladeshi and Jewish community use it
IWorker's Report. AGM, 2006)

[h'r, can be little doubt that the activities offered by youth projects are part of their attraction
lor young people and there are numenous examples in the data of young people gaining
from their participation exactly the things which are claimed by the youth workers. However,
Purposeful activity, which takes young people beyond the rec..ational or which is developed

-
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by youth workers as more than simple entertainment, is often more difficult to achieve and
articulate than the formal representations of programmes and timetables suggest.

6.2 Not just 'things to do'

What the programmes and timetables and the formal texts do not adequately reflect is the
amount of time and energy which is spent by workers attempting to determine which are the
most appropriate activities, consulting about them, fundraising for them, organising them,
publicising them, taking part in them and maintaining the interest of young people ~particUlarh

those who are likely to be unpredictable - and most of all, realising the purposes claimed for
them. Even when activities are organised 'for their own sake' the amount of work for the youth
workers can be significant. The following describes the actual day of a football tournament, ano
does not include the work which went on before the day itself:

There wos quite a bit ofodmin work to do with the young prople before the games could
begin. All the young propIe wonted to do was start playing footboll. They hod to hand in
consent forms. the workers put together a register. they hod to poy C1 each. Some young
poople did not have the money, the female worker wos not con~rned obout this. .. The oth.,
female worker seemed to be a bit frustrated that she hod done all of the work for the doy..
One volunteer who she hod offered to poy to referee hod rung in sick ot the lost minute. The
trainee youth worker and the male detached worker had to take aver as referee...Some young
prople...hung around the leisure ~ntre and were causing problems. The leisure ~ntre staff
kept coming in and telling the workers this and asking them to deal with it... It is difficult
because the workers had enough work to do with the young people in the tournament but
then also had to deal with this I had to go aut and get drinks as the worker had nat had tim,
to do this. The manager did nat came to the tournament as he was busy short-listing for the
jabs.

During the games the female worker was trying to think of awards to give the yaung people
e.g. one for the female player. awards for the police, outstanding players etc. Although the
day was running quite smoothly the planning of the games and the scoring systems had nOI

been sorted out beforehand so it was left to the workers to do this on the spot There we" at
some miscalculations about thc number of games and some young people were disgruntlra
when they didn't get to play the some number of games as some of the other tooms
(RQJ

At the most basic level, youth workers use activities to attract young people to the youth
project. Once young people are present, the activities can be used to engage them and dlfecl
their energies.. To this extent activities serve a controlling function:

One of the problems I'm finding though if I can refer to the Kirksell boys' group is they soy t'"
want somewhere to go, they want their own spo~ but unless you give them SOmething to",
other than one pool table they'll get agitated, they'll get bored and that's when the place st<:
to get destroyed. Aspo~ isn't really enough. maybe it is for some kids but for kids who'veg<'
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a lot of energy ond 0 lot of attitude, giving them 0 spoce just isn't enough. And you need to,
if they are wanting to U~ the youth work facility, you need to find them something attractive
otherwise you're setting youl5e1f up for 011 kinds ofproblems I think the ones ot Stollyore
happy to come down ond use it os 0 place to come down, meet their motes, hong out becouse
they're good friends, ond chot ond hove 0 lough ond use the camputer ond ploy pool ond
do whotever. But up the rood I think they need something more focused thon just 0 drop-in
because they're getting bored ond 011 kinds of issues come from thot
IDD - youth workerl

Once activities are developed into programmes or incorporated into 'projects' they begin to
serve asecondary function which is to not only engage the young people's attention and use
thell energies, but to do SO systematically and towards some previously determined goal. In
the traditional youth work setting, these goals are determined using knowledge of the young
prople and their circumstances. This knowledge is usually gained through informal, interpersonal
contact with individuals, through an understanding of the nature of local communities, through
an awareness of local youth subcultures and through an analysis of the ways in which specific
'youth' issues such as young parenthood are manifest in the local youth population. Timetables
al{' usually constructed with a view to creating space for the workers to construct activities and
programmes with individuals and groups with regard to all these reference points but also in
the context of what funding might be available to pursue particular pieces of work. The funding
whiCh is available from government, and to a lesser extent from charitable sources, tends to
follow policy priorities and inevitably workers have to make reference to these priorities in their
goal-selling.

So, for example, whilst concern for work with young mothers was something which emerged
from the feminist movement and became a feature of feminist youth work during the 19805
(Carpenter and Young, 19861 it was the identification of young mothers as a policy priority
by the SEU (1999b) which promoted the more general incorporation of such work into youth

'oJert timetables The funding which has been available to target young mothers has led to
he establishment of targeted work with this group. At the same time it has meant that the
Cllvllies offered to young mothers have had to fit not only their interests, but also the terms
f the social exclusion agenda which aims to encourage their independence from state support,
obe achieved through their participation in employment, education and training. These two
eferenc(' points - the young women themselves, including their interests and their local
Irrumstances, and the demands of policy, inform the development of programmes in youth
rOjeClS Those who work with young mothers attempt to organise the youth work SO that the
oals of both young people and policy can be combined. When there is dissonance between
oung people's goals and those required by policy, it becomes the job of the youth worker to
anage this:

I do aprogramme, and it's normally a three month programme, bur whar we do is, just sir
down and soy to them, 'Whot would you like to do in the next three months" Then for 0 while
ir wos like, if you were raking people in, they wouldn't turn up, because to them it was/ike,
This is boring r' But then f soid to them, 'Loo~ this is helping you: Even when we did computing,
we've had computing classes and some of them didn't really want to leorn the camputer, so I
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was saying to them, 'But mast of the jobs now you have to know a bit about a computer. You
don't have to know everything, but even how to do a bit ofcomputing: So ifwe'd arranged
samething, what I found was if we were doing a programme and arranging thing~ a lot of
them were not turning up -especially when it was people coming in. If you were doing arts
and crafts things it was like they were all here, you were inundated with them all, sa I wasn't
being hard on them, but I did say, 'Look you con't just come when we're doing something that
you want to do, you've got to come when it's other things that are going on.' But we do sit as
a graup and I'll soy to them, 'Right, you tell me what you wont and I will try my best to get it
there'
(DO - young mothers' worker)

That this can be managed effectively is borne out by the comments of the young mothers
concerned:

Maggie: You get two hours away, and it helps you like with work and that becouse they
always get people in from the job centre, and stuff like, first aid - we done our first aid course
as well

Ruth: Computing as well, we've done that.

Maggie: We've actually got a few certificates for being at the creche, we got like our first aid.
our computing, things like that have helped us a lot. And then we got a job. after that.
(DO - young mothersl

In one project. the workers discussed the way in which they managed the process of compeling
demands partly through 'creative accountancy':

There is the money attached to issue and things at one end and the young people at the orh,r
and the youth workers job is to get the two things to meet. She tolked about using drugs
money to do the music project •.
(RD).

However, it is not always possible to effectively manage competing perspectives within the
environment of youth work.

6.3 Activity as youth work

Sometimes in the youth work setting there is role confusion and difficulty in sustaining the
central 'youth work' perspective. This is particularly the case in relation to 'specialist' work with
young people:

While we were waiting I sat in._ on a meeting with the new centre manager and workers who
run the disability group once a week at the centre. They are planning a residential but there
are problems in getting core stoff. In the post they hove dane things that they shouldn't such
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as lifting, giving out medicotion The project manager had raised a lot of these issues when
he came into past at the centre as the workers had been working in this way for yeors when
they really shouldn't have but they had never been told not to. There are also issues to do with
the parenl5 of the young people, and the workers did not wont to go with them. The project
manager was talking about what the 'role' ofa youth worker was. currently they were not
doing youth workers ro/~, it was more like a carer. providing respite rare. There is no room for
youth work. They have not received any help from social services and they talked about the
difficult obstacles they faced.
IRD)

Sustaining the central 'youth work' perspective and approach can be particularly problematic
in the context of referral when the young people do not access the youth project through
their own initiative and when then~ is no necessary unity of interest between the individuals
in the groups referred. In two projects. groups formed on the basis of referral comprised a
set of individuals each with their own particular behavioural or personal issues.. In both these
situations, there was no evident basis either for building group solidarity or for constructing
aprogramme which related to common issues and interests. Programmes were devised
with reference to abstract goals - such as 'improving behaviour' or 'engaging in alternative
education~ The consequences for the youth work in such situations were generally negative.

In such contrived conditions. the primary task of the youth work during group activities became
that of keeping the young people occupied and preventing them from engaging in destructive
or disruptive behaviour. The purposeful intentions of the activity programmes were submerged
in the necessity of maintaining order and safety:

The workers had met lost night and agreed to implement a yellow/red cord system, [to deal
with unacceptable behaviour] which was introduced to the young people... The group then set
off to go bowling... At first the young people mucked around with the machines. jumping to try
to make the change fall out. They were asked not to, warned and then one young man got a
yellow card. He seemed to seWe after this. Then we went bowling, for the first hour the young
people behaved and played the gome well, but the food was late and when it come it was very
poor They began to lose patience and started mucking around, throwing more than one bowl,
shutting a member ofstoff oUl5ide the building [another yellow cord) going down the lanes
The games were obondoned and we tried to leave. There was a pick and mix sweet counter
unattended - the young people staned nicking sweel5- one young man who already hod a
yellow cord was cought red handed and given a red cord, some sweel5 were returned, others
weren't. We left with workers and young people in a bod mood... We got bock to the centre, the
young man with the 'red cord' was told to leave- he would not be allowed to do footboll- a
decision would be mode later about whether he should be allowed on the trip tomorrow. He
wouldn't leave the site, although he did leove the building. He then broke the door on the
entrance to the building.
IRD)

he reality of working in such conditions and attempting to prevent chaos is seldom fully
,presented in the public representation of youth work practice and does not fit easily into the
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professional discourse of informal education. It is possible of course, that over time and with
patience. the youth workers can have an effect upon the behaviour of difficult young people. In tre
project cited above. a great deal of one-lo-one work with individuals was conducted in addition to
the activity programme but out of sight of the research project, and there does seem to have been
some progress in the behaviour of the referred group over the cou~ of the whole programme:

Worke,,; could give examples ofmoments (0 young person apo/ogising) or generol changes (0
young person being able to resist being wound up by his pee,,;)... These moments or generol
trends seem to be very important to the workers, in term of giving their work meaning as we/I
as being the examples that they use to show that the project is working.
IROj

Confirming this, in interview with one of the young people, the following was recorded:

Researcher: Do you think you have changed at all since you have come here>

Gizmo: Umm, 1think I have become a bit more confident every time' rome. everyday it is a bli
more confident.
IDO - young woman)

Nevertheless, such small gains are hard won in th~ conditions and it is not clear that it was
achieved as a consequence of the group activities of the youth work as opposed to the SOCIal
work skills of one of the full time workers. The informal educational perspective of youth worl
is not principally a therapeutic one and the informal educational approach depends upon some
minimal preconditions, one of which is that the young people involved are amenable to the
development of constructive inter-personal dialogue with each other and with workers.

In the open environment, when different groups and individuals access youth projects. there
are frequently young people present whose behaviour is difficult or disruptive. 'Policing'
undoubtedly figures in the everyday practice of most youth workers and sometimes the
activities organised are undertaken in full knowledge that the youth worker role will be mainly
a policing one in this context. However, when young people whose behaviour is not defined
as specifically problematic are also present, there is usually an ameliorating effect upon those
who are more difficult. Youth workers depend on this variety within youth groups in order to
work with them effectively, mobilising the positive aspeclS of peer group pressure and playing
to the strengths of different young people in a context of common group interest and inter
relatedness. Dne of the problems with a referral process which allocates groups to a pre-planneo
youth work programme is that it demands time, energy and specialist skill which are often
beyond the capacity and resources of youth workers. The resulting conditions are at the very
least, exhausting and undermining for workers:

While I was sirring with the workers they talked about the nightmare that the seaside trip
hod been. With many of the young people behoving really bodly. running off, getting caught
stealing. How tired they hod been at the end of the day having spent what felt like the whole
day chasing the young people around.
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I was absolutely knackered when I got home, cavered in black dust from the power station and
bruised and bleeding from the ice skating.

The female worker soid she was so wound up and angry with them that she cauld cry
IRD)

GIven youth worker claims about their ability to work with groups of young people, the
dIfficulty in achieving anticipated outcomes in conditions like this can undermine professional
confidence. Whilst all youth workers experience intense periods of exhausting work, often
assoCiated with activities such as residentials and day trips with large numbers of excited young
people, this pace is not normally sustained over the period of a complete programme. In one
rase, a volunteer who had previously been interested in pursuing a career in youth work was so
drsenchanted and tired out by the experienC't of an activities programme with a referred group
that she decided to look elsewhere.

In another project, the resistance of individual members of a group referred by a school were
e,pressed passively rather than actively. They simply refused to co-operate with the 'alternative
education' programme delivered in the youth work setting:

One young woman put up her hood and slumped over the table with her face covered,
camplaining that she thought the group was supposed to be for /3 to '9-yeor-olds and
that this was 'too childish: Another worker intervened and soid he had done computing at
university at degree level and had to do things like this- she was not impressed by this The
firsl worker tried a different tac~ 'But we have to do this for ASDAN- sometimes you have
to do things thaI you don't want to do: The young woman began asking whether she 'had to
com,' to thiS. The worker replied that Ihe yOung woman would have to talk to the school if
she didn't wont to come. The yOung woman then asked if the project tells the school whether
or nol the yOung people have turned up, the worker said that they wouldn't 'ignore the fact' if
Ihe young people didn't turn up.
(RD)

The energies of the youth workers used to engage the young people and to encourage them to
\\Iork as a group in this context were constantly undermined, yet because particular content was
speCified and because particular goals had to be achieved, the workers could not reconstruct
the programme according 10 the realities of Ihe young people present. In this siluation, the
work was dilectly related to the demands of formal education and the youth work was being
ronstructed with reference to an agenda set outside its own professional discourses. This
involves a loss of agency for youth workers and commits them to service to other professional
'JflOfltles. It is difficult to imagine how professional self-confidence amongst youth workers can
X" sustained in such circumstances.

[he claim of youth workers lhat their practice depends upon voluntary participation is
'gnificanr. A necessary corollary of this is that the programmes that are devised to engage
.oung people in purposeful aClivity arr derived from knowledge of the yOung people themselves
. as individuals, groups, members of communities or subcultures, with particular interests and
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capacities. To design programmes which do not refer primarily to the positive identities of the
young people. which respond to 'deficit; 'lack' or 'failure' in relation to other social institutions
and with reference to goals created externally, without the participation of the young people, is
to set up youth work to fail. This does not mean that youth work itself is problematic, but that
it does not work well in response to abstractions. It needs constant grounding in the realities of
young people's lives. the knowledge which comes from dialogue with them and the willingness
to attempt to meet their self-defined needs and interests in order to succeed.

When these criteria are reflected in the programmes and timetables. the youth work interven-
tion can be exceptionally fruitful and productive (Bren\. 20(4). The young skateboarders who
participated in the focus group stage of the resea~h described how the youth workers worked
alongside them on a number of levels. Firstly, they acknowledged the legitimacy of their interest
in skating as an activity and helped them to find places to skate legitimately and safely. Secondly,
they encouraged them to produce askating video and through asix week programme to do some
research about the difficulties of finding somewhere to skate to be presented to politicians as part
of acampaign to have a skate park developed. Thirdly, they brought together skaters from different
communities and cultures to skate together and to work together on brraking down differences ana
barriers between them. The consequences were not only positive for the young people themselves.
but also for parents who were more at ease about their children going out to skate, and for local
people who felt less threatened by skaters; the outcomes included improved relations between
young people and authority figures in local communities including police and local politicians and
improved relations between young people from different places and community cultures. as well as
the possibility of achieving the development of askate park. For the young people, the intervention
of the youth workers had nothing but positive effects. and whilst facilitating their skating subculture
was foundational, they understood that this went beyond the skating activity itself:

Researcher: If os young people you were going to set up on inspection tcom that was going to
go round and look at youth projects, to see how they work and if they are any good, what son
of things would you look for?

Craig: The leisureness of it; is it laid back or are you actually being forced to do something'
Because if you're forced to do something then it isn't really worth your while coming to it Ano
if you are going to have to pay through the nose for i\. like we hod [before]! We paid barely
nothing to go down to [Southploce with the youth workers] and it was brilliant One of the
best things that has happened to me like.

Andy: Nice people, I con vouch for the peop," at this youth group, and a couple ofother ones.
they are all nice people, they are here to work with you rother than against you, they are here
to work for you rather than just to get the job done, and get the next pay packet

Researcher: Have you got any suggestions obaut the things we should look at when we go
around visiting youth projects? You've said obaut it being laid back and things like that
Craig: They're laid back but they are getting the job done. They may be sitting and chatting
with us. but we are still doing the inte~ws and we're still working towards an actual
purpose. And that's one of the main things. it isn't a youth clu4 it~ actually working with us
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to actually, there~ always on aim towards the end of it Like this one the aim was to go to
lSouthploCf:J and to get the video mode to go to the council. The one before that was to get a
video mode before the end of it So we could all have a copy of us skating.
(fG - young ~oplel

The purposefulness of project programming and its possibilities for achieving such positive
outcomes is partly what gives youth work its legitimacy as aservice for young ~ople and it
IS therefore central to the everyday in youth work. However, the descriptive power of activity
and its goal-orientated potential can obscure from view other as~cts of youth work practice
which are less easily vtrbalisrd or represented. For equally important to the activism, as the
skateboarders imply is that youth workers are understood by the young ~ople to have a
pe""nal commitment which reaches beyond the professional confines of paid work. This
personal commitment is manifest in working 'alongside' the young people and it takes the form
of being 'laid back' and 'chatting' whilst at the same time keeping an eye on the purpose.

for youth workers, the programmes and the timetables are not only ends in themselves, but at
the same time a means to a whole range of objectives associated with professional purpose:

Researcher: Whot are you hoping young people will get out ofporticipoting in those groups?

Ian: """"nol development growth. Ho~fully develop orritudes that then help them became
active members of the community, citizens - all that kind of thing.

Researcher: And what kind of thing~ in terms ofprogromming and process. how do you try
and make that happen?

Ian: Through conversotion, through listening to what they wont to do, through challenging
them sometimes - challenging them a lot actually It~ quite a new group and it~ come out
of the need for something like this in the orca because there is ongoing issues with young
males and young females in Kilntawn. And they need some kind of guidanCf: to help them get
over that 16, 17 year old period and became young adults. So hopefully just to construct a
progromme that'll respond to what they want to do, and also try and do drop-in, just charring,
talking, pool, have a cup of teo, that kind ofstuff.
(DO - youth worker)

Icross all the projects in the research, the workers were observed taking opportunities within
)fojects to listen to young ~ople, to engage in conversations with them and to encourage
:onversations and discussions between them which did not necessarily have anything at all to
10 with the activity in hand, or the programme in which that activity was a part:

The worker talked about the young mothers group, they run =ians around arts and croth.
where the young women con chat together about all sorts of issues
(RD)

It gives them their quality time, whether they wont to do anything in the group, or just want
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to sit and have a discussion. And a lot of the time 1'1/ find that if you soy to them, 'Right what
do you wont to do today? Do you want to get stuck in and do something, or do you want to
just sit and have a discussion?' A lot of the time they will soy. We o~ in the mood for 0 char
today Can we just sit and have a chat?' And then they will all open up. And if they're at home.
sometimes they wouldn't open up to their po~nt5 because they a~ tao close to them. Sa they'!
open up with one another or they'll open up with me. Sa I feel that group does help that way
(DO - young mother>' worker!.

Here the activity of arts and craft5 was programmed not only because the young people were
interested in it, but also because it offered flexibility and the space to 'just chat' without
subverting any plan~

Opportunities taken just 'to chat' were part of the process of relationship-building and in
practice they provided some of the background information needed to construct timetables
and programmes which were relevant to the young people and which systematised some
of the issues raised. They also generated work over and above that which was written into
timetables and not generally included in the documentary evidence of the project. For the
topics which arose in conversation with the young people could not always tJ( incorporated intv
project planning or accounting. This was particularly the cast when workers were dealing with
individual young people who needed support around personal issues:

The worker talked about having a social audit done of the project Aman had come down to
look at the project (0 drop-in) and wanted to know how long the workers spent with each
client. The worker explained that it depended on the issue, that some young people may onlt
be there five minutes and others (if the~ was a sexual abuse issue for example) could take
do~ The man was not satisfied with this answer and wanted to know how lang on averagr
the worker spent with each young persan.
(RD)

The needs of young people in reality constantly spill over the edges of and intrude upon the
efficient operation of programming and timetabling. Sometimes they subvert the successful
completion of an activity. At other times, they intrude upon time set aside for administration
and bureaucracy. Sometimes they also impinge directly upon the free time of worker>. In the
main, youth worker> believed that the actual, everyday needs of young people could neither
be completely predicted nor contained within pre-planned programmes and timetable~ In the
practice of youth work, it is the conve~tions and the work which derives directly from the
informal contact with worker> and young people which is most highly valued by worker> and
young people alike. Yet in the representations of youth work, this work takes a minor place.
Certainly, in the work which is undertaken in response to policy and funding imperatives it is ",
programmes of activity which are most conspicuously promoted and used within partner>h,p
arrangemen~ In the process. there is a danger that an equally important aspect of youth worl
engaging with young people's 'being' as well as their 'doing' will be 'written out' of the public
frame for youth work. Insofar as such work continues to be pUr>ued, the evidence from the
research is that it is increasingly being pUr>ued within the personal framework of youth work"
under>tanding of their professional role and responsibility.
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Chapter 7:

Communicating With Young People

i Chink conversation is the most important thing in youth work if I'm to be honest. It5 not just
when YDu'rr working with young people it's in your profession. Conversation. That's where
everything comes from, your ideas, what you're going to do next where your contacts come from,
evervthing comes from ronvef50tions that you have with people. Without it I don't even think
;'ourh worK would even exist.
100 - outreach worker)

7.1 Listening to young ~ple

Communication with young people is the principal method and focus of youth work. Active
messages are communicated through a range of media, including buildings., programmes and
timetables, but most important for progressing an informal educational approach is the quality
of the communication which takes place in the dialogue between young people and youth
workers. It is in conversation that youth worke~ are able to learn about young people and
3Scertain what might be appropriate action for the youth project to take on their behalf. It
:s through talking with youth workers that young people come to understand that the youth
"oJec! might offer more that the immediately apparent and useful recreational space. By its
1ature, conversation is about relationships. For it to succeed, those engaged in it must also
iSlen. and be sensitive to the meanings which the others are communicating 15mith,1994).

Jstening and sensitivity to the other person are often more important that talking. It is through
heir listening that youth worke~ demonstrate their commitment to and respect for young
leaple and it is only when the verbal interventions of the youth worker are meaningful and
Ipprapriate in the young person's terms that relationships of trust begin to be established. As a
tarting point, this means that youth workers must be aware that sometimes young people do
,at want to engage in con~rsation. In the environment of the project, work.e~ must decipher
he meaning of silences as well as sounds. Sometimes these signify nothing more than a
:gltimate desire on the part of the young person to relax and make use of the project"s facilities.
It another time they may signify crisis. Youth workers who are 'on duty' must therefore be

onstantly alert to other signals of communication including body language, general behaviour,
nd peer group relations.

)r many of the youth worke~ in the research the success of their communication with young
eople relied as much upon ·giving space' as it did to intervening and acting out an agenda:
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Kerry: I think, from the ones that I've bet:n speaking to, they seem to think the [project} people
respect them and sort of treat them..,o bit more mature, like adults. Not like adults, but, you
know, give them the freedom to do what they wont to do, without the guidelines of porents
and teachers and scuff like that. The ones I've bet:n surveying recently they really like that, and
that's why they've rome bock and wont to rome bock more and do more stuff.

Sharon: ... we don't have an agenda for them, like social workers would have or tffichers
would have. It's open, it's open and it gives them free spoee, as well, that they don't really get

anywhere else.

Danny: It's that they're welcome, we just provide a little bit of breathing spoee for them to be,
begin thinking about. or not thinking about. or just however they wont to be, with what ever
might be going on for them at the time. We just provide that little extra spoee that they con
begin to sort of move through whatever it is that they wont to do, or get the support for
IfG - youth workers)

It is only in such an environment that conversation can become a developmental method,
because meaningful dialogue depends upon all participanrs having power to negotiate irs terms
and content. Once their power to influence the use of time and space. and their influence over
the pace and content of conversation is recognised by the young people, they are then more
likely to engage openly in a relationship. In the development of this relationship they come to
realise that they can access youth workers as facilitators. mentors and advocates. From their SlOt:
youth workers can begin to pursue their informal educational purposes in a manner responsIve
to the realities of young people's lives and levels of understanding:

When we got bock to the centre one worker soid that while listening to some of the
discussions in the bock of the minibus he felt that there were some issues that they rould won
on with this group in the future. Om: WDS racism.
IRD)

Creating space for silence, and listening also means that youth workers hear what might not
be 'on the surface' or what might be inaudible to others. Ther~ were situations r~corded in th.
research diaries where it was obvious that the youth worker was picking out signs within and
beyond the noise of activities. and everyday hubbub to focus upon an individual or a group of
young people for attention with the purpose of developing a conversation.

Being able to do this effectively depends to some extent upon having some pre-knowledge of
the young people concerned. Listening and interpreting signals happens within a social and
knowledge context. Sometim~s youth workers had knowledg~ of young people from their
childhood and had through contact with them developed a broader understanding of th~ir I,ves'

We sow some young peaple walking olong with o/roho/. The worker talked about one boy IVO'

wos obout 9 yeors old. She knew the family and soid thot he hod bet:n in trouble in th~ yout'
eentre before and she rang his father to rollert him but he was drunk and wouldn't. So they
hod to roll the poliee. This hod happened on two occasions... We SOw 0 young man aged 000':
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18 who the worker had worked with a few years ago but he had moved out of the town. She
caught up an his whereabouts and told him to came to the centre. She was surprised to have
seen him and by the sound of it she had done quite a lot of work with him.
IRDJ

Such knowledge comes partially from the rootedness of some youth projects in the local
community and also from the seamlessness of everyday life within the project where the
structured and unstructured, the informal, semi-formal and formal overlap_ Contact and
communication in different circumstances contributes to a range of narratives about individuals.
families and groups which youth workers can draw upon to inform their understanding.

7.2 Talking on diffe",nt levels

This seamlessness and the blurred boundaries of different aspects of the work was refiected in
the ways in which young people communicated with projects.. Sometimes such communication
was goal-orientated and purposeful - particularly in the most structured. activities-based work.
But at all times the immediate purposive activity was overlaid with the informal. The young
people took what they could from the formal - whether that led to certificates or portfolios
or a job and insofar as this was important to them so they engaged fully with structured
conversation.

However, what they gainrd from the youth work setting which they most valued was the
opportunity for informality where other things which come out of the contact seem almost to
be accidental- a consequence of the contact rather than its purpose for them:

She said that she cames to the centre because, 'It's somewhere to go, to keep warm.' She also
said that she doesn't drink as much as she used to because she comes to the centre now Both
said that they like 'Chatting to the youth workers.' One soid that. 'Workers make you think' and
that they are easier to talk to about issues rather than parents. They 'Oon't tell you off and
they 'Give you lots of option~'
IRD)

~"hilst the thrust of policy is to credit the systematic and organised conversations of youth
IQrk which are goal-orientated and purposive, the reality of the everyday developmental
onversations of youth work is that they take plac. at a number of different level~ So even in
rejects which were highly structured and goal~orientated, to be succrssful it was necessary
or the workers to .ngage with immediat. and personal issues as well as with the systematic
onversation which related to 'training; 'challenge' or 'currjculum~

One young woman, on the all female team, left the exercise half way through in tears as she
was felling unwell- she had borely slept so for this week and one of the female workers went
with her and they later come bock and watched the rest of the exercise and the worker was
talking to her about what her plans were for Septemtx:r
IRDJ
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Tht session IItgon with chat, as tach young ptrson orrivtd tht worktrs check in with thtm,
how their jobs/school/colltgt/rtlotionships wtrt going. Ont young woman hod just got a new
boyfritnd (having movtd on from the old one quite fast). There was somt informal challenging
of this through jokes (and whtn did you finish with him Friday? Worktrs pulling faces!. One
young man was rloor that he wasn't playing around any more and had made a decision to
cakt it mart seriously with a formtr girlfriend. One young woman's Nan hod just died, sht
calked about this for a whilt. Sht had decided not to go to tht funerol, a warktr gtntly hdpro
her txplore this, checking that she wouldn't regrtt this decision lattr Thtrt was a conversocion
about how many houses prople had livtd in, with workers and young ptople both sharing (one
worker had grown up in a very big hause, another had livtd in corovans and a bus- it wos a
very optn conversotian, possibly unlike those young prople would regularly have with adults.

There was then a mare business typt bit whtre worktrs checked availability for future trips,
asking for consent forms etc. They talktd to tht young prop" about their future rolt in the
project.. possibly btcoming petr mtntars ...

Just IItfore tht exercise IItgan the male worker did a cord trick that seemed to act as a way co
IItgin co focus the group. The exercise was thtn introduced.
(RDI

Purposeful and systematic conversations are related to the expectation amongst young people
of outcome-orientated activity and some projects are mort: geared to such an approach
than others. However, whether a project is constructed at one side of a spectrum as mainly
structured. curriculum based and outcome led. or at the other end as mainly flexible, informal
and optn-ended, space must always be available for the immediate, the light-hearted and the
developmental in order to retain the specific youth work ethos.

Informative, serious and developmental conversations are leavened by the light and chatty
banter or exchange of pleasantries. and all conversation in youth projects is characterised
by variety of intensity and depth in communication. The light and chatty is the informal
thread which sustains communication between the more intense moments of developmental
or structured discussion and debale. Even though its content might be immediate and
unsystematic, it is nevertheless important not only in creating ease and space in projects, but
also because it is used to facilitate the beginnings of the interpersonal knowledge between
the young person and the youth worker. Often it is the youth worker who must initiate such
conversations in the early stages of a young person's involvement with a project. and knowing
how to pitch the conversation - when to be silent, when to be light-hearted and when to ask
personal questions or develop 'issue-based' discussion is a highly skilled process.

It's a skill ofa youth worker, that's tht differtnce with good staff. trained staff or experitnceo
staff picking up on those momtnts and makt somtthing out of nothing. I think with the
teenage mums, they sit and do the activity they do and tht conversotion thot comes out and
often about thtir social lift - drinking, We're going aut on Friday night to gtt drunk.' Obvious
thing for you to soy. Why are you going to get drunk? Are you going aut for a drink and
ptrhaps you'll get drunk? But why is it you've got to go with tht intention of gttting drunk?'
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And then you get that opens doors for lots of thing~ 'What if somebody spikes your drink?
Dote ropel' It's the quality and experience ofstoff art important there (intmuption 
background noise).../ think our youth workm we try and encouroge them to work in a certain
way, challenging, non judgemental, to try and undmtond the type of young people we'rt
working with and to crtote these opportunities if they don't arise normally in conversotion,
to be prooctive and crtote these moments... I think some of the best youth work comes out
of things like that. a discussion. You know; 'Let's sit down and discuss femalrs drinking: that's
too heavy going, but when it crops up and it con be rtlottd to their everyday proctice, 'We art
going out on Friday and getting drunk: then you stort to question it and throw lirrle things, like
out of the newspoper...
IDD- youth worker)

Sometimes. even when youth workers know the young people concerned. verbal interventions
meet with resistance. This happens most often when a worker or young person is new to a
oroject, when workers are inexperienced. or when the young person has made contact for
purposes other than those suggested by the content of the conversation:

Two young men arrived. One osked where the female worker was as soon as he walked in.
The trointt told him that she would be bock in a while and they stayed in the centrt. They
IVere talking amongst themselves and playing with mobile phones The trointt youth worker
was trying to engage them in conversation. He knew one of the young men and was asking
him how his course was going. The young man hod dropptd out of the course (it is a six
IVttk courst... which is a prtcursor to courses such as E2E). He soid he had got bored with the
course and preferred to Slay at home all day. The worker tried to talk to him about this but just
receiveo one word onswe" or grunts bock most of the time. He was asking him if he wonted
to get a job where he would be able to earn money to then be able to do thing~ The young
man said that he did not wont any of thi~ he just wonted to sit around all day and that he got
[2 a doy from his gron. The worker was continually trying to talk to him and engage him in
conversation, but there was little in return from the young man.
IRD)

Beginning conversation and engaging young people is skilled work. Youth workm must
approach their early contacts in a manner which understands and seeks to breaks down those
barriers of defensiveness against adults in general, against institutions, against peer group
bravado which many young people bring with them to projects - and particularly to the more
,nformal projects which art locally-based. In structured, activitits-based projects young people
expect to be drawn into conversation which relates directly to an activity. Youth worke" do not
initially attempt to become familiar with the personal lives of the young people involved. This
,can only happen later, and over time. Similarly, for those young people who access open projects
~s. a place to relax and engage in self-directed recreation, the youth worker must be careful not
to subvert these intentions in the process of initiating conversation. Again, conversation will
aften take place simply in relation to the activity. The early stages of inter-personal contact
betwttn youth worke" and young people art not necessarily undertaken as one-to-one
communication and are more often broached most effectively and light-heartedly with groups,
Jsing common experie:n~ such as having watched a popular film, as a foundation for the chat
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and oft.n d.ploying humour to .ncourag. thos< involv.d to rdax.

With som. young p<opl. who acc.ss youth proj.cts, conv.rsation might n.v.. mo.. b<yond th.
activity-orientated or the superficial, but with those who make regular contact, who are seen
..gularly in d.tach.d s<ssions or who mak. f..qu.nt us< of buildings, it invariably does d.v.lop
as th<y b.com. mo.. comfortabl. with th. surroundings, com. to und.rstand how proj.cts
can b. us<d and what th.y ofkr, and b<com. mo.. awa.. of th. rol. of th. youth work...
Even then, light conversation, or conversation designed simply to impart information about the
proj.ct's programmes and activiti.,. ..mains important as part of th. sociability of proj.ct lif•.

Ev.ryday chat is crucial to th. maint.nanc. of th. 'fri.ndly' atmosph... of youth proj.cts
communicating to the young people that this is not an organisation which treats them as a
'probl.m' or thdr liv<s as a 'p<riod of transition' but rath.. on. which values th.m as full human
beings in their here and now. So what youth workers sometimes describe as 'banter' infiltrates
th••v.ryday atmosph... of youth work s<ssions:

Thot's onoth., thing I would say is th. most important things to m. k..ping th. fac.-to-fac.
work up and gwing conv<rsotions going, g.tting bont., going and just k..ping in touch I
think that's it. K..ping in touch with ~pl. an th.ir I~I
(DD - d.tach.d youth work.,)

7,3 Boundarks and possibilities

Th. d.v.lopm.nt of trust in th. contact between youth worker and young p.rson, which is
e",ntial to th. possibility of developing dialogu. at a d••p<r levd, dep<nds upon the c..ation
of an atmosph..e of fri.ndliness but in th. process the youth worker must also establish
relational boundaries So th. young p.ople gradually learn that th. chattin.ss and banter
is friendliness. 'but not friendship' and that it is only if such boundari.s a.. resp.ct.d that
the worker will b. in a position to take the place of a fully trusted adult with whom their
conversations can become more 'riskY.

The manager was trying to explain to them that youth workers are not and connot ~ young
~ple's friends as one young woman had said this. He said that could~ friendly but not
friends. He said that th<y had rr:lationships with young ~ple but not friendships. Th. femal,
worker said that ~use she kn.w th. young women sa wdl that it would~ pos.sibl. to tell
by their attitude, body language, mood whether therr: was a problem or something th<y were
not happy about and if it ne.ded to ~ pursued at that point.
(DD - .ducational s<ssion s<t up for th. ~arch)

As appropriat. conditions are ..tablish.d and th. young p.opl. com. to und.rstand the
professional role of youth work.... th<y often feel able to talk about subjects which are not
possible .Is<wh... and in a manner which is b<yond th...strict ions impoS<d by oth.. informal
and formal ..Iationships with adults. A conversation b<tween young p<opl. and workers where
trust has b<en establish.d, can very quickly mo.. from the mundane or the light-hearted into
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the ",rious (and back again). In the proc,,~ the young person is fr.. to take from it what they
need and to stop it when they want, whilst the worker can impart useful information whilst at
the same time gleaning privileged knowledge from the perspective of young people upon which
future work can be established:

Two young women rome into the centre... They wanted to know if there was going to be a
meeting about the residential with the detached worker later that day The manager did not
know so they decided to stay around for a while to wait for the ather worker They sot down
with us and started chatting about what they had been up to, mosrty revolving around boys.
It was on interesting conversation, they obviously felt very at ease with the male worker. One
spoke about meeting a young man last night while she was au( the other spoke about various
people she liked etc. The manager later soid that they used to be even more boy mad a year
ago and wouldn't talk about anything else! They talked about relationships and having S/'){

The manager was talking about his experiences as a young man. The manager introduced
questions, asking 'Is it warth having sex with a boy if they do not mean anything to them?
What does the boy think, how does he act?' They also talked about sofe S/'x and about not
rushing into things ohen in relation to their friends. They were really open with him and in
front of me as I'd only met them once before. Through such canversations the manager gets a
lot of information from young people as they talk freely about other young people and what
people are up to...
IRD)

As workers in another location recognised:

I thinlt.. it's probobly one of the only places they can came to talk obout S/'x or drugs or
alcaholor whatever. They can't maybe, necessarily do that at school and they can't do it ot
home. So... aport from talking to their peers it's really the only opportunity they get to tolk to
adults about anything they want Nothing is off Iimits....1f they want to tolk obout anything
they can talk about it here, with u~ So it's one of the only places they get to do that It's
important thot they should have somewhere like thor.
IFG .. youth workers}

The combination of ethical professional behaviour on the part of workers within informal
inter-personal relationships in which the humanity of young people is central, allows for the
possibility of moving beyond the normal boundari" of professional conversation. Everyday
life becomes a topic of interest and value in the youth project setting and it is this which
encourages the young people to trust workers and to expand the range of their discussions
beyond the light and chatty into the mort in-depth meaningful areas where they might
discover information, have questions answered and begin a process of learning in ways which
are silenced or out-of-bounds in other settings other than perhap~ those of the peer group.
Moreover, as one young woman commented: 'You learn that it is OK to look stupid sometimes..
People do not laugh at you:

Mostly such 'risky' conversations take place in public - in group situations where mort than one
~oung person, and sometimes more than one worker is present This not only further increases
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the safety of the risk taking, but also offers opportunities to extend the range of the learning as
the conversation builds and develops into deeper discussion in which a range of opinions can be
given.

One yOung woman talked about how she liked the way in which we were 01/ sitting talking and
said that she thought ir was educational to sir and calk and alsa rhar it was good because she
did nor think of ir as learning in a formal way even though she does learn from siccing and
talking ca workers.
IRDI

The informal group context in which conversation can move from the light, through the
informative, into the issue-haS(d and sometimes into deeprr reflection and critical questioning.
depersonalises the issues which young people bring to the content. The discussion legitimis,,,
their questions in ways which encourage reflective understanding and moral positioning. This
contributes to self-confidence and the expression of personal agency when discussing the same
topic as a personal 'problem' might have the opposite effect.

7.4 Talking about i....es

An important part of the educational art of the youth worker is to facilitate the transformatio
of personal into social issues. and to understand the relevance of the social for the personal.
Sometimes this might mean engaging in informal discussion with groups of young people
about a subject such as smoking, violence or alcohol which the youth worker understands as a
social issue affecting young people in general but which might at the same time have personal
consequences.

The yOung women were talking about the drugs thor are avoilable in the area, This gave the
worker rhe chance ca ask them about what is going around at the rime. There seemed ro
be a lot of concern abour rhe current lor of ecstasy going around and the worker was able
to discuss some of the issues surrounding this wirh the yOung people. There seems ra be a
problem with the drugs being cut with other chemicals which he was ralking to the yOung
people abour. to make rhem aware. In some ways it's surprising how much rhe yOung people
know but in ather ways some of the beliefs rhey hold are worrying, rhe myths thor must go
around on the streets.
IRD)

A young person affected by the negative consequences of drug-taking might in such an
environment join in a group discussion and learn how to address some issues associated with
drugs without ever attracting a label associated with 'problem', 'deviant' or 'deficient:

Someane picked up a drugs education leaflet and he started going rhrough all rh~ drugs he'd
taken and what he had no intention of taking and it was an eye opener, 7aken rhar. Tak~n

thor. What the hell is that?' You tell him whar it invo/vn 'God I'm nor going anywhere neor
thoC" And rhen yOu start about When do yOu take ir? How oteen do yOu take it? What do you
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think about it?' That opens a drugs discussion with them. And then you would need to find out
from there what their attitudes are and that happens on a regular bosis with drugs and with
alcohol.
[DO - youth worker}

(aung people bring the learning which they achieve in these situations back into their
)VJn external networks - to their families, their siblings and their friends in particular. The
:onversation in the youth project has an impact which reverberates beyond its confines.

'Jot all understanding of 'issues' comes from conversations with young people. Youth workers
~re aware of the concerns generated in the media, discussed in a variety of public situations and
nformed by hard evidence about the world of the young. Organisalional policies. as much as
the realities of young people's lives inform the educational content of youth work interventions
;nd conversations and sometimes this is integrated into the development of educational
nrogrammcs or activities which systematically address topics of concern. When work is targeted
al specific groups such as Muslim young people, young mothers or young people excluded from
;chool, then it is particularly likely that the communication between young people and the
~outh workers will be negotiated between the informal and the formal. But it is in relation to its
polentlal for enabling informal association that the more systematic goal-orientated behaviour
faCIlitated:

Denise: I think that's one of ehe main things about coming ehough isn'e ie' 50 like a place
where you ron be comfortable and get ~rtifirotf'S and things inscead of having to go to
college where people mighe not be so confident eo do thor.

Researcher: What mokes it more comfortable Chen, could you puc your finger on what it is
about ehe projece'

Denise: I think like if you compore it to a college or something that's like really daunting to
think aboue for some people. Walking into like a big, massive compus. And then juse coming
Into a little place like here with just a few people makes you feel sort ofmore ofat ease juse to
came and sort of have a cup of tea and do work that way more informally
[DO - young womanl

lomeumes. the identification of specific issues to be addressed within projects involves specialist
workers, or workers with specialist responsibilities. Such workers come to be identified by the
young people in relation to these topics. and will access the youth project specifically to seek
Out the specialist information or support required. Yet even here, the surrounding informality
and the ability to contextuali~ such work within a larger framework of 'unproblematic'
communication, is highly valued by the young people involved:

The female detached worker. as usual, had to spend most ofher time dealing with young
people's sexual health problems. Ayoung man and woman came in and wonted to see her
but she was busy with another young woman so the manager asked them if they wanted
to come and sit in the main room with the rest of us for a while. They did this and everyone
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was chatting about music and television, it was a n:laxed atmosphere (during this time I was
coming in and aut of the room as the manager was asking young people if they would talk
to me as they wen: arriving and he had arranged a room where we could do this). The female
worker then took them both to the clinic.
(RD)

Such work leads to the possibility of youth workers also being identified as resources for
individual young people to bring problems and issues which they believe will be treated
differently from the response which they might receive elsewhere. Much one-to-one work
which is undertaken in the context of youth projects is unpredictable in the everyday and often
happens in the interstices ~tween more structured, programmed events and activities.

Sometimes conversation has to be picked up from traumas and crises which young people bring
into the project from their lives outside:

There was general chat in the room between the workers, the con:taker and on occasion the
young women. They wen: trying to get the young woman who was ill to go home but she
refused. She went to the toilet and the other young woman, her friend, soid that she thought
she was having some prablems with her mother at home. When she come bock through, the
manager asked if she wanted to go into the office to talk to him and they both went into the
office and were in there for over an hour.
(RDJ

This type of situation can happen at any time .. in the middle of a structured event, during a
'drop-in' or when the project workers are involved in other, unrelated pieces of work or even
when the project is closed.

This young woman who's just dropped in this morning early because she's obviously got this
crisis in her life and yet we have to be in with a group at halfpost nine...You con't just soy. ' I'm
sorry. come bock at thn:e o'clock,' because she could go and self harm or something in those
six hours. So you've got to be able to step bock and soy. whoever you're working with, 'I need
to be with so and so for a while because there's a problem.'
(DD - youth worker)

Occasionally workers find that their one-to-one work with young people involves them in
processes of inter-agency work and referral when the issues are beyond the remit of the
professionalism of the youth worker:

He also spoke about the young woman who hod been coming to the pro~t and who then:
wen: issues with. Appon:ntly she hod been leaving notes at the project it seems because she
wanted people to find them. He hod been to a meeting at the school with two teachers and
her mother. It has been decided that she needs to see a psychologist which is being arronged.
The school hove noticed how she is becaming man: demanding on their time.
(RD)
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'Part from the confidential work which takes place in relation to young people who have
ntensely peMnal needs or problem~ and which of necessity were beyond the range of data
ollection in the: research, youth workc:rs mostly o~rate on a public stage dealing with a range
,f different levels and types of conversation simultaneously. In the open conte.xt of 'drop-
11' or 'detached' or during outings. conversation can b( multi-faceted, moving brtween, and
ometimes operating simultaneously at different levels as chat becomes information exchange,
\ boundaries are tested and discussions developed:

We then stopped outside a house where there was a group of young people. It seemed like
there were a couple of teenage girl~ some younger ones, a few from eorlier and two older lads.
There were many different con~rsotions taking place at once. The mole worker was talking
to the older lads about what they were doing: one of them was working and another of them
wasn't doing anything. They soid that they might be stoning to run something during the day
for young people who aren't employed etc. and they would let him know if this happened.
They were asking him what he would like to do. They were talking to some other young people
about footboll, what tops they hod on, teoms they supported etc. Another graup of young
people walked up the street but went into a house a couple ofdoors away. Some other young
people joined the group. The workers were making sure that all the young people knew that
they hod moved locotion. One girl was asking about the drap-in and they were trying to
explain this to her... They were also letting the young people know about the summer activities
and encouroging them to come along and put their names down. There was lars of friendly
chat. The young people obviously know the workers; they did not seem bothered that they hod
come and spoken to them where they were. It wos the workers who decided it was time to
move on to get bock to the centre.
IRD - detached session)

fhe con~rsotions were 'all o~r the place.' Topics included one young man who was talking
about not poying a fine. The worker soid that he should sort this out as he may end up serving
acouple of days in prison if he didn't: it was for riding a 'mini motor.' One young man who
hod not been going to the ElE training progromme which quite a few of the young men are
on, soid he was not going because he hadn't been gi~n his money The manager soid that he
should phone them and let them know his situation. The manager was trying to encouroge
SOme of the young men to go on a OJ course, but said this was only if they were going to
participote. He also wonted to get some young women to get involved in this course. One
young man seemed a bit nervous about the prospect of it but agreed in the end. The manager
completed the consent forms for them and g= them out to toke home for signatures.

They talked to the manager about him being a ~tarian, his family life, where he lived' They
are in the some footbolllcogue and talked about the match they hod played against each
other at the weekend, saying the manager was really different when he wasn't working. The
manager did not really ho~ to do a great deal in these ron~rsotions as they were generated
and led by the young people. It was a lot ofque;tions aimed at him. They talked about films.
One young man was pulled up in porticular for inappropriate use of language on a number
of occasions. He seemed to be playing up a bit: he was on the compu~r with his bock to the
manager but kept saying things that the manager would pull him up on. He would argue his
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poinr nor facing rh~ manag~r and rhis ~an abour on hour inro rh~=ion and conrinuffl

until th~ ~nd.

(RDJ

Even in talking with just one young person, conversation can sometimes move at its own pace
between the 'light' and the 'serious' enabling the 'serious' to be leavened by the everydayness
of it, pr~nting the serious becoming 'an issue' but at the same time providing opportunities
for the exchange of information, advice and opinions which would enable young people to act
appropriately:

Th~ young womon th~n wenr on ro ralk abour and show us 0 n~w skirt rhar sh~ had just
boughr to go ro on und,,- ISs foom porry an Wro~ay nighr rhar sh~ was looking forward
roo Th~ f~mole work~r was joking wirh ~r and asking if any of the boys she fanciffl wh~~
going ro ~ going. Sh~ th~n talkro about how her younger broth~r is g~tting bulliro or s<:hool
and th~ r~oche" do nor =m ro ~ doing much CO stop ie. Th~ work" was awa~ of rhis
siruarion and ralkro ro h~r about what ir was lik~ at school and how he was. Th~ work~r said
rhat sh~ hod told h" brorh~r ro k~p a diary of rh~ diff~~ntincid~nrsand rh~n rak~ ir ro rh~

hrod rroch~ror hrod of year as r~lIing individual troch~" abour individual incid~nrs did nor
=m ro ~ working. Th~ work~r said thor rh~ s<:hool a~ supposro ro ha~ an anri-bullying
policy and didn'r =m ~ryimp~wirh rh~ way rh~ situarion was ~ing handlro. Th~

young woman said that sh~ rriro to ~nd tim~ with him at lunch tim~ and thot ~use
sh~ had loods of h~r own fri~nds sh~ didn't mind ifsh~ lost som~ ~use of ~ing with h"
brorh~rl The work~r said rhat this wasn't fffilly right and ir should not jusr ~ up ro h~r but it
n~ro to ~ droit with by rhe troch~15.

(RD)

7,5 ColM'rsation and ~ducation

Transterence of information in response to th~ concerns of young people raised within informal
conversation was a major and highly significant part of the communication between young
people and youth workers recorded in the research data. Although the'" a~ aspects of informal
educational theory which suggest the possibility of d~loping such interventions as 'critical
consciousness' (Freire, 1972), in the main, the interventions of youth workers were more prosaic
than this. It is true that as a consequence of their engagement with youth projects some young
people became more fully engaged with learning in both a formal and informal sense. The young
mothers who took examinations and sustained their education as a result of the contact with
youth workers were a particular example of this. It is also true that the personal and social skills
of many young people derived from their involvement with youth projects through structured
or semi-structured educational programmes and schemes and through their involvement for
instance with mentoring, peer education or drama. The consequences of such interventions are
easy to measu~ or to discuss in terms of concrete outcomes.

What is less easy to itemise, yet was central to the majority of the work observed, was informal
~ryday chat which could not be pre-planned. Such conversation led to the acquisition of
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Information useful in the here and now. There were 'moments' of discussion, which generated
de-bate. enlightenment and understanding. These were sometimes fleeting and sometimes
were tangential to the more obvious activities and events taking place. Such moments are
highly valued by both young people and youth workers alike. They might not lead to 'critical
consciousness' in the broader, politicised sense of that concept, and they might not lead
10 accredited outcome~ but they do add to the thoughtfulne~ the knowledge, the moral
consciousness and the sociability of the young people involved. It is this which encourages them
to devrlop their own sense of responsibility and agency and it is this which makes their current
everyday reality, as much as their future~ a better place,

This is particularly evident in relation to the importance which youth workers attach to
education in relation to prejudice and discrimination and the negative attitudes which
many young people hold about others. There was a constant sub-theme running through
conversations between young people and youth workers in relation to these matters and it was
apparent that many young people were actively and thoughtfully engaging with these issues
through their contact with youth work. For example:

The manager was joking with one of the young women obout wearing 011 pink clothes and
he said he was just going to roll her 'pinkie: she responded thot she didn't call him 'blackie'
becouse he wos wearing all block clothes ond then she stopped whot she wos saying ond said
thor she didn', mean onything rocist by saying i. the monoger then tolked to her about how
it didn't came ocross like tho. they were tolking obout clothes and obout the colour of each
others clothes ond nothing else.
(RD)

Meaningful conversation which takes place informally and with direct reference to the issues
raised by young people in an everyday environment is the central motor for the development
of educational opportunities of both an unstructured and structured kind in successful work

I
observed in the research, Yet this is also that feature which is most hidden in the margin~ the
unprogrammed and the boundary spaces of youth work,
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Chapter 8:

Communicating in Public

Youth workers are worth their weight in gold. We work unsociable hours to meet young people's
needs. So we're not selfish people. We are potient and mild mannered. And we love what we do.
I think you have to love what you do to work in this field. So maybe a lot less criticism and a lot
more help and we con maybe all help the community to work together. I think it does, I like that
saying it tokes a village to roise a child, it tokes everybody to make a difference. You con't just put
it on one pef50n's shoulders. So again like we work with the residents and we work with the police,
if everybody was to toke a positive interest I think the world would be a much nicer place to tell
you the truth.
(DD -youth work~rJ

8.1 The range: of youth work

Although the work of youth projects is generally conceptualized primarily in terms of face-to
face work with young ptople. there are various constituencies of adults who have an interest or
an investment in what youth work does and in what it achieves. Thest range from the families
of the young people, management committee membe" and organizational manage", the
residents of local communities. local politicians and fellow professionals working with young
people in the same area. Outside the everyday, thrsr constituencies tend to be more abstract.
Projects encounter reprrsrntatives of other agencies such as funding bodies. national politicians
and the executive members of national organizations only on an occasional and irrt:gular basis.
Between 'the everyday' and 'the abstract' are those whost interest becomes manifest in the
longer life-cycle such as inspectors and audito", or thost who attend annual general meetings.
Beyond all thrsr is 'the public' - a largely imaginary constituency which might occasionally be
reprrsrnted by images of and debates about young people in the media.

During the course of the research a number of encounters between youth workers and other
adults representing different interest groups were recorded. Sometimes thrsr involved no active
communication between the adults concerned, such as when youth workers observed but did
not intervene in situations involving young people and police or teache", although the workers
might glean from the young people an account of 'what was going on' at a later stage. At other
times there was formal and standardized communication such as in the need to gain parental
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approval for activities. At the opposite extreme some contact was entirely informal, such as
when youth workers chatted with each other and whoever else was present after an event. Co
working with fellow professionals from other services offered opportunities for different types
of conversation from the formal, tas!< oriented, to the informal, friendly exchange of information
and understanding which might oil the wheels of actual practice.

Youth workers discussed their understanding of the role of other adults with the researchers.
Within the directed data there are anecdotes which related to real encounters and conversations
There are also reflections about the position of the youth worker in the matrix of adult
relationships associated with the practice environment. In these reflections, some youth workers
characterized their position as one 'between' young people and other adults. They thought
of themselves as a link or a bridge between two separate worlds and their role as facilitating
constructive communication and understanding, interpreting different perspectives and
ameliorating potenlial or real conflict. In so doing, they believed that it was their responsibility
to communicate to young people a version of adulthood which was different from that normally
experienced or expected by young people from adults in public life. This was exemplified in their
willingness to listen to young people and to treat them seriously as well as their preparedness
to participate in adventurous and challenging activities alongside them. It involved presenting
themselves as a positive adult role model:

Just to help them maybe understand society and be the adult link that they don't have and
show them that not all odults are bad.
(DDI

8.2 Relating to other adults

Whilst adopting such a role has positive and constructive intent. it does also carry with it
difficulties in the positioning of youth work vis avis other professionals.. Firstly, the projection of
Ihe positive and distinctive attributes of the youth work approach imply a negative criticism of
other professional interventions, even when youth workers do not actually intend this. Secondly,
there is tension in the expectation of youth workers that they can playa role which is defined
against other professionals and simultaneously be welcomed as a trusted colleague by these
professionals Thirdly, the role of mediator, if not entirely contradictory, does not sit easily with
that of advocate for young people. The management of such inherently non-complementary
positions requires great skill which perhaps can only be learned through experience. This helps to
explain why sometimes youth workers are frustrated in their efforts to exert influence and why
some do not make much contact with adults outside their own domain:

The female worker commented how it is funny that they seem to know all the young people
in the area and not really any of the adults. They have friendly relationships with the young
people but rorely even make eye contact with the adults.
(RD)

Most youth workers are keenly aware that even though they might make a contribution
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to effective communication between the generations and esprcially in relation to formal
institution~ in sympathizing with the persp.cti.. of young people who a.. characteri"d as
..eluded or disafkcted, they risk powerl.ssn.ss themselv,,:

In terms of working with young people our volu~ a", probably quit. uniqu. as youth work.rs.
wh.n it com~ to working in portn.rship with other statutory or ma", formal groups th.",'s
t.nsian th.n, b.couse it's usually around volu~ abaut how th'Y think you should work with

young peopl. and how w. work with young peopk.

IFG - youth work.r)

Poopl. don't think of youth wark.rs as professional. I think youth wark.rs think of~ch other
as prof.ssianal but you just ha'" to", what it's lik. wh.n you go to another m.-ting, you'll
say I'm a youth wark.r. it doe;n't corry much w.ight You'", ~tter offjust saying I work for
{th. council}. I work for Education. If you try to go in too much d.tail peopl. willlik., oh he's a

youth worker. th'Y don't toke you too seriously_.

{DO - youth worker!

You'", always going to ~"'0. as on outsider I think that's on. of th. things that you come to
und.rsrand wh.n you com. in to do the type of work that we do.

(DO - youth worker)

Th. status of the youth worker in th••y" of other adults is not only ..Iated to their
identification with the powerl."n"s of young peopl., but also to what is most appar.nt in th.ir
work .v.n to a casual observer. Wh.n ..fleeting upon the perceptions of other adults, youth
workers frequently referred to its apparently casual nature, something more akin to recreation
than to skill.d work.

M.m~rs of my family... say. '00 you call this work! Th.y think. you'", up th.", and you'.. got
obaut forty or fifty young peopl., and th'Y might ~ playing music and doing things that they
do in youth wark and you might ha'" a discussian group going on around racism or sexism
or bullying in school or sam.thing going on in another litll. room. And I think a lot ofnormal
peapl., ordinary peopl., can't g.t their h~d around what w. do. I mean that's my .xperienc.

o",r the ~JS.

(DO - youth worker)

Poople think youth wark.rs a", samebody who stands around a pool tobl. and just watch. I
think ~rs ago ma~ that's what did happen but peapl. don't und.rstand. Evm my husband
didn't und.rstand th. kind of work I do uneill got right into youth work. And I think it's about
selling aurselm r<:olly b.couse ...ryane dse is jumping on th. band wagon, like Cannexions
and other ag.nci~ coming in and th'Y'''' doing a job that youth work.rs ha.. don. for ~rs
just with a n.w la~/.

(DO - youth worker)
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8.3 Ext~mal IJ<'rttptions

If the youth work.er's job is ~rceived merely as 'recreation: then its legitimacy can be gained
only from its dfectiven'" as a form of social control of young people. Youth workers believe
that their work is most commonly understood by outsiders, and to some degree by young people
themselves. as recreation - control and that few really understand what their work is about.

Local people, some other profe5Siana/~ even family members, they'll soy 'Well it keeps them
off the streets. doesn't ie I soy, 'Well I'm a detached worker on the street5!' There are ather
professionals from other organisotions who think that we're there to visit and work in areas
where there's high levels of crime. I don't know if they think that we con just talk people
down from being on the borderline or involved in crime, such as petty stuff like vandalism,
graffiti, anti social behaviour {laughs] which is crime, crime, crime. Or even sort of aggressive
behaviour where there'll be a bit of territorial violence between groups etc. Or even fall-out5
between friends and panners which may lead to one huning the other. People think that we're
going to be able ta solve that. These are people from other profe5Sion~ some close ta home,
some not 50 clo~ to home.
(DO)

I think it needs to be recognised at the tap.• lt's about understanding what we do, people
really understanding. 'Well yOu just stand and ploy table tennis and pool; 'Erm. No: And people
who've been around ond involved in yOuth project5 for years and years, they're drawing their
pensions now, they've been an management commitlees and they still think that's what yOuth
work~ about.
(DO)

You could ask me now what each depanment does and I know what housing does, social
services, the education service, I know all these things. But if you went to the some people ond
asked them what do yOuth workers do like I soid to yOu before they'll just say ah well they try
ta keep kids off the street ond ploy gomes and that's it And that's just one tiny piece of our
work.
(DO)

An understanding of youth work which is framed entirely within a model of recreation - control,
does not perceive that there is any skill involved in the work beyond organizing and participating
in activities and controlling space. This contributes to an idea that maybe 'anybody can do it':

Same parent5 had thought that the project should be open, Friday Saturday and Sunday
evenings (in order to prevent the drug problems/). The worker agreed to go down and open
the building and suppan a graup of the parent5 in running the project It ran for about three
weeks until therr was a problem. Aman rome in with a gun, the worker dealt with the issue,
but this scored the parent5 off and the project didn't open over the weekend anymore.
(RDI

Misunderstanding about their activities and purposes in thest terms is an everyday experience
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for youth workers which was not only communicated directly but also observed in the course of
the research. For example, at a meeting with residents of a local estate:

Workers had to stress again that it would not be their job to come along and move young
people on. One private resident said that it would be better for the detached workers to work
the early hours of the morning, they ore not really needed at the time they do the detached
work as there aren't mony pnoblems at that time. The worker said that they already work
extended hours until "pm on Friday and Wpm an Soturday nights and they would nat be able
to fund positions to work at thot time
(RD - residents' meetingJ

At another, local partnership meeting focusing on 'Problem Solving', the research diary records
the focus upon young people as the source and cause of many local 'problems' and although
there was some understanding in this meeting of the boundaries of the youth worker role,
nevertheless:

They talked about needing to identify young people and asked the manager if the detached
workers could give any names of young people in the area.
(RD)

The attendance of youth workers at meetings entitled 'Problem Solving' or 'Crime Forum'
seems to endorse the view that this is a central feature of their practice. Here youth workers,
like others who work with young people, are inevitably constrained to be positive participants
in partnership organizations constructed within the dominant discourse of 'young people as
problem:

In attendance were: project manager. two young women on placement, mole head moster,
mole manager fnom local footboll club, female educotionol welfare worker. mole town council
member (choir), mole police officer. female year 11 pupil fnom student council...FffJple fed
bock any information they had an certain areas, things that had been going on, any ",ports
or concern" Again it did seem to be very young people focused, not nece=rily negative but
taken for granted that all disorder or anti social behaviour would be fnom yaung people.
(RD)

To be formally acknowledged as professional workers demands that youth workers participate in
partnership meetings of this nature. However, such meetings are mainly constructed in relation
to policy initiatives which are concerned with 'issues' and 'problems' associated with young
people and as such, the terms of reference and discussion are reactive in these terms. Within
this there is no space for discussion which questions the premist of the meeting or the terms
in which co-operation is perceived. Even were the professional identity and purposes of youth
work not misunderstood, in these circumstances there is simply no space for an articulation
of an informal educational perspective which is not related to the agenda of control. Youth
workers thus find themselves in communication with other relevant adult~ colluding in an
articulation of their professional responsibilities which invert their self-definition. From their
own perspective, informal educational processes do indeed make a contribution to solving
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problems associated with young people, but this outcome is dependent upon them not
identifying young people as a problem in the first place. Their professional identity is therefore
compromised in the public sphere. Not surprisingly therefore, youth workers consider themselves
to be misunderstood by others and find themselves having to constantly reiterate what it is that
they do and what are the limits of their role:

Speaking of the different types of work I do and particularly around the detached work,
the curfews and ASBOs and things like that, each time we go out we're really having to
think about what we're doing and reiterate that we're youth workers, we're not social
controllers. Because there's a lot ofpeople that, there's a lot of funding that's going around
the community safety agenda and they're trying to, if you go down that you con get the
funding for it but that's nat what youth work's about And I still think that a lot of people
misunderstand that. Although we could do that and get the money easy it's not really what
we're about..A piece of work what we did, it was a curfew, one of the first in the CDuntry. .. and
they were saying, 'Could you do anything in the area?' And I said, 'You've got to remember
that we're youth workers. And if you want instant respDnse and end result get the police in
there, get the street wardens in there, tD clomp down on it. But if you want quality and longer
term results then you've got to give us at least 6 months to develop the youth work And let
the outcomes of it be the results rother than us going in there and saying "Right we're going
to reduce crime'" What we'll do is work with the young people and then hapdully the effects
Df the work will then redu~ anti-social behaviour in the area. But that's not our target. That
will be an outcome, we know thor. but it's not our direct target. It's about working with the
yaung people but you've got to allow us' And because we've got a little bit of a track record of
us having an eff~t indirectly on the reduction of anti-social behaviour and crime in general is
that they sart of went with that. But that's youth workers who particularly need to be sticking
to their guns rother than penny chasing which is easy to do under that banner.
1001

These difficulties are exacerbated by the actual positioning of youth work with reference to
the other professions The apparent ability of youth workers to communicate effectively with
'difficult' young people who are otherwise problematic, encourages a formal acknowledgement
of the benefits of youth work methods without any necessary corresponding attention to the
significance of value~ purposes and underlying philosophy. The usefulness of youth work in
these terms is judged instrumentally in terms of the contribution to the success of related
agencies and according to a shifting range of criteria - including crime reduction, improved
school attendance, reduction in teenage pregnancy, or increased participation of young people
in training and employment.

Because funding is also to be found in relation to such matters. youth projects do adopt
positions which are relative to the work. of other agencies. and which in some wayS can be seen
simply as 'servicing' other professional approache~ acting as a 'mediator' between young people
and other social institutions or being presented as a 'treat' for good behaviour. This requires
youth workers to be sensitive to the perspectives and values of other agencies without this
being necessarily reciprocated:
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Danny: One of the other factors that can end up having some impoct- like today is a classic
example. For us, working with kids that are in on alternative education progromme, what was
going on in school with their teachers today meant that we couldn't work with them although
we were supposed to be working with them today The nature of that relationship meant that
it wasn't going to be possible to work with them today

Sharon: Even though we are seporote. We go there every Wednesday, the teacher pulled the
plug today becouse of their behaviour before we arrived. They had control, basicolly, the school
still had control, even though we go in and work seporotely with them, they are trying to link
the two together. and it con be the same as well when we're working with some children's
homes. If the kids have done something wrong then they treat us like a trea, 'You can't go to
{the project] 'cos you've been bod.' So it's a bit annoying because you don't get to do what you
are supposed to be doing with them. You know you're like on odd on, or a secondary thing, not
the real meat and bones of their educotion.
(FG - youth workers)

8.4 S.,.,aking across boundari~

In attempting to work satisfactorily with external adults in the interests of young people,
youth workers need to be adaptive and flexible, learning to speak appropriate 'languages' in
different contexts. Mediation is a necessary function of youth work. but again, not without its
problems. Firstly insofar as it assumes and responds to the reality of conflict between young
people and other interest groups youth workers are aliocated the task of 'sorting out problems'
between young people and other agencies on behalf of the agency. This fails to acknowledge the
centrality of the young person to the youth work approach, demanding rather that youth work
'delivers' for the agency. If this is not achieved, youth work can be perceived as failing. This can
set the youth worker on a course for friction with adults occupying positions of power:

TIlat's another thing that we need to be aware of. we're always going to do or soy something
that people don't agree with or that upsets somebody And these might be peaple in positions
ofpower. And if5 what the outcome's going to be for us further down the line, such as
people's willingness to be involved - they con toke that willingness away Because we'd soid
something that they didn't og= with, they may be too busy to get involved with us furrher
down the line. Whereas if we just smiled and pretended that everything was alright and gone
along with what they soid and not challenged it in any way we'd still have contact on a
regular scale
(DD - youth worker)

Secondly, the mediation role, undertaken from a position of relative powerlessness vis avis
other agencies such as police, and representing young people who have low status in public
decision making, always pushes youth workers into dialogue in which they do not set the terms
of reference. Such secondary positioning is formalized in legal structures which in reality accord
greater powers to other professionals and their work. This sometimes causes youth workers to
withdraw or to remain outside situations where they believe they do not have the power to
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affect the outcome:

He gave an exomple of the tensions sometimes felt from being a youth worker in 0 school. He
was walking across the school field one day when he sow a teocher talking to some young
lads he knew. As he approoched he saw that the teacher was shouting at them to get off the
premises. They began to walk away and then saw the youth worker SO they stopped and had
a chat to catch up. The teacher approached them again and stoned shouting at them which
got their bocks up as they soid they were only talking and catching up. The teacher then
soid something to the worker. the worker derided to just walk owoy as the situation was bod
enough.
IRD - discussion with worker!

The secondary positioning and the contradictory dimensions of the expectations of youth
workers within thr institutional matrix means that their communication with other significant
adults can be diversionary, undermining and unfulfilling in terms of their own intention~ The
effect of this has been largely to convince youth workers that they are 'misunderstood' outside
their own profrssional enclaves. This has two main consequences.

Firstly, it makes youth workers think that they must be constantly finding wayS to communicate
the meaning of their work in terms which will be understood by others. They become adept at
interpreting the terms of reference of outsiders and responding in terms which make sense from
the perspective of the other. This might be effective in facilitating conflict-free communication
and encouraging trust. but it is also performative and does nothing to affirm the central
professional values of youth work. Rather, it entrenches its secondary status and undermines the
potential of youth work to develop a stronger professional discourse of its own.

Secondly, it leads to distorted analySe~ When youth workers begin by believing that their work
cannot be understood by other adults, they then blame unsympathetic decisions and action'
by outsiders on this misunderstanding. This is particularly the case in relation to the 'abstract'
others who inhabit positions of power, such as national politician~ Practitioners continue to
believe optimistically that they are being pushed into difficult and contradictory positions
without any reward in enhanced status or recognition because of 'lack of understanding: The
answer then must be: to be more: assertive about thrir valurs:

As youth workers, yeah we've got to look at our values Then our bosses have got to look at
the value of youth work and share that with wh~r's the big boss in the~ who's valuing
youth work and understanding it It would be good if we did have a youth worker up there.
Somebody who's dane a lot of fa""-ta-fa"" work, who understands it. who doesn't mind going
back out there and working in a couple of youth ""ntres around the country, just to get a feel.
100 - youth worker)

Unfortunately, the circumstances being visited upon youth workers make it increasingly difficult
to look at and assert their own valu~ within prof5Sional discourses concerned with young
people and there is very little evidence to suggest that managers or politicians really do not
understand youth work. Rather it appears that youth work in its own terms is irrelevant to the
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new directions of policy. Its invisibility is structural.

8,5 Encouraging understanding

Yet despite the difficulties some evidence from the research suggests that when youth workers
pro-actively pursue clear objectives in their own terms, when the initiative for partnership
working comes from their own work rather than being policy~driven, they are able to create
constructive relationships which accords them a position of respect and which works to the
benefit of all involved.

I mean even on - like an anti-social behaviour aspect, the police said to me lost summer (we'd
done some point boiling with the police. We try and do that every summer. We organise the
young people against the police for the point boiling) and they've soid, when they speok to
some of them on the street5 now they're like, 'Oh you're the one I shot" And they're not as
oggrf'SSive. So the pol;~ a~ finding it easier to communicate with the young people because
they recognize them. So when they're drinking their bottle of Lombrini or whorever on the
stree~ they're just taking it off them and they're having a bit bonter. and they know that the
police are just doing their job. So the police have actually said that it has helped to break down
the borriers a little bit with them getting involved. I mean you're obviously still going to have
the young people who are abusive to them but it5 trying to break those borriers down a little
bit with them.
(DO - youth worker)

Sometimes work which is mutually understood and mutually beneficial can be undertaken
directly within the terms of policy. So for instance, in one project working educationally with
young mothers, the workers were aware of the difficulties of presenting the values of youth
work and yet they still managed to develop constructive working relationships with related
professionals without compromising their own integrity:

Researcher: 00 you think that, we've used the term aut5ide world, but people who aren't
involved in delivering youth work, do you think people understand what youth work is and
what it's about in your ex~rience?

Jane: A lot of people don'~ I don't think.

Mary: Well in terms ofsome of the agencies that come into the project such os the midwives
and health visitors obviously they have their awn specialism but I think they do understand the
eype of work that we do.
(00 - youth workers)

Similarly, in this project, the workers believed thaI some funding agencies were also sympathetic
to and under>tood the value of their approach to work with young mothers:

Researcher: So in some ways do you think that the work is being volued by same of the
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funders then?

Jane: Definitely. Especially Children in Need. We're targeting the yaung mothers but then the
children, the babies are getting a quality experience as well from a very early age. They're
mixing with other children. And they don't just go in a creche, our creche workers have an
educational programme depending on the age of the children so they're having musical
experiences. they're having stories, they're having water play. So they're developing from it at a
very early stage as well. The mothers are getting happy. They're feeling valued and feeling like
their life's worthwhile and they're suddenly gaining aspirotions, 'God yeah. I can do that. You
know I've got my literacy and numerocy exams, I've got my foad hygiene, I've got my health
and sofety. God I've got first aid now I've got nationally recagnised qualifications I can go to
college now" So they really start to feel valued. And Children in Need recognise that work, they
want to see it. And they've funded us again, so we've hod six years.

Mary: And a lot of money aver six years.

Jane: That's right that's six years' warth. So I think that soys that funders do value the work
IDD - youth workers)

Of course the benefits of undertaking specialist work such as that with young mothers are
not only that it can be easily categorized within a particular policy agenda, but also that the
anticipated outcomes can be clearly delineated without compromising the quality or values
of the youth work component. This is more problematic within generic youth work where the
diffuse nature of 'exclusion' or 'disaffection' can cover a range of different objectives with
reference to different young people. It is partly because generic youth workers are spread so
thinly in relation to the range of different issues which they confront in practice that they
are forced to speak in so many different languages to so many other professionals. However,
specialization in itself cannot resolve this problem. For it is the generic approach which
particularly attracts to youth work those young people who have non-specific difficulties with
other social institutions and authority.

It is generic youth workers who are most likely to be in positions where they must communicate
with a range of different adults with different expectations of their interventions with young
people. Without the benefit of a clear 'specialist' language of their own, youth workers in
these situations are dealing with the specialisms of other professionals, or the role specific
circumstances of other adults such as parents or local residents.

The data suggests that it is in direct informal conversation with other adults that youth workers
are best able to communicate their own values and the benefits of their work. In circumstances
where the practice environment is becoming increasingly formalized, they are disadvantaged
unless they themselves take responsibility for initiating the contact with others. Where youth
workers actively sought the involvement of adults with a personal or professional interest in the
work. they were usually rewarded with positive results:

Worker: I've spoke to a lot of porents since I've worked for [this project] because I try to get a
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lot of parents involved as well. And a few of them have even commented to me, 'I didn't realise
you did things like that. I was telling our such and such that they should get their little boy. girl
involved with [the project] because you've done -' and I've hod severol thank you cords over
the years from different parents. But what I try to do as well once I get to know the parents I'll
tell them what the young person's ~n doing, sort of activity or, because sometimes the kids
don't tell the parents. And I'll also invite the parents to awards evenings.

Researcher: Like the footboll thing

Worker: Yeah the footboll tournament. So they know what the youth service do, like the kids
aren't just coming to the youth centre and playing pool and chilling with the motes, that
they're getting involved in things like the youth parliament doing stuff for the PCT; things that
they con be proud of you know
(DD - project manager)

Thert is some indication in the data that youth workers tend to situate their work either with
primary reference to local families and communities or with primary reference to the local
network of professional services for young people and to take their professional identity partly
from this positioning, When the reference point was the locality, they were much more able to
construct active and positive relationships with parents and other community members. The
knock-on effect of this could be sympathetic and supportive management committees who
cushioned them against the dilemmas of their relationships with other professional serviCl~S:

If you've got a good strong management committee who believe in you as a person, and
as a worker you've got a good strong team around you, you con achieve everything's what
expected to be achieved without falling into line and ticking the right boxes for other ~ple.
(DD - youth worker)

On the other hand, when the primary reference point was more formal, workers had more
difficulty in establishing the validity of their work with local people, were more likely to define
families and local activists in negative terms and to see themselves as offering an 'alternative' to
the everyday lives of young people:

It was highlighted that many of the young people are drinking an the streets and it is often
the parents who provide the alcohol for them. This was difficult for workers to combot

The worker told a story about a young person who was in trouble at school for swearing. The
mother was asked to come in and was seen leaving with the young person, borring them
round the head soying, 'Swearing! I'll give you fucking swearingf This [was told to illustrote]
the small influence youth workers con have in family situations, where young ~ple may be
going home to no food, and constant yelling..,
(RD)

There are clearly advantages. difficulties and consequences associated with either orientation. In
one of the projects who participated in the research, the worker, appointed by a statutory service
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10 work with the local Bangladeshi community was caught between community identification
and professional value~ He was actively attempting to square a professional circle, using his
own personal and professional identity, to take young people beyond what he perceived to be
the limits of their cultural expectations on the one hand, whilst affirming their identity on the
other.

Despite the pressure involved in adopting a position which seeks to integrate informal
community and formal professional interests, the data suggests that managing to communicate
on both the community and the professional front brings greatest satisfaction and the best
outcomes from the work:

Sometimes Imean sometimes you orr rrwarded. I mean to be honest there's marr good than
bod. You have your moments wherr people will put an you and ather agencies will put an you
and you'rr doing a lot of work and they'll toke all the credit. I mean the majority of the time
you orr rrwarded. When the porrnts thank you and when the young people come back that's
enough for me rrolly. When people, soy like the police werr in the other day they soid the
football tournament was grra. thanks for the certificates, when's the next one, the Inspector
ofpolice, just an example from lost week. And I thought oh the police have rrally enjoyed i<
the young people enjoyed it so I'll do another one and with him thanking me and asking for
another one that sort of motivated me again to organise another football tournament so
yeah it is rrwarding.
(DD - youth worker)

This suggests that youth workers need to look outwards from their primary contact with young
people and aClively seek informal dialogue with the whole range of adults who have an interest
in the work rather than categorise them as abstract groups 'who don't understand' or who have
a 'negative influence: In making such a suggestion, it is apparent that the level of resources in
youth work is hardly sufficient for such a task. Single worker posts are exceptionally problematic.

Researcher: What do you think that you need in order to work successfully with young people>

Tariq: You don't need much rrally but what you do need is you need to make surr that you've
got the support and backing to do it. Sometimes it's not good to be alone and what I find
with {this council} in porticulor is that a lot of the workers orr alone. [The project} downstairs
we've got {the project manager} on his own all day. me by my.self up here, having to deal with
a lot of things, going out into people's homes on my own. I don't think lCX1<t> sofe sometimes,
obviously I'm morr than confident to do it but I'm just imagining it not being like that for
ather people you know not everyone is like me. And Ijust think that you need morr support
from other people to rralise how valuable it is what we do and to give us the finances and
stoff to do i< rother than just soy herr's a project... you'rr rrsponsible for everyrhing, it's a hard
thing to give one worker

Researcher: It's like the widest rrmit

Tariq: And like I say its not just youth work is it we'rr youth and community workers So
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basicolly they're soying there's your projl:Ct and you're reiponsib,. for working with eV/'rybody.
Ie's impossible to do alone, so a bit mort' support from the people that matter. you know,
higher up people in the council. And they need ta rt'alise how important their youth setvices
art' and plough a bit more into it
(DO - youth worker)

Recognising the range of contacts amongst adults as well as young people which youth workers
must pursue must be a necessary precursor to requesting improved resources.

The importance of the development of adequate communication processrs which integrate
youth worker, young people, local people and other professionals can perhaps best be
exemplified by the story told to the researchers by one worker:

I think youth workers do a lot and it needs to rl:COgnised. Like the cose with {the detached
worker] and the young people who done the murder and stuff I mean it was the youth
workers who come up with most of the information. How did the police come down on them'
The young people come and told the youth workers who it was and what happened and how
it happened. The police couldn't get this information ...

But after we hod a lot of young people come in hert' and soy 'He done it He done it I was
there: and they're describing to us the fight and actually at that time as well we hod a big
meeting about should we go and tell the police. Bl:Cause some of the young peap" who told
us this they told us it as something confidential. Not something that we'd go and tell the
police. 8I:Couse then the police will wont ta know the young person who told us and then if
that's mode public then the guy would probably come after them and they were scaTI'd. 50
they were the kind of situations we were in.
(DO - youth worker)

The importance of recognising the professional role of the youth worker and the specific ethical
dilemmas of youth work can hardly be over-estimated in relation to such situations. In order
to situate youth workers securely within a prof~jonal network of trust. it is crucial that the
values and meaning of youth work an~ communicated effectively to others in the public domain.
Ultimately, only youth workers themselves can do this.
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Chapter 9:

Addressing Social Exclusion

It's basically about being included. It's about making yau feel like you are someone.
100 - young woman}

9.1 The integration of social exdusion

Addressing issues associated with social exclusion is integral to youth work practice at a
number of levels and across a range of issues At its broadest youth work offm compensatory
opportunities for young people whose lives are constrained by the difficulties of their local and
personal circumstances. At its most specific, it specialises in targeting particular 'issues' such
as homelessness, sexual health, young motherhood, disability, school exclusion and access to
employment.

Although youth work has always addressed such matters, the practice has not always been
described in terms derived from the discourse of social exclusion. This has been a relatively
recent development following the specific youth concerns highlighted by the SEU. The
terminology of inclusion and exclusion has been adopted in response to policy directives
as youth workers have inevitably sought funding and legitimacy in terms of the objectives
of government. Social exclusion was a significant reference point for all the projects who
participat~d in the research although there were different and overlapping priorities within
this Different aspects of the social exclusion agenda in projects included age related, social
structural, institutional and equality-based perspectives.

9.2 Age-",Iated exdusion

The starting point for all youth work is the acknowledgement that young people occupy a
marginal social position because of their age. This legitimates a broad and universal approach
to providing services to young people who are excluded or 'have issues' simply because they are
young:

They're all quite socially adept young people but again they're still adolescents. They still have
the some issues and cancerns as other people its just sometimes they appeor ta be able to
manage them bettef... They've had their fair share of issues
(00 - youth worker)
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A major feature of Ihe narratives of both young people and youlh wor~ers relates 10
exclusionary processes regarding young people and social space.

Youth facilities were appreciated by young people primarily as an unambiguous, youth
dominated public space, which provided some sanctuary from the negative meanings and
anxieties associated with their use of 'the streets: The poverty of the in some localities was
graphically illustrated by the photographs which some IOO~ in the course of the research
(Appendix 1). Sometimes local streets. waste ground and ta~e ..away shops and garages are the
only places where young people can socialise but when they congregate in such places their
presence is frequently experienced as a threat to social order. In this regard. the social exclusion
and the social control of youth become directly associated (Levitas, 1998).

Some young people were highly sensitive about the way in which others experience their
presence in public spaces:

Dave: ... yOu know old people, there's 10/5 ofold people who are scored of yOung kids.

Alex: Yeah, Soy yOu're standing inside a shop and yOu're doing no harm, yOu've bought
something so yOu're just standing there, and there's old people, they feel frightened becouse
yOu see on the news all the time old people get mugged.

Dave: And I even sow an old man carrying loods of shopping and I felt like, 'Oh I'll go and see
if he needs a hand: but he might think I'm going to try and do something, and so yOu don'!...in
case they feel intimidated, &cause they will. &cause they might have had bod experiences.

Alex: Bernuse people, there's a reputotian for [this areal, becouse people think they're all bod,
there's no good
(DO .. young people)

They were also aware that adult anxieties were not only a response to representations of youth,
but also that the streets were in reality sometimes not safe for or from young people. As one
young man explained:

I've been going to yOuth clubs all my life and I've seen the difference that they make. And as
a kid... I don't know where I'd have been without my yOuth clubs bock then, I used to go to
one after school every day, sometimes an weekends. If I didn't have the yOuth club during the
summer holidays, my God, I probobly would have been aut there,.. smashing cars and things
becouse there's absolutely nothing for us to do aport from these yOuth clubs. And yOu can
go to the cinema now and then, but that COS/5 a lot of money. I don't really rome from the
background where I can csk for a lot of money whenever I want to do whatever I wonl We
don't always go on holiday every year SO the yOuth club was a very important port of my life.
(DO .. yOung man)

Universally accessible youth facilities, in themselves ma~e a contribution to addressing the
exclusion of young people from opportunities for leisure and association. In the process, they are
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also making a contribution to community safety. They are particularly valuable for young people
who belong to families with low income and in circumstances where there is little opportunity
to access commercial provision. It is primarily in terms of the opportunities to access age-related
space with their peer groups that young people are attracted to generic youth provision in
resource-poor areas and it is because of the more general deprivation of such areas that generic
youth facilities have traditionally been located there.

9.3 Social structural rxdusion

The question of age-related exclusion permeates the approach of youth work to all other issues
Despite the pathological element of this narrative associated with adolescent development
problems, environmental issues predominate. As well 35 the general problem of social space for
the young, youth workers are particularly alert to the fact that poor environments are related
10 other issues of social deprivation which affect all age groups Thus the local and social
Identities and struggles of young people are perceived in relation to their family and community
backgrounds. Priorities for intervention are responsive to local circumstances.. For example.
in isolated rural settings the work is concerned about transport and about opportunities for
young people to meet others outside their immediate locality; in post-industrial areas, the work
is concerned about the impact of poverty an young people; in Northern Ireland the work is
sensitive to the consequences of the history of community conflict.

In the policy discourse social exclusion is multidimensional, often involving a complex network
of interconnected problems The concept is described as a shorthand term for 'what happens
when people and areas suffer from a combination of linked problems such as unemployment,
poor skill~ low income~ poor housing, high crime, bad health and family breakdown' ISEU,
2001).

There was evidence in the research of youth workers addressing all these problems as features
of their practice but there was some anxiety amongst workers about the extent to which they
could be expected to 'solve' such problems:

But then that's the agenda of the government and we're working an their agenda, nat the
yaung person's agenda. I'm sorry but we as youth workers can not prevent - you know, we
can educate yaung people on sexual health but we can't prevent them from getting pregnant
that's their own choice and ronsequences. .. How a~ we going to prevent this? How are we
going to give young people the skills to go into employment7

lEG - youth workers)

Even when projects are targetrd at particular social structural issue~ the perspective of youth
work is to acknowledge, attrmpt to undrrstand and bring those issues to consciousness through
informal educational approaches rather than attempt to directly and instrumentally seek
solutions Youth provision offers young prople respitr from problems associated with social
exclusion; it provides opportunities for undertaking activities which would otherwise not br
possible brcause of thr restrictions created by rxclusion; and it creates opportunities for young
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people to gain the pe""nal and social skills necessary for addressing the complex effects of
exclusion. This is a diffuse approach to issues which might be targeted, and also one which
recognises youth work as only one inftuence in a wider environment. Whilst workers confidently
claimed that they could work across a range of issues, they were also keen to stress the limits of
their power and inftuene«: with regard to the social structural features of social exclusion:

I think youth worke" are the only professionals at the minute that really accept young
people for what they are... it's now legitimate to scapegoot young people for all the woes of
communities. Nobody's looking at the real reasons why communities experience problems and
I think the real underlying problem is poverry..And I mean some of the 'Every Child Matle,,'
outcomes are absolutely ludicrous as for as I'm concerned. Like one of them is 'achieve
economic well-being;' not live in a low income household. We're youth workers, we're not
government! We're nat going to redistribute wealth; that's the government's responsibility. And

that ;s what the problem is
(DO - youth worker)

Meanwhile, the positive approach of youth work is held consistently against an overall deficit
model inscribed in the policy discourse of social exclusion:

It's seeing the potential in them. Vou don't want to give up on them and you know for a fact
that they've given up and other people have given up and it's motivating them and saying. '
Vau've got something there kidda'
(DO - detached worker)

Time and again, youth workers stressed that a central value in their approach lay in treating the
young people as people rather than as problems Maintaining this holistic perspective is not easy
in a climate in which funding and evaluation are related via the social inclusion agenda. to social
problems and problem-solving. One worker gave an example of encouraging young people to
participate in completing a funding application for a residential. The application asked questions
about deprivation and poverty in relation to the area where the young people lived which
surprised them because they did not define themselves in these terms Youth workers thus find
themselves promoting their practice in terms of social exclusion whilst shielding young people
from the denigration involved in the associated labelling:

Vau have this huge stream ofanti-soc;al behaviour money and to access that you literolly
have to identify every young pe""n that walks through the door as a potential criminal or
potentially liable to commit a cr;me. And unfortunately in order to =ure that short term
funding you bite the bullet But you protect and shield the young people from that awareness.
(FG - youth workers)

There is a contradiction between the youth work response to social exclusion as an
environmental question which contextualises and informs their approach, and the policy
response in which the variously defined features of exclusion are targeted for specialist
intervention. Within policy, it is the problem which is centred rather than the young pe""n.
As a response to policy imperatives young people are more likely to be 'referred' than to make
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voluntary contact, they are more likely to be understood with reference to deficiency rather than
potential, and their needs are more likely to be defined according to negative relationships with
other social institutions than in their own terms. The necessity of collaborating with such an
approach inevitably drives at least part of youth work practice towards specialisms associated
with policy priorities. In most cases, the consequences is that youth projects are divided both
vertically and laterally between 'generic' and 'targeted' interventions. Some interventions are
created entirely in response to issues of exclusion in which youth workers attempt to be vigilant
about their key values. Other interventions afe sustained on a generic basis and in them, youth
workers attempt to draw out and prioritise issues of social exclusion both in reality and for
purposes of representation. Maintaining the central principles and values of generic youth
de-mands constant vigilance in these situations.

9.4 Institutional ~xdusion

Specialisation in youth work is aligned with the key themes identified as policy priorities for
public expenditure. These include for instance, work with young mothers and with the homeless.
Behind these themes. there is an overarching analysis which suggests that waged employment
is the principal indicator of social inclusion. For young people, the possibility of gaining such
employment is prefigured by full engagement with education and/or training (Colley and
Hodkinson, 2001; Macrae et ai, 2003J. In the light of such analysi~ young people identified as
most at risk of long term social exclusion, are those defined as not in employment, education or
training INEETj. Targeted work with young people is shaped by these considerations

Because youth workers define themselves primarily as educators, it is in these terms that their
work is most likely to be promoted in the network of services addressing exclusion in terms of
NEET. Youth work can contribute to young people gaining some of the 'softer and 'transferable'
skills needed in the contemporary labour market, supplementing the work of schools and
training organisations particularly for those young people who have difficulties in accessing or
participating fully in mainstream institutions. Youth work in these terms is supported primarily
as a compensatory approach to formal education and training.

Within the research sample, there were projects which were operating directly within the force
field of formal education, but mostly youth workers were co-operating with schools by helping
to deal with difficult individuals or by delivering 'session~ additional to the formal curriculum,
around subjects such as sexual health and drugs awareness. Some youth work was 'school
based' and physically located in the grounds of one school, some youth worker.; offered peer
education and mentoring schemes within schools and youth centres, others maintained a role as
support workers for young people who had difficulties with schooling. One project was involved
in a pilot scheme with the central aim of facilitating the return to school of those young people
who were excluded. At the face-to-fact level, all youth work undertaken in co-operation with
schools involved working with young people identified by teachers as 'challenging' or 'non
achievers:

Transforming Youth Work identified a distinctive contribution for youth work in accrediting the
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achievements of young people outside formal education. This could have universal application
to young people, offering opportunities for them to gain recognition for their personal
endeavours and contributing to their 0Js. In some situations it does indeed take this form.
However, accreditation via youth work appears to offer a particular advantage in relation to
those young people who do not succeed in school, who are identified as at risk in terms of the
NEET definition, but who respond to youth work.

Aligning youth work with schooling and introducing accreditation as a formal objective has
had significant consequences. Firstly it has led to an increased formalisation of the educational
approach, expressed in the contested language of 'curriculum' (Youth ond Policy, 84, 2(04).
This competes with informal education and threatens a shift towards methods which have
traditionally been secondary rather than primary aspects of practice. For some workcf'5
accreditation is outside the distinctive approach of youth worle

The accreditation, the recorded outcomes. certification, its more curriculum based and I don't
think thot's whot we're obout
IFG -youth workers)

There's 0 system rhere, it's called 0 formol system, thot's where accreditation happens. Thor's
where you get your NVOs, that's where you get all that If yaung people want ta go dawn thor
raad there's a system there. Why enforce it on youth service?
IFG -youth workers)

Secondly, it implicitly situates youth work in a secondary position to formal education, training
or employment in which it is easily assumed that the purpose of the youth work intervention
is to service the formal institution and facilitate the (re) inclusion of the young person into the
mainstream institution. This not only prevents youth work from evaluating its success in its
own terms but at the same time might be counter-productive for the young people involved in
unrealistically raising their expectations and hopes:

And the accreditation thing sometimes I'm frightened sometimes that we're setting yaung
people up to fail. In some instances the accreditation is fantastic and I know for some it woula
be absolutely brilliant but ultimately some of the stuff that we do, what is it for? Is it going to
lead to anything that is going to offer them employment, training and stuff?
IFG - youth workers)

Thirdly it values a mechanistic and instrumental intervention over holistic values. This
undermines the very process which makes youth work valuable as an addition to formal
education in the first place, and might actually work towards txcluding from youth work those
young people who might benefit most from engagement:

We've got curriculum statements and headings. You've got ta do it. 'Young people have a
voice and young people have a choice: Yeah! They've got a choice' They either come in and
do educotion bosed work or they don't come in. &cause some centres are nat going to
of/ow young people in if they're not going to be involved in tht accreditation, becou~ of the
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percentages. They'll say, 'Don't let them register, because they're not inter~ted:..So what will
happen is that young people who are nat going to get involved in the accreditation are just
going to get pushed out. Becouse it's the way youth work's going.
IDD - project manager)

Far detached workers, who are meant to target difficult to reach. disengaged young people
who are not attending schoof maybe and Ofe not port of mainstream provision, they're the
least likely to achieve an accredited outcome, right> So my fear is that perhaps you will get
young people who perhaps don't need as much provision. They will be targeted because they're
much more likely to achieve the accredited outcomes, recorded outcomes. And they're easier
to work with, it's got to be said. And the on~ who are really, really aut of it they'll just get left
because we've got this prffiure on ta perform and meet the targets
IDD - youth worker)

Finally a process which might be beneficial in itself, is subverted by the conflation of measures
of achievement for young people with measures of organisational effectiveness. In a climate
of limited funding and regular inspection and judgement in these term~ measures of
organisational efficiency begin to take priority over the meaning of the engagement for the
young people concerned in some circumstances:

Ray: I think an important thing for me around accreditation ... there was a difference before
where workers were recognising appartuniti~ and getting young people accredited and stuff
and I suppose to an extent I'm a product of that. I was a young person from this service and
I've come through and ended up working for it but now there's a ma55i~ pressure to get
accreditation dane, it is a target. So you have ta qu~tian the value of that accreditation
where normally if there wasn't this PfffiUre you might slot young people inta certain pieces
of accreditation because you know they're into it or you know its going to benefit them. Now
there's this sheep herding thing _.

Marco: And in addition ta that you've got very specific time from~ as well for achieving
the delivery. Whereas once upon a time probobly when Ray went through that process his
accredited learning could have gone an for twa years within a porticulor area. Now that's
quality youth work. That's samebody who's been sustained in a project wha's constantly
participoted, who's developing as an individual, who's contributing to the service's needs by
informing them sa his learning outcomes. I mean how would you do it in eight weeks? 'Nome,
date ofbirth. register. Right you point that for me: lovely drowing, we'll put that an as a
collage, mural. Well done' Accreditation! You are going to be an artist when you leave school"
(laughing)
IfG - youth workers)

In principle. youth work.ers are neither against work.ing co-operatively with fellow professionals
in relation to young people's institutional exclusion, nor averse to introducing structured
and accredited programmes into their practiet. Moreover most believe that exclusion from
education, training and/or employment is problematic in terms of the life chances of yaung
people. They also accept that recognition for achievement is especially important to those young
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people who are deprived of this elsewhere in their live~ even though there were questions
about the inherent value of some certificates Generally worke~ took upon themselves the
responsibility of finding creative approaches to working with school~ with curriculum-based
programmes and with predetermined outcomes and accreditation processes

However, they experience a threat to their professional integrity in the ways in which they are
currently required to do this These processes run counter to what they perceive to be the main
objectives of their professional approach which involves exploiting opportunities which present
themselves in everyday practice for building the self confidence of young people, enabling them
to value their pre-existing skills and abilities as well as developing new one~ and encouraging
them to explore different ways of 'achieving: What is threatened by the response to NEET is their
desire to hold onto the idea that it is needs as expressed by young people in the here and now
which should be the starting point for the youth work intervention:

[Ir is} not always a nceo that has been identified by the young person. It's probably a nceo thot
has been identified by on adult. Supposedly the young person should be aware and should
have on input on what's going on but when it comes from the school it is not always the
cose. But when they come over here we might soy, 'OK. what area do you feel you might need
to work onl' The school may identify 'behaviour', but that young person might feel there's
nothing wrong with their behaviour but. 'I've got a really shifty life at the moment. which is
having on impoct on my behaviour: so there is the difference. We might be able to try and get
to the bose of the issue rother than the top layer.
IDD - youth worker)

In their own generic practice, youth workers become aware of the significance of a whole
range of other issues related to exclusion which are associated with deep structural questions
of power and equality. These influence the identitie~ the social behaviour and the well-being
of young people in every aspect of their lives Moreover, many youth worke~ are aware that
some young people experience exclusion because of the ways in which power operates in the
very institutions which are seen as essential to the ultimate achievement of social inclusion.
In this case there are complex issues associated with working towards the goal of institutional
inclusion. Their approach cannot be straightforwardly instrumental in these cases

9.5 Equ.lity-b.~exdusion

Structures of inequality and discrimination relating to age are a motivating concern of youth
work, and the inequalities associated with class are integral to its practice field. However, other
structures of inequality such as ethnicity, 'race', gender, disability and sexuality are of major
significance to the identitie~ the experiences and the life chances of young people.

Concerns about these issues were voiced most consistently by specialist youth worke~ targeting
particular constituencies such as young mothers. Bangladeshi, Jewish or LGBT young people.
However, within mixed and generic youth work there were frequent references to exclusion
as it related to prejudice, discrimination and structures of inequality in institutions For many
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workers, youth projects are self-consciously maintained both as safe places for all young people
across difference and as places where young people could explore the significance of different
identities:

Someone was very empowered wirh his sexualiry when he was in here, totally LGB[ Our
rhere' One of them rhat wan red ra change the world. He wasn't rhe same man that Lmet up
the street that was totally shy and retiring.... Jusr because of the space that you make, allow
somebody a different person. And even if it's just experimenting with that, that's fine. But that
could be port of it as well, they can be themselves in a different place or they can be someone
else. It allows them to experience and to access apparrunities that they might nat have
Dvailable to them in another way.
[fG - youth workersl

Mainstream approaches include a wide range of different young people, and youth workers
perceive their practice as inclusive and pro-active around difference and inequality. At the same
time, they believe that such work could make a contribution to the social inclusion of young
people in conventional terms relating to education and employment:

They were all 16 to 19, and a lot of these yaung people that came into the praject they didn't
care about education... Mast of them were black and they thought that sociery didn't want
rhem to do well, to achieve, especially here in this cauntry. And my colleague, he was white
himself and I was an Asian, and we became really close and our relationships developed as
the year went by. And through this we used to show them progrommes and documentaries
and show them people like Nelson Mandelo or Malcolm X or Martin Luther King and they used
10 see that these people were inrellecruals in their own righf..And I think that thraugh these
programmes, again it's the little bits of information feeding in, thor rhey realised rhor maybe,
yeah nobody is stopping me in this soeiery to do well. Maybe it's jusr me that's stopping me
and I really need to go out there and nor core about what everybody else wants and do wel/.
The programme ended because it was under funded. .. bur ...some of the young people went to
college or the end. A lot got themselves jobs and stuff like that And ir was a lot to do with the
influence that they came here and they really storred to rhink about these thing~ And they
had completely differenr views from when they come ro when they left A lot of them had
camplerely different view about soeiery and people. So I think rhot's one piece of work that I
was happy with
100 - youth worker)

Where difficulties were expressed in relation to such issues., it was mainly in terms of formal
requirements rather than the principles of practice. So although workers are happy to work
on equality issues and see this as part of their value-base, responding directly to Equal
Opportunities Law could be problematic in their everyday circumstances:

We have ro adhere to the Disobiliry Act and I think the big response we're seeing is with people
crying to put those things in place. But then it's obour. have we got the adequate funding to
do that? Because what's the cost ofconverting those centres> ...It's the some, there's °new
amendment to the Race Relotions Act and what we see is very little push towards that... We as
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o staff tMm can nat focus on that because, well unless we can invent a 36 hour day, 50 there's
just a mixture of things that we almost have to use our own tool boxes to get out of and to
see how we're going to handle... it's taking away from my face-to-face contact with them 50

we're getting shorter in the time we can spend with yaung people as well.
(FG - youth workers)

Clearly, given the paucity of resources within generic youth work, it is impossible to meet all
needs in all term~ Consequently youth work addressing social exclusion in terms of issues of
power and equality is most often undertaken through workers accessing specialist fund~ This in
turn encourages a separate approach to working with particular groups of young people. There
are significant advantages to separate, specialist work not least of these being that the young
people involved can associate in safety with others who have had similar experiences and who
have similar identities:

When you came everyone's in the some boat as well. You're all a bit Iowan confidence so
when you meet somMne in your group and things you're all sort of I don't know maybe sort of
connect in that sort of way and understand about how each other might feel and things
(DO - young mother)

The feeling of safety often means having in place workers who can empathise, who might have
similar identities or have had similar experiences to the young people involved. For example,
one of the workers with young mothers talked about herself having been a mother at the age of
sixteen. One worker in an LGBT projects thought it was important that he himself was gay and a
Bangladeshi worker discussed the influence on him of his own experiences of racism directly in
relation to institutional exclusion:

One significant thing that happened to me that made me focus on youth work was tMchers
at school and racism. I started to see it getting worse and what happened was, I used to get
bullied a lot in school in my younger years and once I got involved in an incident... and I was
excluded from school.
(DO - youth worker)

Workers with common identities to the young people can be particularly adept at dealing
with issues which other workers might not recognise or understand. On the other hand this
can be quite isolating as they find themselves having to address concerns which are outside
mainstream practice. This might mean fighting even for the recognition of youth work itself:

They've soid to me that the young people don't need nothing, they'll take core of them...To be
honest with you they haven't got a clue about youth work.
(DO - youth worker).

Dealing with a set of issues specific to the situation and finding those issues outside mainstream
agendas means that some workers dealing with structural inequality struggle to have their
own voices heard and to be taken seriously. At the same time, it is possible that the level of
identification between workers and young people in these circumstances can lead to such
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a high level of personal commitment from the worker, that separating the personal from
Ihe professional can become difficult. Without clear structures. systems and supervisory
mechanisms. such workers are sometimes forced to deal personally with ethical dilemmas in
isolated situations.

When there are clear structures and well-managed organisational systems in place, youth
workers dealing with specialist groups and equality issues can gain a great deal of freedom to
pursue the work in terms which are meaningful to themselves and the young people. This is
particularly the case if the work is responsive to a particular concern in the policy discourse
- such as work with young mothers or with young Muslims and where funding is forthcoming
for their initiatives. In one project working with young mothers. funded mainly from charitable
sources, it was apparent that the work was young people centred, led by principles of informal
education and voluntary association and responsive to everyday, presenting realities. At the
same time. it operated in partnership with other services, accepted referrals. and delivered
curriculum based learning with accredited outcome~ The young women talked about group
association and support. reduced isolation and increased confidence through attending. They
also achieved examination passes and accessed further educational opportunities as a result of
their participation. This seemed to work well partly because of a self conscious maintenance by
the workers of the central values of generic youth work within the conditions of the specialism
and a set of organisational systems designed to deliver formal requirements in conjunction with
,nformal processe~ What appears crucial here is that self-consciousness about professional
values. allied with skill in organisational management is carried in the persons of the workers
who are trusted and allowed space in the wider organisational framework. Not all youth workers
operate in such conditions.

9,6. Impact of the social udusion agenda

There is much within youth work which can and does meet the desire of government to address
questions of social exclusion. Youth projects are mainly situated in areas with high levels of
deprivation where a range of issues impact negatively on young people both in terms of their
age and as members of particular communitie~ It is clearly possible for youth work to respond
to the issues raised by social inclusion policies in ways which are systematic and managed in
partnership with other agencies. The evidence from the research is that youth workers are keen
to make a contribution in these terms and that the young people do benefit accordingly, valuing
the contribution which the youth agency makes to their circumstances and in recognising their
achievements.

However, there are concerns across the board that the full potential of youth work is being
inhibited by the way in which the social exclusion discourse fragments the approach of different
services and situates youth work in a secondary position in relation to other institutions.
This exacerbates the tendency to focus upon problems rather than people and in SO doing is
contradictory for youth workers. Youth work can continue to progress under such conditions.
but it does so mainly through a combination of operating two systems - a generic system and
a targeted system, and through the determination of youth workers to hold onto their values
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in sometimes alien circumstances.. When conditions are such that these values can be sustained
without confiict. as was evident in a small minority of Ispecialistl projects included in the
research, the youth work approach can consistently achieve in both its own terms and in terms
of addressing social exclusion. The challenge is to remove the contradictions inhibiting generic
practice.
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Chapter 10:

Bureaucracy, Accountability and
Evaluation

/(s human change, if we actually boil it down, not just whot youth work<rs do. /t's about change
isn't it' Showing that things have changed for the better,not the worse.
If{) - youth worker'

10.1 Entanglements

Throughout the research, youth workers engaged in animated discussions about questions of
,valuation and accountability, usually with referenc< to the c~rrent conditions for measuring
performance and in terms of their experience of competition for time between administration
and face-to-face practice. Workers did not generally distinguish between the bureaucratic
aspects of their work and the process<s of evaluation. Nor did th<y conceptually separate
'valuation as a tool for the ass<ssment of young people, evaluation for profession dev<lopment
and evaluation for th< purposes of accountability even though th<y used diffe«nt processes
in practice with varying deg«es of <fficiency. Conversation about these topics tended to slip
from one area to another, and the language used to discuss this important area of practice was
imprecise and often generalised simply as 'paperwork:

It is apparent that these areas of responsibility are problematic in the everyday practice of youth
work. Only a small minority of workers (three, in one projectl appeared to be managing the
growing demands from organisations for hard data without difficulty. The remainder «sponded
to 'paperwork' with a combination of dismay, diss<nt, criticism and sometimes refusal, Mainly
this was because they perteived it to threaten their face-to-face practice with young people.
Even when the cast for undertaking evaluation was presented as a means of improving the
w'lI-being of young people, most workers were cynical about the actual effect. The th«at
from paperwork was identified as absolute in the increasing amount of time needed to satisfy
bureaucratic demands and as relative in relation to a perceived mismatch between the type of
data «quired of them and the professional values of the youth work craft.

Th, experience of threat in absolute terms has a very real basi~ Recent years have witness<d a
sharp rise in the demands of the state and other funding bodies for measured evidence «Iating
to the performance of youth workers and their impact upon young people (Catan, 2002;
Smith, 2003). Transforming Youth Work explicitly linked improved funding for youth work with

-
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accountability measured via evidence of recorded and accredited outcom~ This was initiated
as an adjunct to the Connexions framework of personal development for young people in
which an Assessment, Planning, Implementation and Review (APIRj tool was used for purposes
of assessing the needs and judging the progress of young people with, as Hoggarth and Payne
(2006:51) suggest, 'a pOlicy impetus to raise the number completed: At the same time a
wider network of policy initiatives which dovetail with youth work and the broader climate of
evidence-based approaches to policy and practice (Catan, 2002; Issitt and Spence, 2(04) have
precipitated an enormous increase in time spent on systems of evaluation. These variously seek
the views of young people in relation to their rights to be consulted and have a voice (eg. Youth
Matters); assess changes in young people over specific periods of contact with agencies (eg. in
response to 'Extending Opportunities and Raising Standards'), and assess young people who are
perceived to be 'at risk' (eg. the Common Assessment Framework introduced in the wake of Every
Child Matters). In addition to this there are also systems of self-evaluation and for measuring
the professional development of youth workers themselves.

Youth workers understand and generally accept the argument that evaluation and assessment
can aid systematic and effective practice. They also acknowledge the need to be accountable to
funding bodie~ However they are overwhelmed by the amount of data and form filling required,
and dubious about the value and meaning of much of it in terms of their own approach to
young people. So apart from the amount of time taken there is a relative threat which comes
from the way in which paperwork seems to be subverting what they believe to be central to
their practice:

We've got to focus more on hining targets, getting accreditation 50 our time with the young
people is actually getting twisted away from what youth work really should be about and we
con't concentrate on thor. And it's not going to be youth work in the long run. It's going to
be some hybrid of something that could be really rotten, , can't criticise it 'til it happens. if it
happens, but it sounds more and more like its turning that way. We're youth workers. we're
meant to be working with young people - not filling aut forms. doing paperwork and typing
away ot computers. It's more like an admin based thing now instead of actual youth work.
(DO - Youth worker)

The confusion in the language about the meaning of 'paperwork' is made even more complex in
relation to organisational and managerial systems which are concerned with the formalities of
maintaining a functioning service. In an increasingly litigious society, service organisations and
insurance companies have become ever more risk-averse. Practitioners are required to conform
rigorously, for example, to health and safety law and to ensure that they have undertaken risk
assessments and gained parental permission prior to engaging in any activity with young people

Again, youth workers understand the importance of ensuring the safety of young people but
they experience the bureaucratic details which result from a pre-meditated approach to risk in
eve"!' situation. to undermine the spontaneity of their practice. This is significant especially in
relation to thelT efforts to be responsive to young people in the everyday setting:

One of the things I do worry about is thot we're losing that flexibility becau~ of the whole
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kind of way we're having to record. And we're having to do off the risk assessments and all
that sart ofstuff. We're becoming for more rigid in what we're doing, and safe. And I think our
strength has always been our ability to be flexible and responsive in a plonned ond organised
way.
(DO - praject manager)

The resistance of youth workers to 'paperwork' is moderated by their understanding that
administration, evaluation and accountability are necessary to the effectiveness, development
and continued public support for their profession. In discussion they would often begin with
an overview which was entirely negative and then as conversation developed their original
position would be modified as they reflected upon purposes and necessities. The conversation
between youth workers transcribed in Appendix 2 illustrates this process in practice. The initial
response of outright rejection seems to reflect the absolutely negative experience of increased
bureaucracy as an imposition on everyday practice. whilst the conditionality suggests that at
an intellectual level, workers accept that there is a rational case for the introduction of new
system, In order to undmtand these responses, it is necessary to disentangle the actual impact
from the principles and at the same time to consider separately the implications of bureaucracy,
evaluation and accountability for youth work practice.

10,2 Bu~aucracy

The impact of the amount of time spent in administering youth projects must be understood
with reference to their size. There were some large organisations represented in the research
sample, but at a locaileyei of 'delivery' most projects were small, at least in terms of personnel,
depending mainly upon one or two full time staff supplemented by part time and voluntary
workers.

The bureaucracy falls disproportionately onto full time workers who usually attempt to protect
the part time staff from paperwork in order to maximise the time they can spend with young
people:

There were distinctions between the recording thot is expected of full-timers and port-timers.
Part timers do less evaluation, only writing up when samething has happened.
(ROJ

What I try to do with the poperwork and the port time staff is that I try to make it as - they
need to do the evaluation form and that's what they need to do - but I give them a certoin
time to do those forms, sa they're not toking them home with them, they're nat spending huge
amounts of timr on th~m bemuse... it tak~ away from th~ foce-to~face work. But it needs to
be done. That's just what you need to do unfortunotely. I wish I didn't have to do it but I've got
to do it.
(DO - project manager)

full time workers carry the burden of paperwork relating to young people and to the
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management of support staff, but they arc also involved in the management of buildings.,
programmes. and interagency work. Not surprisingly, some of the full time workers involved
in the research were designated as 'managers' in their job titles rather than as 'youth workers:
Despite this. such workers continued to interpret their professional role primarily with reference
to face-la-face practice. Their personal and professional commitment, the focus of their time
and energy, remained primarily to the young people but their formal designation suggested a
primary role in relation to the effectiveness and efficiency of the organisation.

In the 'Janus-faced' practice which results for full time work.ers. there is a distinction between
paperwork associated with the maintenance and de....elopment of face-to-face work and
the paperwork linked to the demands and requirements of external bodies upon which
the organisation depends for its continued existence. When workers perceive the demands
of external powers to be contradictory to their practice orientation then the whole set of
bureaucratic tasks including strategic planning, audit, e.... idence, assessment, targets and
outcomes are experienced as an alien and unwarranted imposition. And such tasks are percei ....ed
as contradictory when they take time, already precious and stretched, away from face-to-face
work. On the other hand, when paperwork is associated with planning an e....ent which has arisen
from the internal dynamics of practice, workers undertake such tasks efficiently and without
complaint. Moreo....er, they frequently involve young people in such planning activities, passing
on managerial and organisational skills in the process.

Youth workers resented the time taken by bureaucratic management partly because it impacted
on the balance of their working day, partly because it intruded into their private time and most
significantly, because lack of time to fill in important forms meant that they might not be
completely properly and therefore might not fairly represent the practice.

There can be no doubt that their concerns about time are based in their real experience. Even
when the workers admitted the positive value of paperwork, they mentioned its effect upon
their time:

He showed me the evaluation pock for his project- there were hundreds of evaluation forms
they need four sheet> per young person, plus overall summary dolO... The evaluation forms for
the external evoluolOr are the forms that the youth worker finds most helpful- these are read
through and then used as a basis for discussions
(RD)

I've never been a great lover of paperwork although I do see it as really valuable. It is really
valuable for self-assessment eValuation, monitoring, documenting, helping us keep track of
where we're at and where we're going. But sometimes it eat> up a lot of your time. And that's
one of ~he things I like least about it, just the time constraint5 And for myself. only being port
time, It s frustratmg at times.
(DO - youth worker)

I mean ?ne of the things we do is we have evaluation forms and we have young people
evaluation forms as welf, .so we encourage them. Unfortunately we are in a cultu~ where we
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hove to hove so much paperwork evidence, it just sometimes drowns ~rything. but it has
to be done, so we can't look on it as negative, we have to set" it as positive really. in terms of
funding and to sustain our work as well and to soy, 'Yes it is valuable:
(DO - youth worked

I'm not sure there is a least important port [of youth work] I=ouse I think I would
outomoticolly soy, 'Oh it's the poperwork: but actually the poperwork is important becouse
you need to keep monitoring I=ouse unless you do that the [council] will soy, 'Well, what
are you doing with our money?' So that's important. And that informs the work and what
we're doing...But I think there is too much and the work has become to the poine where we're
becoming soturoted with that information and stuff that each funding body.. the amount of
monitoring and evaluation that it tokes to do that stuff its going to toke up af! my time. And
that will toke away from my face-to-face, it has to, becouse if I don't get that poperwork in we
lose the funding to do that work in the first place.
100 - project manager)

The contradiction between recognising the value of paperwork versus its intrusion upon time
spent in interpersonal work was also reflected in the conversations of some of the young people:

Kim: 15 this research going to tell the big bosses to stop them doing loads ofpoper work?
llaughter) Because it's crop! Becouse it's all changed from the young people to computers and
paperwork. And it sucks' ... It's like you come in and you expect things to be happening, like it
used to, and they are just all sitting at computers and tolking about paperwork.

laura: Then again, most of the time when the young people do get involved in the poperwork,
you see how important it is I mean with all the stuff we did with [this project] like, you sit
down and you look at the paper work, and you've got an evaluation form for something and
you're like 'Why am I doing this' What is the point in that" And then you realise you are
evaluating that so that you con decide if that event was a su('('(:"ss, if your point of view was
actually heard. And if it wasn't you've got a piece ofpoper that you con write on, 'No, your
event was rubbish: so i/ is kind of worthwhile, young people getting involved in the poperwork
because then we get our soy as well. And it means the workers don't have to do as much, we
get writer's cramp instead...

Kim: Over the yeors this place has changed... I con't think ofhow to describe it without soying,
'Paperwork!' Fifty times
(FG - young people)

Workers adopt different strategies in an effort to manage the absolute increase in their
workload. Of course, when face-to-face conditions are difficult, full time workers can use the
demands of paperwork as an excuse to avoid working directly with young people but this was
only observed in the research in one situation. Mostly, workers attempt to find a balance in
the working day by aliocating particular times to 'admin: Sometimes this was undertaken at
times when young people were absent, at other times young people were present but allowed
10 'amuse themselveS: and sometimes the workers chose a particularly quiet time of the week
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to dedicate to such work. None of the", practices w..e ideal. The realities of the everyday
circumstances of the young people inevitably and frequently intruded. For ..ample:

Jane: Port of my role is doing the things that need to ~ dane in the office. It could~ your
normal things like answering the telephone, dealing with queries, dealing with young women
as they came to the door because young women, they don't have to ~ referred to the project
by a specialist. They can just find out about u~ come to the door. ring the ~II and have a
ronge of issues or an issue that they need ro discuss with a worker and they can come in and
be dealt with in a canfldential environment. If we can't work with that _.then obviously we can
refer to somebody else who can. So there's dealing with that sort of thing

Mary: People have came along with all their worldly goods in two carrier bogs haven't they?

Jane: Yeah just land at your door and then you deal with those sorts of things. I ha,"" a
responsibility for doing the finance {laughs}, not in the job description, but its one of things
that we have to do. So it's dealing with the all the things that keeps the office management

ticking over.

Researcher: Do you have seporote time to do that or is it all-?

Margie: It's just all in port of the day isn't it>

Mary: Yeah but for finance we try to keep that for a Friday morning ~cause a Friday
morning's when we have no groups in. So it's a time possibly,

Jane: But if someone came in

Mary: That's right that has to get dropped

Margie: That's not just because I was in on Friday and it was monic [laughs]

Mary: Yeoh (All laughing)

Margie: And I soid I didn't think anybody did anything on a Friday [laughing]

Jane: We didn't even stop for lunch. So that's the office management thing - that's a port of
my role.
(DO - youth workersl

So long as workers continue to prioriti", the needs of young people in their everyday practice,
then the paperwork must fit around that. This inevitably means disruption and fragmentation of
the focus required for administration. It is therefore quite often the ca", that such YIIork is not
completed in work time or is not completed satisfactorily:

What~ happening is some stoff are taking work home and doing it at home ~fare they come
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in. Sam< stoff0'" coming in rorly to do it and sam< """pl< 0'" stopping oock to mak< su",
the quality of the MJluatian. Sa to m< that again is dMJluing youth work and youth warkm'
tim<, sarry not dMJluing I think its manipulating. I think its manipulating youth workers who
volu< youth work and what g= into it what comes aut of it and <verything in b<twe<n, do
you know what I mron. And I think that's it I think the local authority do that and I think th<
government do it as wel/.
100 - proj<ct manager)

Workers were mast likely to take paperwork home with them if their project had an 'open-door'
policy or when there were a variety of developmental projects underway which in themselves
created pap<rwork. Indeed it appeared that the more successful the youth work with regard to
accessibility and use by young people and in terms of organised projects under way, the less
likely that it was that key workers could complete their bureaucratic tasks in work time.

Th< worker talked aoout how th< pop<rwork and the bureaucracy is a big port of the <veryday
work they do, but this con often take away from the face-to- face work. He said that he got
inco the job co work with young """pie and sametimes ends up doing pop<rwork in his fre<
time. (While this d=n't seem ideal as pop<rwark must b< port of the job onyway, through
sp<nding time with the praject it is clror that there is little time CO do pop<rwork during the
working day.j The young """pie pop in and out and often "'Qui", attention fram the workers.
The"'fore the pop<rwork b<comes secondary to them. They do not have any admin support for
the project.
(RO)

Workers who do not produce sufficient or adequate paperwork put themselves and their
projects 'at risk' when it comes to formal inspections and quality judgements. In one project the
researcher observed practice undertaken by skilled and experienced youth workers which was
comprehensive, systematic, operated at varying levels, was involved in partnership approaches
and was highly valued by the yaung p<ople. However, the full time worker concentrated his
attention an the young people to the detriment of his paperwork. Subsequently, those involved
in the project had thought an O/sted insp<ction to have not undmtood the quality of the
practice:

The worker discussed their exp<rience of on Ofsted Inspection which they felt was false as
they had to p1?pol? in advona: for it and it wasn't a true rrprrsentotion of a lot of the work
that goes on within th< wickr service. Th< project hod r=ived a 'satisfactory' grade which
th< young """pl< hod writt<n a lett<r CO complain alJout as they didn't fe<1 it was fair and the
inspector hadn't und<rstood what hod happ<ned at the session they hod observed.
IRO)

The line manager of the worker involved was aware of the mismatch t>rtween the actual quality
of everyday practice and a judgement based upon paperwork supplemented by one visit and yet
could do littl< ath<r than further encourage the full time worker to 'pay more attention' to the
quality of his pap<rwork. In another project where records were kept systematically, the project
manager was forced to reconstruct information for an Ofsted inspection retrospectively:
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I think people ore starting to feel the pressure of the inspection which is coming up, ond ore
being put under this pressure by senior managers in the service. The manager hod been told
that he needed to get together the statistics for the detached project for the lost year by noon
tomorrow, a breakdown of the numbers ofpeople they hod met in the post yeor. This was
frustrating for him because he hod already provided this information based on the weekly and
monthly moniroring but they have either lost them or didn't think of using them and so he
hod ro go back thraugh all the months again and record the required informotion_.The form he
was given to complete wasn't straightforward either, it wonted ro note the number of young
people aged 11-25 and then the number of young people aged 13- 19, braken down further
into gender and ethnic minority. However the evaluation forms used last yeor did not include
this information, it hod ethnic minority but the form wanted to know specifics of, white, Asian,
Chinese etc. It seemed quite a big task to complete. While he began ro do this there were lots
of interruptions from phone coll~ requests to do things upstairs, young people wonting to
come into the project as usual, He dealt with all of these as they happened and then got back
on with the forms.
IRD)

The type and quality of the information required can change over time and in relation to
different funding agencies or the varying systems with which youth work is connected.

Lost year. the praject hod twenty. nine different gronts to monitor. This is time-consuming
- quarterly reports and different measures are coiled for by the various funders. There is no
uniformity. It wouldn't be SO bad if they all wonted the some information.
(RDJ

Instability and variation in the type of records required does not encourage systems efficiency.
In situations which afe time and space pressured, when other priorities aft more important
to professional integrity, even the best efforts of willing workers are likely to be an imprecise
reflection of the meaning of practice. When workers afe resistant or cynical, the mismatch
between practice and records is likely to be much greater.

Some workers experienced the bureaucratic attention to the intrinsic quality of their records as
a threat because they believed that even the best records could not, even in ideal condition~
accurately reflect the impact or the meaning of their interventions. Moreover, they often
believed that the purposes of such record-keeping were suspect, that they were not primarily,
as presented, to improve practice in its own terms, but rather intended for monitoring and
surveillance of bath young people and youth workers in other and sometimes conflicting terms
In thiS sense, 'paperwork' contained contested issues about the processes and the meanings of
accountability.

to.3 Acrountability

There is undoubtedly an overlap between accounting for the quality of practice in work with
young people and accounting for the efficiency of the organisation. In the most harmonious
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of organisational systems, and indeed, in the most harmonious of youth work organisations
observed in the research, there is at least some congruence between developmental and
reflective practice and the records which assess and account for that practice. However, the
proc~s of youth work involve responsiveness to immediate, sometimes unpredictable
circumstan~ as much as to premeditated and planned objectives. while ongoing negotiation
with young people is necessary to secure and maintain their participation. In this situation
congruence ~tween organisational presuppositions, intentions and rationality cannot always
be maintained. Rather than simply applying systems and recording practice using standardised
forms, youth workers are more often put into a position where they must actively manage
systems in order to prevent them undermining their actual work.

I wos doing their files with [the yOung peoplel and I think sometimes that you get so
dlstrocted by the targers that yOu end up overlooking what youth work is about - which is
trying to improve the lives of yOung people. This can sometimes came about fram just being
there, but with yOU having to make sure yOu've got evidence and that yOu're meeting yOur
torgets then thot focus can be token away.
IDD - youth worker)

All the youth workers in the research identified a mismatch between externally imposed systems
of accountability and the actual working practices and values inscribed in their approach to

young people. Yet they seldom complained about systems which they devised themselves or
in collaboration with line managers The imposition of systems of accountability by forces
often identified simply as 'they' or 'them' reflects their subjection to forces which are outside
the sphere of their everyday practice and the relative powerless of youth workers to affect the
organisational and managerial terms through which their practice is judged:

Janet: And the paperwork is prescribed. I mean last yeor I actually designed some and I was
happy using i< but I've been told I've got to now use this stuff I mean we can try and use
things like recorded outcomes -

John: They've changed the format for recorded outcames now as well.
(DD - youth workers)

There is widespread anxiety about the consequences for youth work of unsympathetic systems
of accountability, and a high level of frustration with the absence of the youth work perspective
,n the decision-making processes. Sometimes, participants expressed the hope that this research
project could represent their voices, could convince policy-makers in particular of the realities of
the practice situation in youth work in order that more appropriate systems might be c'eated.
Mostly they believed that it was lack of understanding which led to the current mismatch
between criteria and processes of accountability and their own values and working realitie~ They
seemed to be at a loss as to how to articulate their understanding in terms which might bridge
the gap between themselves and decision makers Yet in the discussions with the researchers,
youth workers explained fluently and coherently how systems were distorting practice. They
Implicitly recognised that different criteria were operating in face-to-face practice on the one
hand and in organisational decision making on the other. This speaks not of a failure of policy
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makers to understand, but rather of a different discourse which, from the position of policy, does
not include the values and perspectives of traditional youth work but is rather intended to shape
youth work according to the assumptions and expectations of policy,

I rhink it con lo~ its way a little bit in terms of its getting so prrscribrd, ond the~'s so many
things thor you ha"" to do. Ir controdicts the fact that what about the things that they want
to do instrad of things that they ho"" to dOl And whilst you'd like it to be complrldy led by
young prople somrlimes unfanunately you'll ha"" your awn targets now and you'll have
your awn things rhat you'll ha"" CO hir, Whe~s befa~ if you we~ a conscientious worker
you'd know the rhings that you should be working on anyway. Like you wont to be co""ring
rh~ curriculum ort'Os and irs how you do that. Th~ creativity com('S in how you design a
session CO do that how you respond to the needs of the young prople. So what you'~ doing
is mo~ ~cti"" mther than pmacti"", and thor pmbobly doesn't sound the best way to be,
but it is brcou~ you'~ responding to them as opposed to responding to what somebody's
said sirting in on offiCf' who says this is how you work with young prople...and you'd get to
the same son of outcome brcou~ at the end of rhe day the young person con still go on
that journey. They'~ still going to be he~ at this point and when you work with them for a
period of time then they'"" got ro thor point But if theydon'r recogni~ their lraming, then
OK, the~'s an issue, bur they might nor recogni~ rheir lraming srmight away, they might not
think about ir until two, three, four years later, 'Oh yeah that's where I thought about this,
that's whe~ I explored that' And rhen rhey might come bock to you but they might not But
it's about you recognising, Well!'"" done what I could with this young person: or '/ should be
doing these things, these guidelines and target!i' And if it'S the~ to stop prople shirking their
~sponsibilitiesand not doing their job properly then it needs to be a lot mo~ stringent And it
needs to be, well if the person is not doing their job properly, what they should be doing with
the young prople, then you change the person you don't change the whole ethos of youth
work, do you know what I meonllr doesn't make sense.
IDD - project manager)

Fundamentally, the anxiety ~ems to devolve around the question of who or what controls youth
work practice. For the youth worker operating from the perspective of traditional professionaI
values, the primary accountability is to the young person in a relationship bounded by a set of
professional values and responsibilities. This is not a position held ideologically, but rather one
which emerges in the context of the reality of rveryday practice. Whilst there have always been
other accountabilities, mainly to the employing organisation and to funding bodies which set
more or less rigorous conditions and policies within which practi.. takes place, traditionally
there has brrn space for interpretation and flexibility to deal with the realities of practice. Full
time youth workers have bren trusted to account for their work in their own terms within
the framework of organisational aims and objectives. In the new Climate, which reflects the
intentions of government to target public finance at specific groups of young people towards
specific ends. the space for interpretation is bring closed down. This is not bring done by local
management committees. Indeed, the evidence suggests that locally based management retains
a co-operative and trusting relationship with workers. Rather it is a primarily a consequence of
dependence upon public finance. The targets and outcomes to which youth workers in receipt
of public finan.. are now bring required to account for the effectiven... of their practi.. are
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of a different order from those prevailing in the years when generic youth work was growing
and developing as a public sector profession (Ministry of Education, 1960). The price today of
being fully integrated into professional services for young people is an increasingly syStematised
approach to practice in which the interpretive, flexible and open-ended character of informal
educational approaches is decentred. Some of the dilemmas wert" recorded in the research in
relation to changes taking place in Scotland during the fieldwork period of the research:

fhere have been a lot of changes in youth work in Scar/and... fhis shaped the way forward for
youth work as part ofCommunity Learning Development, and put them at the forefront of
community planning and showed youth work as the front line partner to work with schools
etc. This was nirr: as up until then youth work had been the poor cousin, but it was also scary
as now everyone is looking at what youth work is doing. This has/ed to new tighter systems
to justify and measure the wort.. Same of the fromework is good but the work needs to be
ongoing otherwise it's oppressive. fhese SyStems may be good for HMI and accountability but
in proctice there needs to be more space within it. Projects need to reflect the needs of the
community, young people and workers. but the new systems don't reflect this... [The evaluation
fromewark] was designed by an acodemic, but didn't work with real work with people in
practice. Ft:aple had adapted it and there is a standard system across the team...HMI can be a
useful and constructive experienrr:, offering an external perspective and advice. It can get you
up to speed. show you where you are doing well and paint you in the right direction. However
some people SlY it as ma", of a test.
IRD - meeting with team leader)

In the process of organisational change, the assumption of a primary accountability towards
the young pe""n and to practice emerging from dialogue with young people, no longer holds
The balance of accountability has been shifted towards the organisation's duty to fulfil the goals
of public policy. And these are not created with youth work and young people at the centre,
but rather with reference to social problt"ms - to questions about inclusion and exclusion,
social order and financial efficiency. This does not allow for dissent or difference between the
Objectives of practice negotiated with the young person and the objectives of the organisation.
However, the imperatives of everyday youth work realities mean that even if youth workers fully
accept organisational criteria for accountability, they art" not in a position to simply conform
Instrumentally. Thus the experience of externally imposed systems tends to be of distortion of
and distraction from what is actually happening.

They have just bought in a SyStem where the street bosed worker> record the issues that have
came up during the sessions, as this is something that the project are being asked to provide
by vaflous partners. fhe", had been a farm for sessions that was bosed on a tick box ,sking
about which issues had been covered. fhe workers weren't sure that this was helpful as staff
were cramming the issues into sessions 'alrohol, drugs. HIV Staff were realising they hadn't
covered anything and so were asking a young person, 'Have you smoked drugs this week'" Just
SO they could then tick the boxr

(RDJ

The worker was trying to set up some 'generic forms' 50 that all funders rrquirements ron be
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met via the one system. One funder wanted postcodes for all the young people they worked
with - the project said they were unable to provide these lOota Protection Act) and the funder
has gone away to look at olrernatives I...scope for negotiation with some funders). There are
problems with asking young people to fill in forms as many con't write. One funder changed
the information that they wonted half way through - meaning that the organisotion have had
to chase this information up afterwards which is problematic. After the first audit with this
{under the manager W05 in tears.
(RO)

It means you're tolking less and less about the young person and more and more about, well,
targers.
(DO - youth worker)

Because practitioners and young people are excluded from central decision-making except via
'consultation' processes constructed within the discourse of policy. youth workers 3re forced
to manage two systems to the best of their ability. On the one hand they continue to engage
with young people according to the dictates of everyday reality and with reference to their
traditional professional value system. On the other hand, they attempt to meet the demands of
government - and other funding agencies such as charitable trusts and corporate organisations
- by submitting to the demands to complete the paperwork which records outcomes and
indicates that they have met pre-determined targets us:ng methods which do not undermine
their practice:

I like to try and achieve positive outcomes for young people without that trying to sound too
techie. I mean positive outcomes that are identified by the young people not by a booklet
which will give you a selection of positive outcomes. I like young people to create their awn
and set their awn goals for where they wont to get to. Sa if I can playa port in them getting
each step of the way to that goal then I'm quite happy with that. That's job sotisfaction.
(DO - youth worker)

We've got to provide the evidence and port of that is we fill out sessional evaluation farms,
termlyevaluation forms, reports. photogrophic and videa evidence and we get young people
to. But how we like to work here is, we have young people inputting in the planning 50 it's not,
'Right' Hi come in, the next twelve weeks are going to be spent like this', its 'Hi come in, let's
be invalved in the programme: yes we might encourage it a bit mare and lead it to a degree,
because we might soy, 'On these dates. these things are happening in these areas. maybe we
con take port in it>' But we'd like to think that it's young people led as well. And we'd like to
think that we're empowering young people to take some responsibility in how the group ;s run.
We don't want it to be like, the workers run the group and the young people just come along.
Their contribution ;s valuable and also by contributing they're taking an active role so therefore
you're more likely to keep the young people coming as weiLand we ask young people about
how they think the programme went and sessionally as well, if they want to fill them in. Sa
thor's always an option there_.
(DO - youth worker)
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10.4 The problem of statistics

Youth workers tend to conceptualise the dichotomy between what they value in their work
and what is valued by external authorities, as qualitative practice versus quantitative measures.
The impact of Transforming Youth Work has been to weight accountability quantitatively via
pre-determined targets and outcomes. When youth workers complain about paperwork and
administration it is because they believe that the statistics which they are providing run counter
to the ethos of 'quality' practice:

So then it's more for their statistics and for me it's not about statistics. If I don't hit the total
number that somebody SOY' I'm supposed to hit but I know I've done quality work with a
group of young people, with on individual young person. then that for me is better than
saying, 'WeI/I've worked with thirty kids today and they were 01/ here: You can work with thirty
kids and do nothing. And ... when I used CO do port time youth work I could be in a sports hall
and myjob seemed to be maintaining order, keeping these young people in line. And because
I could do that, when the other youth work hours got cut mine got extended. But in terms of
the information and advice that these workers are doing that's needed more than me playing
basketball for three hours. But it was better because I got thirty kids off the streets. You have
to learn that yourself and go through that to soy. 'Okay then. Da I want to do this, or do I wont
to do quality work? Or do I wont to just concentrate on quantity'"
(00- project manager)

Joanne: I mean the most important bit of the work is the dialogue, I think.

Jamie: Building the relationship.

Joanne: There's not a really effective way of recording the qualitative evidence ofpersonal and
social development. It's all kind of quantitative and it's an inappropriate framework I think.
(00 - youth workers)

You can't measure the difference in self esteem between the beginning of a session and the
end.
(RO)

Marie: It's the difference between quality and quantity, you con get a hundred people walk
in here in one week which looks fantastic, but what have they done> Picked up a leaflet or
asked for directions, whereas you might have two people in all week, but you could have really
turned their life around in that week. But if it's down to numbers. 'We're funding x number of
SCOff to work with two young people all week?'
(00 - youth worker)

The antipathy which many youth workers have to 'measurement' and 'statistics.,' expresses their
belief that such approaches cannot fully account for the creative and dynamic richness of
practice. It reflects the fact that neither youth workers nor young people account for the value
of the work in these terms. Whilst quantitative measures are indicative of the impact of youth
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work in terms of specified foci and concrete outcomes, and they do give a rough indication of
numbers of young people reached. they 3re unable to capture the value of the developmental,
social and informal educational approaches. Calculating the effectiveness of youth work using
numerical measures might offer something to a crude cost-benefit analysis, but such measures
are not designed to 'reflect' the quality of youth work from the perspectives of young people or
workers. Inevitably, they entirely miss or negatively impact upon some integral aspects of the
work.

There is a constant danger of accreditation taking over the developmental aspects and vice
verso. They try to build spoce for fun onto the progromme- something that is nothing to do
with the programme or evaluation. That ;s often the thing that the young women enjoy most.
IRD}

The numbe~ of participants and the worthy outcomes recorded in statistical ~idence refer to
problem-orientated interventions. They cannot evidence that aspect of youth work which talks
about 'happy things' rather than problems, which promotes jay and friendship, which listens to
silences and values small improvements. Yet these are things which are not only important to
youth workers. but also central to the value which young people accord to it.

I go co Th~ Girls Group and 50 far all of the sessions I have been to. and I've: nevrr missed one.
My confidence has raised, with me being there. I'm much morr positive and I'm much more
confident and that's all thanks to The Girls Group and the workers ...I've changed, I mean I
was very shy. low self este-em, non- confident. ~fore I came here. And now, I mean I n~'
went out the house, I used to be in thr house every night I had no friends at 0/1...1 mNn I was
such a negative person and I'm just not negative anymore. I get my negoti~ days, but having
people tell me that I con do it. That I'm nor. and positive thinking and sluff like Ihat, and ir's
just mode me more positive and saying thor is not olf doom and gloom.
IFG - yaung woman}

Clearly from the point of view of youth workers and young people, qualitativr measurrs
of practice would seem to be more appropriate as a means of communicating its impact.
Howevrr, this does not take into consideration the fact that therr are rnormous difficultirs
associated with qualitative data in recording what is relevant, analysing what is significant and
standardising accounts to aid comparability, to say nothing of the time which would ~ taken in
the process..

Developing qualitative approaches which are rigorous and relevant in the organisational
context is not impossible but it is particularly difficult in view of the suprrior status accorded to
numerical measures..

There is some evidrnce that youth workers themsrlves are complicit and uncritical in according
higher valur to statistics despite thrir preferencr for qualitative matrriaL Using statistics has
became part of the perfarmative aspects of youth work. Workers disagree with them, but they
arr caught up in the dance. When asked to explain thr impact of their work, thrir first instinct is
oftrn to refer to the statistics- rather than to sprak in thrir own terms:
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The fire fighters were asking at the end of the session how the effects of the programme were
measured. The workers to/ked about the reduced crime statistics. (which had been seen by
mony as a kry indicator of th~ succt"SS of th~ progromm~ond I~d to .som~ rerognition on a
regianalleve/). The fire fighters weren't ...ry impr=d with rhis as an answer They were ...ry
keen ra hear abour the persona/situarians of the young people on the programme, why rhey
were rhere 'whar they had done.'
(ROI

Then~ is no reason in principle why youth workers should not produce statistical records which
record bart information about their practi~ without trying to 'reprrstnt' it in terms of its
deeper meaning and without expecting such information to do mort work than it is capable of
doing. A5 one youth worker acknowledged:

With our nrw funding that wr'~ got for th~ n~xt two ynJlS in th~ m:-rnt su~rvision I was
told rhat we hod targets but they're targets thor are suppaning, they're quality torget~ not to
just reach a cenoin number to sotisfy somebody's staristics. They're rargets that ha...n·t been
set on a high percentage. they·... been ser an a realistic =Ie which I'm quite confidenr rhot
w~'11 ha~ no prob/~m at all m~ting our torg~t5.. I think if~r any torg~rs w~rt ~t for uS w~'d

Ollfr ochirvr.
(DO - youth worker!

Statistics are prOblematic in youth work mainly brcause they are perceived as the sole basis
for judgements about quality, bt'cauS( statistical targets are linked with funding, and insofar
as youth projects themS(lves are not fully engaged in decision-making about the criteria for
collecting them. These issues are confusrd with the value of statistics themsrlves. The research
data suggests that the antagonism to quantitative measures is associated with the experience
of powerlessness amongst youth work..... to effect the direction of organisational change.
The demand for accountability to external, anonymous agents using measures which do not
represent what youth workers and young people experience as important, means that statistics
become part of the threat of paperwork.

Rich qualitativt evidence is not necessarily an alternative to statistics.. It can be additional. There
is actually lillie evidence that qualitative research and data is not acceptable to policy-makers
and funding agencies when it is collected systematically and with reference to acknowledged
resrarch methods. However, youth workers themselves need to promote the value of such
evidence and to discover ways of recording their practice which can br incorporat~ into
everyday work without divtrting attention from face-to-face practice. A number of workers
spoke of the value of stories and anecdotes in these terms:

Oaire: _there needs to be some evaluation, in bock to whar we were talking obour at the
beginning about being professional and not being seen 05 profcssiona/~being able to soy
what we do and soying this is what we do. here~ some evidence. It doesn't ha... to be playing
the game in rerms of bums on seats but ir has to be something

Sue: I agree we do have to evidence work even if its just stori~ even if it~ just a way of
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collecting stories...
(FG - youth worker)

A rich seam of stories and anecdotes of youth workers and young people already exists in the
records. These stories offer one source for evaluating the contribution of youth work to the
lives of young people but they can only be admitted formally into processes of acmuntability
if they are considered and promoted by workers in these terms. This demands that some
attention be paid to qualitative research methods, to the nature of recording and to questions of
interpretation and analysis. Stories in themselves are interesting but their meaning needs to be
analysed if they are to count as data.

10.5 Evaluation

The language of evaluation is seamlessly interwoven with the problems of bureaucracy and
accountability in the narratives of youth workers. This reflects the ways in which 'evaluation' has
become primarily a managerial tool for assessing the impact and quality of youth work practice.
Exactly what is being evaluated is not always clear. In conversation, youth work.ers tend to slip
between evaluation as something related to an assessment of changes in young people over
time and evaluation as a means of measuring the overall effectiveness of a project in terms
of meeting targets and outcomes. The former involves the use of specific tools for measuring
personal change, such as the Rickter Scale IHutchinson and Stead, 1994); SpiritLevellKent. 20021
and the ConnexionsAPIR tool (CSNU, 2001). The latt.. attempts to gear evidence towards the
specific criteria associated with the social exclusion agenda and NEET. The two approaches are
related and can of course overlap so that the real development of a young person can be defined
entirely in terms of the outcomes needed for the project to be accountable;

I was talking about that in my supervision. I was like 'Look, I've put', becouse my three Monday
lads are a handful, Tve put two of them through for a recorded outcome, one of them doesn't
deserve one. I could have mode one up for him and got him to sign it but I don't work like thar
- credit where credit's due: If he was being more involved in things, his attendance is terrible,
he's hit and miss, and I was like Tm not going to do thor: I'm not going to put people through
for things just so you con hit a button and hit your target. If they deserve it they will get it and
I will try and work it round so it'lIloak a bit better for them but they have to give something
before this is going to gee done.
(DO - youth worker)

In this case, achieving a recorded outcome has slipped from being a quality of the project into
becoming a quality of the young person. However, it is more usual for the two processes to
be conceptually separated and for the measures of evaluating Ihe impact of youth work upon
young people to then contribute to the recorded outcomes for purposes of accountability.

Although these measures of evaluating the progress of young people, and by implication the
impact of youth work are designed to assist in the measurement of subjective, 'soft' outcome~
which are in the mainstream of youth work concerns, there were mixed feelings aboul them
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in practice. Exploring concepts such as love, sexuality, spirituality, self-esteem and ultimately,
personal development assists young people to come to terms with their feelings and beliefs and
the beliefs of others but using these tools is often experienced as a rather crude and reductive
approach to assessing such qualitative development.

Evaluation tools were thought to be useful as an aid to focused discussion in formal
programmes but irrelevant to assessing the impact of the small but 'critical moments' which
youth workers valued so highly as an indication of a young person's progres~ Standardised
approaches to important developmental topics using attitudinal scales as a measure ultimately
offers little more than other statistical measures within a set time-period, communicating very
lillie of the actual work and effects which manifest outside the time-scale of the tool.

There were some serious questions about the accuracy of these tools:

The praject uses Rickler (the training was pravided free) with same yaung people. The prablem
they found with it is that it takes a while for changes to registr< On one short course they
took a reading before and afterwards and found the scores went down. On closer inspe<:tion
it appeared that the young people were looking at themselves more honestly after the course.
Another factor is that if the young person likes the member ofstoff and wants to do them a
favour they may rank themselves highr< If a young person has a number of issues, Rickter can
be a useful way of examining these sa 'it has its ploce~ (Again focusing on the process of using
it roehrr than it in itself as an rvaluation mrchanism).
(RD)

Completed forms were offered to the researchers in a number of projects as examples of
evaluation proce=s used. The research diaries suggest that the problems of accuracy are
compounded by problems of comparability. for example:

We were given two examples of the evoluation forms, they were short (two sides) with key
headings that the workers wrate under Th<y had been completed by the two different fuJI time
workers, and showed quite different styles and approoches. They asked for 'outcomes' and
then indicators and evidence of these. The kind of outcomes that were identified were 'young
people feel good about themselves, self esteem, increased knowledge bose, con/idence: The
distinction between outcomes. indiroto~ and evid~n~ was unclror.
IRD)

Evaluation forms designed to demonstrate the progress of young people use a proliferation of
styles and criteria. Different forms are designed for some aspects of practice, tried out, amended,
and changed according to needs in other parts of projects. It is difficult not to Sympat~ise

with one worker who asked 'What is it all for? What are organisations going to do with all this
Information?'

there are some situations in youth work where an evaluation or assessment tool might
contribute to the work. In such situation~ they are incorporated into the developmental proce~
. and mainly it is in developmental processes such as counselling or specific curriculum-based
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work where these tools are used to make a contribution. However, they are not globally useful
and in some: cases their introduction might even be counter-productive and distracting.

The struggles around designing and using evaluation tools are probably best encapsulated in the
following long transcript from one of the focus group discussions:

Sue: We have a form that, twa form~ a scaling form, 'I don't feel ok: I feel ok; I've got healthy
relationships: I've got poor relationship~' and people come out where they are on the spectrum
when they first come. So they'd do that at the beginning of the counselling, rile got good
housing or I need better housing: There's about ten, tweille of them. So as port ofstarting
ofcounselling we'd ask them to fill this in llery quickly and at the end of the contracted
counselling we'd ask them to fill it in again. And there's a box, 'Do you think {Sue} has helped"
So we con evaluate where theY'1ie got to. They evaluate the changes they've made, and in my
experience most don't wont to look at the first sheet again when they're doing the second
one. But some do. And they soy, 'Oh look' and we get both sheets out and they'll soy, 1his is
really interesting: and you'll do another ten, twenty minutes of work of how theY'1ie changed,
On the whole theY'1ie gone up, Sometimes it hasn't and you con pick that up and work on, the
information side. But it's very defined.

We were hoping to run it on both sides of the praject So information workers would also be
doing the scoJing, but it just hasn't happened, It hasn't worked and part of that is because the
information side's so reactive. It's actuafJy quite complicated to bring this form in and stort
working with it. And also, I think workers' energy is about if there's a bit of a crisis on and you
want to be moving things on and there's other forms to fill in, in terms of confidentiality and
what agencies the young people con work with, and that sort of thing, So it's gillen us a lot of
useful information on the counselling side but it's just not worked on the {other} side, So I need
to get bock thinking again about how to measure that side of the work

Marie: Is it a bit like that Rickter Scale?

Sue: Yes but we couldn't afford it so it's Sue's llersion Ilaughter - unrelated chat]. We do
statistical information as well, how many 16 year aids come in. ..

Claire: We keep a lot of cose files for yaung people which aren't an evaluation but they can lx'
used as an evaluation. It's easy to get if you were to look at somebody's file that ellen if you
work with them once or over a long period of time that you could pick up a good sense of the
work that was done and use that to evaluate, portly the impoct that we've had on them and
the changes and you could make stories fram that

Sue: Yes I think that's how our annual report will be this year. And I think actually it's mare
interesting for people, It is the story bit that people find interesting, We usually get some
feedbock at annual reports and people always say the story bits are the bits they find
interesting because it becomes really tangible and people understand the work that you're
doing and I think that's been llery important in making this place seem like a llery professional
place in terms ofother agencies, in terms of having annual reports and these stories going out
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there and when Italk to other agencies its alwoyS the stories. Can you tell us some more about
the young people coming in~

Claire: Which is maybe whore wo n«d to stan from in terms of not trying ta fit in with athor
poapl<'s waY' of ovaluating but just ..

linda: I suppose evaluating our own work as we go along without the Rickter stuff, is often
when you're working with a young pef50n, they come in with one thing and theyond up going
out with anothe, And you go through the process. 'Now haVf you understood eVfrything
we've talked about? Is there onything you need~ Will you como bocP Have we met your
needs?'... So you do your own personal evaluation to make sure you've done as much as you
con for that pef50n at the timo

Sue: And team meetings are rrolly important ond we evaluate work os 0 team and to
somebody outside it might sound as if we're just talking about stuff but if you'Vf got a healthy
team thon people are challenging and soying, 'What's that oboutl' and so we'ro evaluating
the work and that's been fundamental in increasing our professionalism and having that
onvironmont where its safe for us ro holp roch other but alsa challenge supportivoly We're
doing it all rho time, 'Hov< you thought of this or that and thatl' alsa demonstrates to young
people that we don't know oVfrything [laughs).

linda: That's truo youth work isn't it~ It's about your own Knowledge bas< and being able ta
think and work on your f«r and being able to moVf people on and prioritis< things as you
go along and that's same of tho fundamentals of what we do. And the more of us that do it
bocous< wo want ta do it and will become trained or hOVf done tho research, I don't beliOVf
thot ov<ryono whoso a good workor has to hav< a qualification but rhos< proplo that con
rdl<ct and look at tho work it's all ovaluation os you go along isn't it'
IfG - youth workors)

These youth workers noticeably move in their conversation without any intervention from the
researchor from a position whero they are talking about tho valuo of an evaluation tool in a
counselling situation to a position where they are claiming that these tools are unnecessary
for the quality of practice. They do this without rejecting the importance of evaluation, but
by shifting towards one notion of evaluation which is relevant to and part of the process
of engagement with the young person and to another which is relevant to the process of
professional developmont with colloaguo~ In tho former ca"" evaluation is entirely divorced
from any accountability to anyono othor than to the young porson and in the latter, the
accountability is towards colleagues in the process of working as a team.

In this context, the ust of evaluation as a means of assessing young people's experiences of
youth work practice seems to make .sense and it is becoming regular practice for young people
to fill in forms aftor oach organi",d "'ssion. This is understood at one lovel as a participative
procedure, ensuring that young people's views are considered, and at another level, as a quality
assurance procedure, ensuring that what youth workers provide is relevant to the young people
involved. All of tho projocts involved in the re",arch included young people's evaluations as a
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standard part of at least some of their practice.

It was recognised that some young people were more articulate than othe~ about the impact
that a project can have. Both worke~ and young people commented upon the problems some
young people may have identifying and articulating impact and in evaluating:

It's rhe type ofchange where same people wauldn'r physicolly be able to describe it but they
know. They·d felc it. And samerimes it's betrer to capture a moment with, wherher irs like video
or with a photo as opposed to writing it down on a piece of poper
(fG - young person)

Some workers talked about developing innovative/creative ways of evaluating. For instance
in one project, young people used plasticine or play dough to make something relevant to
the programme they had attended, which is then photographed. Another project used a Big
Brother style diary room chair to gain the young people's perspectives on a summer activities
programme. In another:

The organiserian does same basic evaluation wirh young people (using smiley faces, recorded
discussions. or asking young people to record same comments on a posr-it nore which are
then thrown at a worker'!
(RD)

In some situations, young people completed evaluations of sessions without any discussion. They
simply accepted them as a necessary part of their involvement. However, gaining evaluations
from young people was not always as straightforward a process. In one project, a group who
had just returned from a weekend residential which they had planned, resisted completing
evaluation forms because for them, their participation in the event was now ended. They did not
see the relevance of the evaluation form though they were informally discussing the weekend
with their friends and othe~ who had not attended.

This type of situation prompted some workers to suggest that informal feedback from young
people might be a more appropriate and reliable basis for the assessment and development of
practice than the formal information contained on forms. Some talked about the way in which
the real evaluation takes place after the formal evaluation. Unprompted feedback from young
people via letters. thank you cards and conve~tions were highly valued by workers as providing
a more personal and genuine reflection of young people's experiences. And of course, these
documents could be used as evidence in processes of accountability. However, it was usually the
case that the real evaluations of young people were expressed in the conve~tional processes of
youth work:

Susen: You know through talking to the young people, you ask them informally, you have
conversorions and discuss with them what they have, what they think they have gained our of
the experience
(DO - youth worker)
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When asked about her key memories of the programme the worker identified the young
women saying they wanted the pragramme to continue at the end. She identified 'small steps:
'having the confidence to write an the flip chart.' She alsa emphasised the importance of the
social aspect of the programme as samething that the participants really volued- but this was
not necessarily valued by the funders. .. The best bits of the evaluation are the things that the
young women have said- the quotes and thing~ They show the impact.
(RDJ

The relationship between the evaluations of young people and the accountability of youth work
was not entirely clear. One worker expressed concern about the way selected quotes can be used
on 'glossy leafiets' about the work that prajects do with young people.

One of the things that does my head in is these glossy leaflets that come round about
organisations, and we have them too, and on the bock there's two young people going, 7his is
just the most wonderful experience of my life, and this has just changed me.' And, you know
theres another hundred comments out there that are missmg. Nobody ever writes 7his was
crap and I don't want to come bock' (laughter) on the bock of their Shiny leaflets
(DD - youth worker)

Such comments correspond with a general suspicion that formal evaluations offer an account
of practice which is highly suspect in terms of its relationship with the realities of the fieldwork
situation. Worse than this, some workers believed that these systems can be used to obscure
'bad practice: that it is possible to hide behind the evidence provided in the 'paperwork' and that
some data was being gathered for no good reason:

I mean fair enough young people have problems in their Ii~ What is a funder really going to
do with that information> Fair enough they're prabobly going to think this person is working
well because he knows this information but they con't really do much with it. And for all they
know we could be lying, do you know what I mean>
[DD - youth worker)

Ultimately for the youth workers. and the young people who participated in the research, the
main justification for the use of evaluation procedures and tools was the improvement of
practice and the development of young people. In this regard there is a relationship between
evaluation and professional and personal reflection in the educational context of practice.
As such, evaluation is a benefit in its own terms, separate from systems of organisational
accountability, even though it might contribute to them:

The question was raised about whether evaluation was about 'the form' or about the reflection
process How you see it changes the way that it is used.
IRD)

The third meaning of evaluation identified in the research is that associated with professional
and agency development. In only one organisation was this prioritised and integrated into
practice. The method adopted here was similar to action research. Finance was allocated for
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the employment of an external evaluator to engage in developmental supervision with youth
workers, using recordings and evaluation forms as evidence for their discussions and as a basis
for refiective professional learning. Such an approach is sympathetic to educational ideas about
refiective practice (Schon, 1983; Kolb, 1984J and the evidence suggests that there is a good
case for justifying such practices.. It is apparent that such an approach requires sympathetic
organisational systems, finance and an acknowledgement of the necessity for time for reflection
and analysis which encompasses failure as well as success without fear of penalty. Again, it
is crucial for the success of such an approach that accountability and evaluation should be
separated:

Currently the worker is employed as a =rcher so the~ is a lot of recording, as well as time
built in for ~flection; she felt that she perhaps had as much as was needed ~ally within youth
work. There are doys set aside for rvoluotion and ren~tion. as w~1I as a focus on reflection in
su~rvision sessions. This seems to link with th~ wider culture of the organisation; ~/uotion
is valued as being able to contribute to the development of proctice and also informing
and lobbying for policy change. It seemed that the workers I spoke to SOw the relevance of
evaluation to th~ir work and so were engaging with it in a more positive rather than pie-cemeof
way. The worker felt that not everybody valued the evaluation process. The struclu~ of the
work/day meant it can be hard to fill it in at the end of a session, when young people might
want lifts home, taxis sorting aut etc (However at least two workers I spoke to felt it was
important to record th~ session as soon as possible Dh~rwards- otherwise things g~t losr)...
The worker felt that evaluation is important to develop the programme: you con look at what
worked well and what didn't This con help people who might want to run the progromme
after you to learn fram your experience. Also it helps you to think about your work.
IRDJ

Evaluation- this is about accountability, they have to do it as they a~ operating in the
valuntary sector. However, it has diffe~nt functions Yes it is about meeting 'targets' but they
seek to 'quietly and efficiently manage these- it is about the management: But evaluation
is also used as evidence ofoutcomes for the organisation (they don't bother with 10 point
scales- they look at gathering evidence using stories and qualitative methods- they a~
confident that they can see progress and funders listen to this). Evaluation is also importont
in maintaining staff morale and job sotisfactian- being able to see what you have done and
what you have achieved
IRDI

Although this organisation constru~d evaluation developmentally, there r~main~d vestiges of
the tensions experienced elsewhere. This was explained by the workers partly in terms of the
competition for funding which pushed workers to always present their practice in a positive
light which they believed did not refiect its realities, and which also caused some aspects of the
work to be valued and highlighted over others:

The~ is a gop in r=arch about the feelings and thoughts of workers about the work they do.
Things about the impoct a~ recorded, but the worker felt he had put 21/2 years of his/ife into
a project full of trials, trogedies, stresses and 5U=sses. Whe~ d~ that go? The work is also
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about how workers feel- it's nat only about targets- there is all the internal stuff as well, what
motivates you, whac makes you do this job.'
(RD)

Although in other organisations developmental evaluation was not an explicit feature of
organisational design, workers attempted to balance what they perceived to be the negative
impact of formal evaluation procedures with systems and approaches of their own which they
believed were more sympathetic to practice. When evaluation was part of the culture of an
organisation in these terms it was viewed generally in a positive light. As one worker put it, 'If
you don't evaluate, you don't learn from your mistak.es';

But you learn by your mistakes, it's a learning process, you learn more about what you could
have done differently and chat's the main thing for evaluation
100 - area manager)

Insofar as evaluation is congruent with the process-based approach of youth work it can
contribute to learning in practice and there is a strong case for its formal integration into
practice in these terms. This suggests that organisations should incorporate adequate time
for evaluation and reflection within proposals for funding and project timetables in order to
encourage progression and development in the practice environment.

10.6 C",aling darity

There are serious confusions in the processes and practices of evaluation, accountability and
bureaucracy. These relate partly to the experience of organisational change and partly to the
Increased control exercised by the external agencies - government, charitable trusts and private
corporations - which fund youth work. Mostly the changes have been instigated by government
which requires evidence for the impact of public expenditure.

At present, youth workers experience these processes negatively, even when they do not
have principled arguments against them. This reflects a position of powerlessness both in
terms of agendas being set outside practice realities and in terms of the absence of a clearly
articulated alternative to the organisational processes currently dominating practice. Partly the
difficulties are associated with the ways in which evaluation has been merged into procedures
tor accountability. This hinders the potential for developing the process-based and Qualitative
approach to evaluation which would sit more appropriately with practice values than simple
statistical measurement of outcomes and 'qualitative' tools for the measurement of change.

Youth workers themselves need to promote the value of the type of evidence which they can
gather as a complement to their practice priorities and to discover wayS of recording and
analysing such evidence in a manner which promotes these priorities.. There are important
commonalities and levels of agreement across a wide spectrum of youth work practice which
demonstrate that the principles and values of youth work as informal education are meaningful
to both youth workers and young people. It is therefore relevant to consider the role of
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evaluation in thes<: terms and to ask how external bodies might ~ convinced that the processes
of informal education must ~ prioritis<:d if the ~nefits of the youth work approach are to be
realised.

It is often unclear to practitioners why the criteria for both evaluation and accountability which
are S<:t outside of practice are often unsympathetic to the realities of practice. This is partly
becaus<: there is an overlap between the language of policy and practice. Policy makers have
taken practice concepts and us<:d them instrumentally in a manner which suggests that political
and organisational values are consonant with professional practice valurs and the interests of
young people. This is an ideal which is not representative of reality. The cons<:quence is that the
'is' of youth work practice has become s<:parated from the 'ought' of policy and this adds to the
confusion between accountability and evaluation.

Evaluation for the pur~ of organisational dficiency is not nec~rily the same as evaluation
for the personal development of young people or the professional development of workers and
projects. It is legitimate to undertake all types of evaluation. However, it is unlikely that all can
be rolled into one process. especially when the meaning of practice is contested territory, but
also in relation to the variety of funding sources upon which youth projects depend for their
existen~ and the variety of young people who U~ their r~urees. In such circumstanc~ the
weight of evaluation can be crippling and counter-productive particularly in relation to the
low levels of resources upon which the youth work s<:ctor relies. The amount of time taken by
'paperwork' from that which is considered by all parties to be of most importance and value, the
face-to-face work with young people, is absolute.

This docs not mean that youth work should not be accountable or that it should not ~
measured. However, informal, everyday encounters are important and contribute a major part
of the whole picture of practice. Accounting for the spaces and the time, for the silences, the
light-hearted and the patience which is necessary to construct the conditions in which some
young people can fiourish cannot be accomplished by simple measures. Ultimately, if the aim is
to produce youth work which 'works' for young people, then accountability to young people in
their terms and to the values of professional youth work practice must also ~ incorporated into
judgements and assessment of quality.

There is no syStem of evaluation which can account for all practice for all purposes. Nor should
it attempt to. Some information which youth workers obtain from young people does and
should remain in the private sphere. Not all evidence is numerical, but by the same token,
sometimes numerical evidence is preferable to qualitative evidence which is more likely to reveal
personal information. Deciding what is appropriate, deciding why evidence is collected, the most
appropriate evidence for which purposes and the limits of this should ~ as much a professional
judgement as a judgement of funders and politicians.

The development of democratic organisational practices which move beyond the spurious claims
of 'consultation' are a key to winning the consent of youth workers and young people for any
processes of accountability which are developed. In the current situation, policy has already been
decided, and SyStems are already in place which are set to reconfigure youth work. Meanwhile,
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youth workers struggle to maintain what they know to be relevant and important in the
everyday world of practice. If the dynamic of their practice is to endure in their own term~ they
will necessarily be engaged for some time to come in op<rating a dual system af accauntability
to outside agencies and to youth workers. In the long term, a "assertion of the values of
professional practice in the public sphere is essential if youth work is to retain what is distinctive
in its approach. In order to begin the process of establishing thi~ youth workers could do worst
than to speak about the values of practice publicly and in the sure knowledge that what they do
is worthwhile and can be accounted for in their own terms.
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Chapter 11 •
•

Conclusions and Lessons Learned

11.1. Dimensions of ....ryday practitt

• The values of professional youth work are inextricably related to the realities of the
practice situation. These realities 3re given conceptual cohesion in the language of
'informal education' which encapsulates both the informal, relational aspects of the
work and its intentions towards constructive learning and development.

• Even when young people are not receiving anything from youth projects other than
a space in which they can conduct their own social lives in safety and away from the
negative connotations of the street thOSt projects 3rt providing a social service.

• It is the open informality of youth work which encourages the engagement of young
people who refuse other institutional participation.

• Informal education does not foreclose other. more structured approaches to practice
but it is a necessary pre-requisite for maximising the benefits of such practice for the
young people who are the targets of policy.

• Youth work begins with informal approaches which are person-centred and relational
and mov~s into plann~d, structur~d interventions which can b~ issu~ or probl~m

centred.

• Policy prioriti~s ar~ problem-centred and requir~ planned, structured interventions as
a m~ans to achieving pre-d~t~rmin~d outcomes. Thest under~stimate the importance
of the informal for youth work. The difficulties which can be encountered when
youth work is problem-orientated are manifest in the work with referred groups of
young people.

• Youth work interventions are not appropriate for all young people at all time,. It is
important to recognise this in the context of partner;hip working.

• The dimensions of everyday practice involve youth worker; in a range of
responsibilities Whilst representations of the work focus upon the central
relationship with young people, the boundaries of practice are much broader
than this would suggest Everyday practice is affected by local culture and by the
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relationships which young people have with other institutions and other people, as
well as with each other. Youth workers tend to work at the interstices and on the
margins of other, more dominant institutions such as family, school and police.

11.2. Communication

• Communication is the key to understanding youth work practice.

• The significance of communication can be masked and even hindered by
the emphasis upon activities. programmes and outcomes. Some methods of
communication such as organising buildings and programmes are seldom discussed
in the representation of practice.

• The ability to listen and to interpret the words and behaviour of young people as
individuals and groups is the most important youth work skill. Relationships with
young people are established mainly through the art of listening. This is primarily
present-orientated.

• Conversation operates at various levels within face-to-face practice and can move
rapidly from the light and chatty to the serious. It is not linear and it does not
take place within defined spaces and places but operates in structured as well as
unstructured situations.

• The outcomes of conversation cannot be pre-determined. Nor can they be evaluated
within specific time-frames.

• When communicating with outsiders and in formal representations of practice, youth
workers tend to 'perform' in terms of what they think is required of them rather
than in terms relating to the realities of their practice. This is indicative of a lack
of confidence in their own professional voice. Their incorporation into partnership
approaches organised with reference to youth problems rather than youth potential
exacerbates the silencing of their perspective or sets it up as oppositional.

• Some external agency representatives understand the nature of youth work but
most do not. Youth workers are often positioned as a 'service' organisation to other
institutions and in this situation the language of youth work is irrelevant.

• Some young people are highly articulate about the benefits of their association with
youth work and this might be improved even further through the incorporation
of methods of evaluation in practice. However, other young people are not
reflexive about their involvement and do not readily use verbal skills for purposes
of communication. This has consequences for the achievement of outcomes, for
evaluation and for the representation of different groups of young people in research
and consultation processes.
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11.3. Social exclusion

• Social exclusion discourses depend upon a deficit model. One of the reasons
youth work is effective in engaging with young people who might be defined as
problematic, is because it does not define them in these terms. Centring the young
people themselves is crucial to the process of winning their voluntary engagement
but the focus on social exclusion centres problems rather than people.

• To design programmes which do not refer primarily to the positive identities of
young people, which highlight 'deficit; 'lack' or 'failure' in relation to other social
institutions and with reference to goals created externally, without the participation
of the young people. undermines the positive approach of youth work and creates
conditions for its failure. This does not mean that youth work itself is problematic,
but that it does not work well in response to abstractions. It needs the constant
grounding in the realities of young people's lives, the knowledge which comes from
dialogue with them and the willingness to attempt to meet their self-defined needs
and interests in order to succeed.

• Whilst some youth interventions designed in response to the social exclusion agenda
can succeed wdl in specialised situations. this depends upon the maintenance of the
professional informal educational values of youth work within the youth work team.
The full potential of generic youth work is being inhibited by the way in which the
social exclusion discourse fragments practice into specialisms. This situates youth
work in a secondary position in relation to other institutions and exacerbates the
tendency to focus upon problems rather than people. In SO doing it displaces what is
central to the youth work approach.

11.4. Bur<:aucr3Cy. accountability and evaluation

• There is confusion in practice between bureaucracy, accountability and methods of
evaluation.

• In the process of organisational change, the balance of accountability has been
shifted towards the organisation's duty to fulfil the goals of public policy and away
from young people themselves as the primary reference point for accountability.

• Youth workers are primarily concerned with face-to-face practice and with the
local and professional context within which that practice takes place. They are not
centrally involved as practitioners in the formal discussions in the world of policy
making, partnership work and funding allocation, nor do they prioritise these
concernS. The development of democratic organisational practices are key to winning
the consent of youth workers and young people for processes of accountability.

• In order to prevent the further marginalisation of the central and most valuable
features of the youth work approach, consideration must be given to questions of
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representation, participation and consultation in decisions which have adirect effect
upon practice.

• Statistics are set to remain problematic in youth work so long as they are used
by external authority as the principal measure of quality and so long as youth
projects themselves are not fully engaged in decision-making about the criteria for
collecting them. Youth workers would prefer and might make acontribution to the
development of rigorous and more sympathetic qualitative method~ but these serve
a different purpose to Quantitative measures.

• formal organisational demands for particular types of outcome inevitably gear youth
projeCts towards working with young people who are more likely to meet those
outcomes.

• There is some urgency in the need for youth workers to articulate the voice of
practice in public arenas and in formal decision-making bodies in order to contribute
to debates about bureaucracy, accountability and evaluation in terms which are
relevant to their situation. This involves participating in discussion about the nature
of professionalism.

• The language of youth work practice is currently underdeveloped. It sits within
the theoretical framework of informal education, but this needs to be pursued
with reference to evidence from the field that such a theoretical approach 'works:
Youth workers need to use research methodologies to both further their reflexive
understanding of their practice and to demonstrate its value in a wider network of
professional services for children and young people. This is relevant to methods of
evaluation.

11.5. R=arch 1""'"5

• It is hoped that the research explored in this report can make acontribution to a
broader public understanding of the relevance of professional youth work and that it
can further help to clarify the youth work 'voice:

• Recording the 'everyday' in practice raised practical and conceptual problems for
the research in terms of recording and prioritising data. Neverthele~ the openness
of the research approach to the informal, the unstructured, and the inarticulate has
facilitated documentation of some of the 'realities' of life in youth projects which are
seldom otherwise recorded.

• Offering workers time to reflectively consider their practice without any implied
judgement mirrors non-manag~rjar supervision in som~ ways and signifies th~

developmental value of this pro~ss compared to judgemental evaluation procedures.

• This research needs to be considered as a contribution to debates about the meaning
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of practict and about tht rtsponsibilities of represtntation. Through tngagtmtnt
with youth worktrs and young ptoplt in tvtryday practict. it btcamt incrtasingly
appartnt that tht significanct of this pitct of work is to rtturn to tht fitld that
which it has givtn so frttly whilst accommodating tht rtstarchtr.>

• Whilst it is hoptd that this rtport will bt of valut to policy-maktrs, it has bttn
writttn principally with rtftrtnct to tht nttds of practitiontr.> It is hoptd that
youth workers will find in it an analysis which thty can recognist from thtir own
perspective. In this sense we pre5(:nt it as a contribution to a discussion between
rtstarch and practice with a view to it contributing to the evaluation of practice in

its own terms.
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Appendix 1

Photo Walks

•
•

The photographs in this appendix were taken by young people who as one aspect of the
research were asked to photograph places which were meaningful to them. The researcher,
and so e imes a youth worker, acco panied t e young people during his exercise, and
conversations developed in relatio to the places chosen for he pho!ograph~

The allowing are extracts from hose co versations:

Oi: This used to be the pod site - where they would set-up during the holidoys. They're building
ochildren's playground on it now.
Yauth worker: Is there anything for the older kids'
Oi: Bench'
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--~~~
------ .'----

We used to sometimes go in the petrol sration to fill out Keyfund forms. There's a table and
some choirs just inside on the lefr.

Oi: We got moved from the bench so we ended up by the pork.
Youth worker: I didn't like thor.
Researcher: Why'
Youth worker: Not safe - dark, secluded, lots of undergrowth - so Igot them all personal alarms.
01: I've still got mine... That's where the bench was - that gap.
Youth worker: That's where we first met Oi.
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Di: We used to meet Rob and Groce at the chippy, to fill in Keyfund applications.
Researcher: I don't see any seats in there.
Di: No. There's a ledge just under the window - we sat an that.

A couple of us went in there to roll a joint once

-
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Youth worker: Kids come in here to just, you know, chill out.

Some people come down here - it's a bit out of the woy. .. though there are some people living in
the flats there. Someone set fire co the fence once
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(Community centre)
Researcher: Do you ever go in there?
J: No, this fdla came aut of there once and started having 0 go at us
Researcher: Was there any reason for thar?
J: Someone was kicking the ball off the wall, and he come our and started racially abusing us

That's my mum's friend's shop - she talks ta us, she's ok.
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J: let's get some pictures of the ghetto!
There's been a lot of trouble down here at times - gongs, you know.
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This is my house - the druggies use the phone box; one rime there was this guy who was on
something and he just tore it aport; they're always hanging around round here

J: This is where I get my hair cut - you should get yours cut
Researcher: You're right, but not today thanks.
J: It's only three quid

-
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We play snooker in there sometimes

We used to ploy football down the side of the Co-op. They used to tell us to move, but it's
alright now because it's closed down.
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This is the community centre - where they have the raves. They've stopped now because ofa
fight.

I
They've opened up the snooker room to us - as long as we don't mess about but we don't
because a lor of Dads come down here.
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I live down there. We moved in aboul four years ago. I wasn't looking forward ra moving but it
only took about two weeks for us to feel settled

This is the park. There's not really any mare places - just houses.
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That pub is right in the centre of the village. It used to be open but I think it went aut of
business.

-
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Appendix 2:

Transcript of a focus group discussion
amongst youth workers about
evaluation and accountability

Jim: I think there is definitely a big pressure in terms affunders. and there's a lot ofstuffabaut
outcames. and we're under pressure to go outcame led and it tokes away a lot of freedom, you
know. you're not working with young people where they are or, there's on outcame you have
to tick at the end of ir, people have to get jobs, people have to move on, that sort of thing. And
there's a pressure to report back to funders on lots of their objectives and there's a game that goes
on. I see a game that is going on, we get young people to tell us how good we are, and then we
tell funders how good young people think we are,

Kerry: Do you not think that in some ways thor, them saying you have to have on objective, or
something, writing out your aims and objectives for the progromme in same way that's improving
your youth worF Because you're seeing at the end if you've met your aims and your objectives?

Jim: If the young people are setting the objectives, or if we are setting the objectives, it's some
civil servant setting the objectives for agroup of young people that I really struggle with, but also
sometimes the objective might be, we'rejust going to go here, we're going to go here and see
where we go, and we're not going to say, lets not put ourselves under pressure to ger, to pass same
sart of test at the end of it or to get ajob or whatever. let just go, let's just came down every week
and go with samething here andjust work on it And there's loads of freedom, there's loads of
creativity in that But I definitely think there's a big game goes on with all of this Reporting back
to funders and evaluating things

Kay: There has to be, in this big, bad work we live in, there has to be.

Jim: It doesn't make it right though?

Kay: But there has to be same sart of formal system, because we're a voluntary charity
organisation, we have to probably prove more, that we are worth while. Very much we've always
said we're qualitative wor~ and that to me is just a face, because you always have to prove your
stats at the end of it So you know. how can you support quality on youth work when you have to
prove it or bock it up with statistics' That does not show quality youth wor~ that just shows that
you are good at crrative evaluations?
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Jim: Arr you soying that statistics prove quolity7

Kay: No, that's what it has to do for funders. funders wont stotistics- they don't wont quality.

Jim: But that doesn't mean that it's ...ot the end of the day therr could be loods of organisations
out there in {city nome! doing loads of damage to young people. And they orr rrporting bock to
funders

Kay: I'm sure you could nome a few ...

Jim: Mega statistics to make them look grroe or is thot- so that's OK then? That's the way it has
to be7

Kay: No it's not OK. but it's the way it i~ it's a game, it's like yOu soid, it's a game.

Frank: So do yOu accept that then 7

Kim: But if you could...

Kay: No I don't accept that, but that's the way it is and that's the way it has to be.

Frank: So it has to be like that, so yOu accept it?

Kay: What ... are we as one going to change it?

Frank: No but we con not accept it.

Kay: We con accept it or we won't get the funding.

Kerry: Yeah, yOu won't get the funding for the project

Frank: So yOu accept it?

Kerry: No, becouse in this day and age yOu have to, like yOu'rr studying at the momene yOu have
assignments to do, yOu have to write a rrport you have to make it loo~ so many words, look
brillione yOu know and get good marks on it, it's the some sort of thing.

Jim: The truth is ... sorry

Kerry: You have to prove that yOur yOuth work is good yOuth wor~ becouse yOu con't just toke it
word of mouth ofstoff or yOung people.

Frank: So the statistics prove evetYrhing then7

Sharon: Not necessorily through statistics
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Kerry: I'm just saying, like, that survey I've just dane I think it's great because {funder] will give us
more money at the end of i, even though it's statistics and it looks like black and white poe:r. and
a few grophs, but if it gets us mare money to do mare progromme~ then that's grea, that's what
we- wont that's whot we- need. b«ou~ W~ can't surv;~ without it

Jim: So youth works about getting money in?Jumping through hoops? That's what youth work's
about?

Kerry: No, it's nat about getting money. but it's about surviving in a harsh world where you have
to come:te with other organisations.

Jim: To do anything for money?
(Laughter- reactions talking over each ather)

Danny: But that's not true, because, you can have, it doesn't have to be either or. you con find a
balance. Like, and it's abou, I mean everybody here is working an and thinking about new ways to
evaluate thing~ new ways to make it better. like from our point of view, while still trying to jump
through the hoops to get the money But we're still trying to ... Like there's a lot ofpeople doing
research and things like tho, trying to do, research an evaluation that going to go right across the
board, you know, different e:ople doing different things. trying to find same sart of way of liaising
between how funders need to have their statistics to justify the money that they give and how
we can say. well this is more accurate of what we do rother than some bullshit story that we are
tel/ing. Just sa we con get some money.

frank: I went round 0, let me give you an example, when I'm thinking, let me think here what I'm
trying to say. {Laugher] I'm just going to talk here (laughter). I went down to a boxing club last
night and I used to box in the place I went to and I was helping coach same younger kid~ and
they're all 11 and 12 and there was other coaches there, but (undear- accent! 47: 19) and I was
in there teaching a couple of lads and we got into this whole discussion with about 10 of them,
about smoking, and they were 01/ 11 and 12, just starting first year. And they were saying they
were starting to smoke and all tho, so, we hod this whole fucking discussion for about 20 minutes
about smoking and about health and about boxing and all that there. And I went out of that and
was thinking I was doing youth work in there, you know what I mean, there was no money. there
was no funding, there was no haop~ there was no evaluation, but I was doing some fucking good
youth work there. I was talking abou, there was some sart ofeducotion going on in there, same
sort of learning, going on about health, about boxing, about smoking and going on to drugs and
about drinking and all that there. I didn't jump through any hoops. I didn't do anything, sa you
can do youth work with out money. That's the point I'm trying to get at

Danny: You con do it voluntarily. totally.
(Laughter)

frank: You con do it voluntarily. you con do i, you con just do youth warlc.

Kim: You con do i, but you'll nat get a job!
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Frank: Yes, wherever you are.

Kim: But you'll not have a job. You can do it in your everyday life, day to day, you can do 0 bit of
youth work, but you'lf nor make a living!

Jim: Ever since we've been aSked anything about what is good youth wor~ what about our jabs,
and about us ond about professionalism? Because we're about young people and journeys and
young people's development and stuff, but really it's about us, and jab~

Kim: It's not though (agreement). You do have to meet those targets, like we have specific targets
we need to meet in terms of numbers, we have to do it. we just have to do it to have our project
going. But we always try to put in individual stories and then it all, like the skate pork and the
dancers, and we try to give funders like little stories as well, so we're not just firing figures at them,
but we are sort ofgiving them a bit mare personal stuff as well.

Jim: I think the point that I'm raising is that there is a culture of us taking money for anything,
and I'm scared that in Northern Ireland we are going the way of Cannexians, in England, where we
become something other than youth workers, we start to look like
Kay: Social services

Kerry: But then that's up to the staff to nat let that happen

Frank: And not accept that

Kay: To find the balance, like we were on about, finding, like getting the money but being able to
the quality youth work, that we want to do

Sharon: But it is extremely hard through. Like we have one funder at the minute, that basically
when I explained the progromme that I was doing to him, it's an outdoor programme, and he just
kept saying, 'but I want to come and see a workshop, I want to came and see a work shop: But
I'm saying, 'It isn't inside, I'm not doing workshops. This is an outdoors programme: And it's kind
of caused hassie, it's caused problems because we are not fitting in with what he expects us to
do. You know, he's like a community relations funder and he wonts to See community relations
and citizenship happening in an environment where yaung people are sitting talking about
things, but none of the young people we work with, they just wouldn't do that, sa you need to be
more creative and think of some other way to sort of get the citizenship values across to them
in a different wa~ In a way that suits them. And I explained that to him but he's 5til/ beating an
about wanting to come and see a workshop. Sa, like, there's push and pull, and same funders are
probobly, they feel that they have all the power and that they can just go aut and tell you what
you should be doing. And there does need to be same sart of feedbock coming up from us, you
know, dawn an the ground, you know. they need to listen to us more. There is a culture of bending
over backwards and doing anything.

Kay: But I think that's alsa the point that Jim made, that civil servants don't understand the jab
that we do, they're not youth workers, they don't tend to be, they don't want to know. They're
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looking for cost benefit. cost benefit analysis, they're looking at the quick fix, they're looking at
short term and they're looking at what election time is coming up. What con I stand by? And that's
what they do and they don't undemond the process ofevaluation, and they don't understand
it's a long process. you con't sustain billions or millions of numbers doing what you do. It's small,
focus bosed youth work, it tokes quite a long time. But they don't understond that. they wont to
see result5.

Danny: That's why I think it is really helpful that there are people rescorching how to make
evaluation better. and how to make this liaising between funders and people on the ground betic<
Becouse we don't have time to jump through all the hoops and figure out exactly how we con
communicote to do thor.

Sharon: How we con change our progrommes to suit them.

Danny: So, and they don't have time to rome to us and be with us and do our job with us, so J

don't think there's any other way than having somebody in the middle, kind of help both of us
figure out how we con make it all work. I mean I haven't seen anything yet that's there, but I think
people are consciously working towards that a lot more. Even though it's not done yer.
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